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Abstract

Practical high-current applications of low-temperature superconductors

(LTS) include magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear magnetic resonance and

large magnet systems for high-energy physics and nuclear fusion. Higher

magnetic fields and higher operating temperatures require a change-over

to high-temperature superconductors (HTS) such as ReBCO. These ceramic

materials have a critical temperature Tc above the normal boiling point of

nitrogen, which in principle allows them to be cooled by liquid nitrogen

instead of liquid helium. Using liquid nitrogen instead of liquid helium can

simplify the design of the cooling system for the superconducting application.

A disadvantage of such a ‘wet’ magnet is the limited operating temperature

range and the requirement of periodic refills which is problematic in the case

of non-continuous supply of the cryogenic liquid. Use of cryocoolers, on the

other hand, allows the superconducting magnet to be conduction-cooled also

to intermediate temperatures. Gifford-McMahon type crycoolers are most

commonly used today due to their relatively low cost and high reliability. The

combination of HTS with these commercial crycoolers has allowed the use of

superconductors in new application areas. Most of the new application areas

can be divided into two categories; either they operate at low temperature but

require a higher magnetic field than achievable with LTS, or they benefit from

operation at higher temperatures. The latter includes the use of HTS coils for

motors and generators. A significant decrease in weight and volume is often the

main driving factor here. Still, the reliability and stability of such systems need

to be proven. This was the main goal of the EU project EcoSwing, which is used

as a representative case study throughout this thesis.

EcoSwing is an EU-funded project within the Horizon 2020 program that
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aimed to design, develop and manufacture a full-scale 3.6 MW direct-drive

ReBCO based generator, as well as to install and operate it in an existing

turbine in order to gain valuable operational data. Compared to previously

proposed designs, with ratings of more than 10 MW, the targeted power level

is rather modest but it allows to replace an existing permanent magnet (PM)

generator with a superconducting one. Superconducting coil technology can

thus efficiently be proven in a realistic situation. The number of ReBCO poles in

the EcoSwing rotor was chosen to 40, balancing the amount of ReBCO tape, and

hence material costs, against the reduction in rotor volume and weight. The

superconducting rotor design shows a weight 40% less than the state-of-the-art

PM-based rotor.

Obviously, the design required the properties of the ReBCO tape, such as

its critical current density Jc, to be known. The performance of a ReBCO

coated conductor depends on the substrate texturing, and deposition methods.

Texturing the substrate and depositing the ReBCO layer in an epitaxial manner

is essential to overcome the grain-boundary problem. One way to do so is with

the inclined substrate deposition method; the substrate is placed at an angle

with respect to the target. The key advantage of the ISD method is that the

ReBCO layers tend to overgrow defects, allowing for thicker superconductor

layers and thus effectively increasing the tape’s critical current. The Jc-value

of ReBCO tape is also influenced by the operating temperature, the applied

magnetic field and the orientation of the tape with respect to the external

magnetic field. Unlike LTS wires, ReBCO tape conductors are characterized by

this anisotropic behavior. The Jc dependence on temperature, magnetic field

and field orientation has been expressed in a scaling law. With such a scaling

law the performance of the conductor can be predicted based on a limited set

of measurements.

To test the anisotropic behavior of the ReBCO tape as a continuous func-

tion of magnetic field angle, a new setup was designed at the University of

Twente. Furthermore, this setup allows to measure the critical current Ic of the

ReBCO tape at various temperatures. The experimental results were used to

estimate several parameters of the scaling law for the THEVA tape used in the

EcoSwing coils, as required for design purposes. However, such a full experi-
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mental determination of a scaling law is cost- and time-intensive. Therefore,

the experimental focus shifted to the determination of the so-called lift factor,

the ratio between the Ic-value at operating condition to its value at 77 K in

self-field. The latter is routinely acquired during tape production, so that, with

the lift factor known, the tape’s performance can be checked in-line relatively

fast and inexpensively. In addition to the direct transport measurements of

conductor samples, also more local inductive measurements of the lift factor

were performed. These revealed that the tape has local inhomogeneities in

both axial and lateral directions.

To verify the coil design, various tests were performed on sub- and full-

scale ReBCO coils. The size of the full-scale coils required the design and

construction of a new test setup at the University of Twente. All coils for the

EcoSwing rotor were tested, either at operating conditions or, in a later stage,

at 77 K in order to accelerate the testing process. Compared to the predictions

from finite-element modeling and the tape’s scaling law, the data showed

relatively good agreement. However, the tests also revealed a thermal drift in

the coils when excited close to their Ic value, an effect that turns out to be

characteristic for conduction-cooled ReBCO coils. Due to their higher Tc value

and ensuing increased specific heat, HTS coils have a larger energy margin

than LTS-coils, but due to thermally activated flux motion, they typically also

exhibit a more gradual resistive transition, characterized by a lower n-value. As

a consequence, close to Ic they exhibit some residual resistivity. The resulting

self-heating can cause the superconductor to warm-up, initially slowly, but

eventually developing in a full quench. This effect has hardly ever been ob-

served in superconducting coils that are cooled by a liquid cryogen bath, where

such residual dissipation is less prominent and the available cooling is usually

sufficient to evacuate the resulting heat. However, for a conduction-cooled

ReBCO coil, thermal drift has to be taken into account. A straightforward ana-

lytical model was constructed to predict this behavior and this model was used

to formulate several stability criteria. The model also yields a natural timescale

for the thermal drift due to self-heating, which is useful for prototype testing

and for operational monitoring, for example during the EcoSwing generator

tests.
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The rotor assembly with ReBCO coils was performed in an industrial set-

ting, demonstrating that superconducting components can be deployed in

such a ‘standard’ manufacturing environment. Ground-based testing at the

IWES facility in Bremerhaven and in-field running of the generator on the tur-

bine in Thyborøn resulted in more than half a year of problem-free cryogenic

operation. One coil was identified during a quench at IWES and needed to

be replaced before the generator was installed in the wind converter. The fact

that this coil had previously passed the acceptance test at 77 K, stresses the

importance of adequate coil testing at the true operating temperature as an

important de-risking measure. Additionally, quench detection was found to be

challenging in environments with high EM inductive interference. At Thyborøn,

all coils behaved as expected and the turbine achieved its targeted power range

including more than 650 hour of grid operation. This has demonstrated to some

extent the compatibility of superconducting generator technology with all the

real impacts present in a demanding operational environment. In doing so, the

EcoSwing project has lifted the technology for superconductive generators to a

technical readiness level TRL of 7.

In essence, in this thesis the performance of conduction-cooled ReBCO

coils have been evaluated and validated, from laboratory tests to their behavior

in a wind converter. The EcoSwing project also illustrated how power-dense

ReBCO-based coil technology can be made mature and is well on its way to

be eventually economically competitive, even in fast-evolving application

areas such as wind converters. Continued advances in the processing and

performance of ReBCO coated conductors may be expected to lower their cost

further and to accelerate this development.
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Samenvatting

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

en magneetsystemen voor deeltjesversnellers en nucleaire fusie zijn enkele

voorbeelden van praktische hoge-stroom toepassingen van ‘lage temperatuur’

supergeleiders (LTS). Voor sterkere magneetvelden en hogere temperaturen zijn

‘hoge temperatuur’ supergeleiders (HTS) nodig, zoals ReBCO. Deze keramische

materialen hebben een kritieke temperatuur Tc boven het kookpunt van

stikstof, waardoor ze in principe gekoeld kunnen worden met vloeibare stikstof

in plaats van vloeibaar helium. Dit laat toe het ontwerp van het koelsysteem

te vereenvoudigen. De bad-koeling heeft echter als nadeel dat het slechts een

welbepaald en beperkt temperatuurbereik toelaat. Bovendien moet men vaak

de vloeistof regelmatig aanvullen hetgeen nadelig is bij discontinuïteit in de

levering van de cryogene vloeistof. Met een cryo-koeler daarentegen, kan men

de supergeleider koelen over een veel breder bereik van temperaturen. Tegen-

woordig worden vooral Gifford-McMahon (GM) koelers gebruikt vanwege hun

relatief lage prijs en hoge betrouwbaarheid. Door deze GM-koelers met HTS

te combineren kan men supergeleiders toepassen in nieuwe gebieden. Deze

gebieden kunnen worden onderverdeeld in twee categorieën; ofwel applicaties

bij lage temperaturen die een hoger magnetisch veld vereisen dan bereikbaar

is met LTS, of toepassingen bij hogere temperaturen. Voor het gebruik van HTS

spoelen in motoren en generatoren is vooral de mogelijkheid van hogere tem-

peraturen, en dus eenvoudiger koeling, belangrijk. Supergeleidende elektrische

machines wegen significant minder en zijn kleiner dan conventionele motoren

en generatoren. De betrouwbaarheid en stabiliteit van geleiding-gekoelde HTS

spoelen in dergelijke systemen moest echter nog worden bewezen. Dit was

één van de doelen van het EU-project EcoSwing, wat in dit proefschrift als

illustratief voorbeeld wordt gebruikt.
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Ecoswing is een door de Europese Unie gefinancierd project binnen het

Horizon 2020 programma. Het doel van het project was het ontwerp, de

ontwikkeling en de assemblage van een 3.6 MW direct aangedreven windgener-

ator met ReBCO spoelen, als ook de installatie en het gebruik van de generator

in een bestaande windturbine. In vergelijking met eerder voorgestelde ontwer-

pen, met vermogens boven de 10 MW, is het vermogensniveau van Ecoswing

vrij bescheiden. Echter, dit maakte het mogelijk om een bestaande state-of-

the-art generator met permanente magneten (PM) te vervangen door een

supergeleidende machine, zodat de supergeleidende spoel technologie in een

realistische situatie kan worden getest. De EcoSwing rotor bevat 40 ReBCO

spoelen, een afweging tussen enerzijds de benodigde hoeveelheid ReBCO

tape, en dus materiaalkosten, en anderzijds de besparing in rotorvolume

en -gewicht. De supergeleidende EcoSwing rotor weegt 40% minder dan de

conventionele PM rotor.

Voor een accuraat ontwerp moeten de eigenschappen van de ReBCO tape,

zoals de kritieke stoomdichtheid Jc, bekend zijn. De eigenschappen van een

ReBCO geleider worden onder meer beïnvloed door de kristallijne textuur van

het substraat en door de gebruikte depositiemethode. Epitaxiale groei van de

ReBCO laag is essentieel om slecht uitgelijnde kristalgrenzen te vermijden en

zo een hoge Jc waarde te verkrijgen. Één van de methodes om dit te bereiken is

de ‘inclined substrate deposition’ of ISD-methode. Hierbij wordt de ReBCO laag

onder een hoek op het substraat gedeponeerd. Het onderscheidende voordeel

van deze methode is dat de ReBCO lagen defecten kunnen overgroeien, wat

resulteert in een dikkere laag en daarmee een hogere kritieke stroom Ic. De Ic
waarde wordt ook bepaald door de temperatuur, de magnetische veldsterkte

en de oriëntatie van dit veld. In tegenstelling tot LTS zijn de eigenschappen van

ReBCO geleiders sterk anisotroop. Het verband tussen Ic en deze parameters

kan ook worden uitgedrukt in een schalingswet, waarna de prestaties van een

ReBCO geleider kan worden voorspeld.

Om dit anisotrope gedrag van ReBCO tapes adequaat te kunnen testen is

een nieuwe opstelling ontworpen en gebouwd aan de Universiteit Twente. Met

deze opstelling is het mogelijk om de Ic waarde van een ReBCO tape te meten
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bij verschillende temperaturen evenals in een extern magneetveld dat kan

worden gevarieerd in richting.

Hiermee zijn de verschillende parameters van de schalingswet bepaald voor de

THEVA tape die voor de EcoSwing spoelen wordt gebruikt. Zo’n schalingswet

is essentieel om een ReBCO systeem te kunnen ontwerpen. Echter, de experi-

mentele bepaling van alle parameters is een kosten- en tijdsintensief proces.

Vandaar dat de focus verschoof naar het bepalen van een zogenaamde ‘liftfac-

tor’, de verhouding tussen de Ic waarde onder operationele omstandigheden en

de Ic bij 77 K en het eigen magneetveld. De laatste waarde wordt routinematig

bepaald door de producent van ReBCO tape. Met de liftfactor bekend kan men

zo relatief snel en kost-effectief de kwaliteit van ReBCO tape controleren.

Additionele inductieve metingen van de liftfactor hebben aangetoond dat

de tape lokale variaties in de Jc waarde vertoont, zowel in axiale als in laterale

richting. Dit is belangrijke informatie voor het ontwerp van ReBCO spoelen.

Voor de kwalificatie van het EcoSwing spoelontwerp zijn verschillende tests

uitgevoerd op kleinere testversies van de ReBCO spoelen en op een volwaardig

prototype spoel voor de rotor. Voor de prototype test en voor de kwalificatie

testen van de geproduceerde spoelen is een nieuwe testopstelling ontworpen

en gebouwd aan de Universiteit Twente. Uiteindelijk zijn alle EcoSwing spoelen

getest, ofwel in deze geleidingsgekoelde opstelling onder operationele condi-

ties, ofwel in een badcryostaat bij 77 K. Voor deze laatste optie werd gekozen

halverwege het project om de testperiode te kunnen verkorten. De resultaten

werden vergeleken met de resultaten van een eindige-elementen model dat

gebruik maakt van de schalingswet, met een relatief goede overeenkomst. De

test onder representatieve operationele omstandigheden liet bovendien zien

dat er een thermisch drift optreedt die generiek blijkt te zijn voor geleidings-

gekoelde HTS spoelen. Dankzij de hogere operationele temperatuur en de

daarbij behorende toename in soortelijke warmte, hebben HTS spoelen een

grotere energiemarge dan LTS spoelen. Echter, door de thermisch geactiveerde

beweging van magnetisch flux vertonen ze doorgaans ook een meer geleidelijke

resistieve overgang naar de normale toestand, gekwantificeerd door een lagere

zogenaamde n-waarde. Hierdoor vertonen HTS spoelen bij het benaderen van

Ic een restweerstand. De resulterende zelfopwarming kan ervoor zorgen dat
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de supergeleider opwarmt, eerst langzaam maar na verloop van tijd steeds

sneller, resulterend in een ‘quench’, een onverwachte en potentieel schadelijke

thermisch lawine effect waarbij de supergeleider heel heet kan worden en

beschadigd kan raken. Dit effect wordt zelden waargenomen in bad-gekoelde

supergeleidende spoelen, waar de koeling voldoende efficiënt is om de

gegenereerde warmte af te voeren. Met een relatief eenvoudig analytisch model

kan de thermische drift van HTS spoelen echter worden voorspeld en kunnen

stabiliteitscriteria worden geformuleerd. Verder voorspelt dit model ook een

natuurlijke tijdschaal voor de thermische drift, die gebruikt kan worden bij

prototype testen en in operatie, bijvoorbeeld tijdens het testen van de EcoSwing

generator.

De EcoSwing generator werd geassembleerd in een industriële omgeving, het-

geen illustreert dat supergeleidende componenten verwerkt kunnen worden

in een standaard productieomgeving. Daarnaast toonde de testcampagne van

de generator, eerst in de gespecialiseerde faciliteit van IWES in Bremerhaven

en later in de windturbine in Thyborøn, aan dat de machine probleemloos

gekoeld kan worden, in ieder geval voor meer dan een half jaar. Wel moest er

een beschadigde spoel worden vervangen. Deze blijkbaar beschadigde spoel

vertoonde een quench tijdens de test bij IWES, alhoewel ze wel de versnelde

acceptatietest bij 77 K had doorstaan. Twee lessen werden hieruit getrokken:

het adequaat testen van spoelen onder representatieve omstandigheden is

belangrijk om risico’s te verminderen; en quenchdetectie blijkt extra uitdagend

te zijn in een omgeving met hoge elektromagnetische interferentie. Na de

reparatie gedroegen alle spoelen zich bij het testen op locatie in Thyborøn zoals

verwacht. De turbine leverde het beoogde vermogen en voor meer dan 650 uur

werd geleverd aan het elektriciteitsnet. Dit demonstreert hoe hoge temperatuur

supergeleiders met succes kunnen worden ingezet in compacte generatoren.

EcoSwing heeft de TRL-waarde naar 7 getild.

In essentie wordt in dit proefschrift de werking van geleidingsgekoelde

ReBCO spoelen getest en geëvolueerd, zowel in een gecontroleerde labora-

torium omgeving als in een veeleisende omgeving in een echte windturbine.

Het EcoSwing project heeft laten zien dat deze technologie ‘volwassen’ is en

wellicht ook goed op weg is om economisch concurrerend te zijn. De nog steeds
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doorlopende ontwikkeling van ReBCO geleiders zal naar alle waarschijnlijkheid

hun prestatie verder verbeteren en de kostprijs verlagen, hetgeen de doorbraak

van deze nieuwe technologie zal versnellen.
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1
Introduction

In this thesis the behavior of conduction-cooled ReBCO coils is evaluated. The

thesis starts, in chapter 2, with a discussion of the coated conductor materials

from which such coils are wound and follows with various experimental tests

on the ReBCO coils themselves in chapter 3. To describe the thermal drift behav-

ior that is sometimes observed in this type of coils when they are conduction-

cooled, an analytical model is presented in chapter 4. This thesis ends with the

reported behavior of the ReBCO coils in a real application, in chapter 5, a cryo-

genic rotor for a wind converter. This world-first high-temperature superconduct-

ing full-scale generator was realized in the European EcoSwing project. In this

first chapter, the EcoSwing project, as well as several other novel application ar-

eas for conduction-cooled HTS coils, are reviewed.
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1.1. Conduction-cooled ReBCO Coils

1.1 Conduction-cooled ReBCO Coils

1.1.1 ReBCO Materials

The electrical resistivity of a superconducting material disappears when it is

operated at a sufficiently low temperature. For practical superconducting de-

vices, the superconductors niobium titanium (NbTi) and niobium tin (Nb3Sn)

are commonly used [1]. These low-temperature superconductors (LTS) have

a critical temperature Tc of 9.3 K and 18.3 K, respectively [1]. Although these

Tc values are above the normal boiling point of helium (4.2 K), LTS are mainly

operated in liquid or superfluid helium, because their performance decreases

significantly at higher temperatures. In addition to their temperature depen-

dence, the operational limits of superconductors are by the current density and

magnetic field, specifically by their critical current density Jc and upper critical

field Bc. Below the lower critical field, a type II superconductor completely

expels the applied magnetic field, while above this level quantized magnetic

‘vortices’ appear and the material is in a mixed state. Since the upper critical

field Bc,2 is much larger than the first critical field, it is typically this upper

critical field that is important for practical applications [2]. Such practical

applications include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [3], nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) and large magnet systems for high-energy accelerators (e.g.

the LHC at CERN) and nuclear fusion (e.g. ITER) [4].

Higher magnetic fields and operating temperatures require a change-over

to high-temperature superconductors (HTS). These ceramic materials were

discovered in the 80s and 90s of the last century and typically have a critical

temperature above the normal boiling point of nitrogen (77 K). Furthermore,

they carry higher critical current densities at relatively high magnetic fields,

potentially enabling magnets to generate magnetic fields beyond the prac-

tical limit of Nb3Sn of some 20 T [5]. At present, there are two types of HTS

that are commercially available. The first generation (1G) of practical HTS

conductors, which includes two variants of the compound bismuth stron-

tium calcium copper oxide (BSCCO), requires a silver matrix to form the

optimal composition. This silver sets a lower limit on the BSCCO conductor

costs. Moreover, the relatively high intrinsic anisotropy of the BSCCO com-

pounds, see also chapter 2, renders the pinning of magnetic flux lines more
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1.1. Conduction-cooled ReBCO Coils

difficult in this material, leading to a relatively low critical current density

Jc at higher temperatures and magnetic fields [1]. This is in contrast with

second generation (2G) HTS. These types of superconductors, also called

coated conductors, have a perovskite crystal structure, with the centers of

the cubic ‘building blocks’ occupied by either Ba or a rare-earth-based (Re)

element, as depicted in figure 1.1. The best-known rare-earth material is

yttrium (Y), although other elements such as samarium and gadolinium

Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of ReBCO, in

this particular case YBCO, adapted from [6].

are also used [7]. In chapter 2

these ReBCO conductors are dis-

cussed in more detail. Compared

to BSCCO the material is not the

dominant cost factor for ReBCO

conductors, so that its price is ex-

pected to continue to decrease as

yield, performance and produc-

tion volume increases. Further-

more, higher critical current den-

sities are possible with second

generation ReBCO compared to

1G BSCCO, especially at tempera-

tures well above 4.2 K. Therefore,

this type of superconductor was

chosen for the EcoSwing project,

see section 1.2. As such, the focus

in this thesis is on ReBCO coated

conductors and on ReBCO coils.

The first YBCO conductors were made as round wires, which in principle allows

for easy coil winding, using the same techniques as for LTS. However, these

wires did not have high enough Jc-values to be competitive with LTS. This sig-

nificantly changed as soon as scientists started to deposit YBCO epitaxially on

single-crystalline substrates. It became quickly clear that high currents require

an uninterrupted path along the 2-D copper oxide planes that separate the

perovskite building blocks, i.e. they require a high degree of bi-axial crystalline

texture [8]. From an application point of view, the challenge then became to

achieve such texture in thin coatings industrially deposited on more than 100 m
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1.1. Conduction-cooled ReBCO Coils

long technical substrates, see chapter 2. Today’s commercial 2G ReBCO has a

layered tape architecture incorporating materials for its mechanical strength

and for electrical and thermal stability. These coated conductors, often 4 mm or

12 mm wide, have just a thin, a few µm thick, superconducting ReBCO layer. The

copper oxide sheets, defining the crystallographic ab-plane which essentially

behaves as an extended single crystal, are responsible for its superconducting

charge transport [9]. Although intrinsically less so than with the BSCCO ma-

terial, this texture leads to a pronounced anisotropic behavior; Jc-values are

significantly lower if a magnetic field is applied parallel to the c-axis. In the

design of a ReBCO coil this anisotropy on a conductor level must be considered.

Besides anisotropy, there are other important factors that need to be consid-

ered in a proper coil design, such as the winding, insulation and impregnation

of a ReBCO coil. In chapter 3 these issues are discussed further. At present,

most ReBCO coils that were realized so far were purposely designed and

manufactured for research purposes, especially those with a racetrack shape.

Furthermore, most of these coils are rather small, less than 1 m long. Although

there have been some examples of larger systems [10], experience with such

coils, particularly in rotating machines, is limited. However, as described in

the next section, the commercialization of conduction-cooled techniques has

enabled new application areas including HTS rotating machines.

1.1.2 Cooling Concepts

Conventionally, superconducting magnets are often operated ‘wet’, i.e. sub-

merged in a liquid refrigerant. For LTS this need to be liquid helium, but the

higher Tc-value of HTS allows for other refrigerants, such as oxygen, argon,

nitrogen, neon and hydrogen, with normal boiling temperatures below 100 K.

Even with bath-cooled magnets there are various strategies possible. Indeed

the most straightforward approach is to submerge the impregnated winding

pack completely in the liquid, with the coil cooled at its outer surface [11].

Another possible approach is to allow penetration of the cryogen into the

winding pack, for instance by using a hollow tube with helium which improves

the thermal cooling-conductor coupling. Such technique was proposed al-

ready in 1967 by P. F. Chester at al. [12]. No matter which strategy is followed,

a disadvantage of these wet magnets is the limited operating temperature
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plus its non-continuous nature, requiring periodic refrigerant replenishment.

Moreover, bath cooling often requires a double-walled cryostat, with a vacuum

mantle thermally insulating a pressurized cryogenic interior from the much

warmer, and usually also pressurized, ambient. These factors complicate the

cryogenic design for most applications. Consequently, enabled by the advances

in cryocooler technology, ‘dry’ or cryogen-free superconducting magnets have

steadily generated more and more interest.

A cryocooled superconducting magnet was already demonstrated in 1993

when a 4.6 T LTS magnet was operated at 11 K in vacuum [13]. Watanabe

et al. used a Gifford-McMahon (GM) double-stage refrigerator to provide

the required cooling power. Also the University of Twente demonstrated a

conduction-cooled Nb3Sn magnet, cooled by a two-stage GM cooler [14].

The GM cooler belongs to the periodic, also called regenerative, cooling sys-

tems [15–17]. The cycles involved are based on periodic flows with frequencies

varying from 2 Hz to 60 Hz. Typically such coolers contain a compression-

and an expansion space, a displacer and a regenerator. The latter two can

be combined. When connected to a compressor, the cooler goes through the

following cycle, as schematically depicted in figure 1.2: first, the high-pressure

side is open and as the displacer moves, gas passes through a cold regenerator.

Next the high-pressure valve is closed and the low-pressure side opened, so

that part of the gas flows back through the regenerator. This expansion is

isothermal and heat is extracted. Once the low-pressure is closed and the

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the GM cycle, on the left, adapted from

[18] and a picture of a Sumitomo GM-cooler on the right [19].
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high-pressure side opened, the gas is compressed, taking it back to its starting

position. The advantage of the GM cooler, compared to e.g. a Stirling cooler,

which uses a similar thermodynamic cycle, is its use of valves. This enables

the separation of the compressor from the rest of the system, making it very

reliable, with time between failures in the order of 1 year [20]. Furthermore,

these coolers have been extensively produced reaching about 20k units per

year for a two-stage 15 K version made for the semiconductor industry [21].

Because of their relatively low price and high reliability, GM coolers are the

most common cryocooler in use today.

In addition to regenerative cooling systems, dry magnets are also possible

with a recuperative system [15–17]. Such a solution can incorporate a Joule-

Thompson throttle. These systems use a steady-state flow and are easily scaled

to a miniature scale [16]. Furthermore, the lack of vibration makes them ideal

for e.g. space-based optical detector applications. However, in general, they are

not applied to cool larger superconducting magnets due to their lower efficien-

cies. Furthermore, they tend to be more expensive compared to recuperative

systems.

1.1.3 Novel Application Areas

The combination of high-temperature superconductors, section 1.1.1, and

commercial cryocoolers, section 1.1.2, enables superconductivity to be used

in new application areas. Figure 1.3 shows an overview of such areas. Most of

these can be divided in one of two categories; either the application requires

a higher magnetic field or it benefits from operation at higher temperatures.

For some applications, both are valid. For instance, magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI) magnets can benefit from an increase in magnetic field, since this

can increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and lead to an improved spectral

resolution [22, 23]. This requires a central magnetic field of more than 7 T. The

disadvantages, however, include a larger stray field and an increase in costs. A

cryogen-free 1.5 T MRI magnet might become economically favorable to its LTS

counterpart, especially as the price of liquid helium keeps on increasing [24].

Such an HTS MRI magnet additionally would have the advantage that it elim-

inates the use of a helium vessel and all the risks involved. Furthermore, HTS
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magnets do not show the same cumbersome training quenches1 as some LTS

magnets, allowing such HTS magnets to be transported warm, although the ini-

tial cool-down period will be longer [25].

Figure 1.3: Overview of some, but not all, investigated application areas of HTS

including their main driving factors. HTS are either already applied or being de-

veloped for: NMR, accelerator physics, fusion, induction heaters, transformers,

cables, generators, motors, Maglev, MRI, SMES, FCL and current-leads. Note that

some applications will benefit from more than one advantage offered by super-

conductors, e.g. a superconducting generator is both smaller in size and has a

significant reduction in weight. Pictures taken from [26–36].

1Training quenches in LTS occur as result of conductor motion due to the Lorentz forces while

ramping-up the excitation current for the first few times. For LTS, the involved energies are enough

to lead to an unstable situation and quench the magnet. In HTS, the energy margin is significantly

higher, see chapter 4.
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The higher operating temperature that is feasible with HTS also makes several

other applications potentially interesting. This includes the magnetic levitation

of trains (Maglev) [28, 37]. Here, HTS in either bulk- or coil form can be used

for high-speed and environmentally friendly transportation. Several prototypes

have been built, which show that unavoidable electromagnetic vibrations that

occur in operation should not be an obstacle. HTS coils have also been used,

commercially, in an induction heater [29, 38]. By rotating a metal billet in a

stationary field produced by the HTS coils, eddy currents are induced in the

billet that cause it to heat up. In this application, HTS coils lead to lower losses,

increasing the efficiency from roughly 50% to 80%. Lower losses also occur

with HTS transformers, although the weight and volume reduction of roughly

70% and 50%, respectively, are more significant [30, 39]. Decrease in weight

and volume is one of the main driving forces behind investigation of HTS

generators (see section 1.2.1), motors and cables [31]. All of these applications

use a higher operating temperature to minimize the ‘cryogenic penalty fac-

tor’ [40]. This is in contrast with HTS magnets for nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) [41–43], for accelerator physics [44, 45] and for nuclear fusion [46]. In

these applications, HTS are used to reach higher magnetic fields than with LTS.

Hence, they operate at lower temperature, typically at 4.2 K. Lastly, HTS are also

explored and utilized for current-leads, for fault-current-limiters (FCL) and for

superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) [31].

These applications have revealed several challenges. The inherent anisotropy

of ReBCO is an important parameter in coil design. Additionally, due to the

finite piece-length of coated conductors, most coils require internal splices

between the tapes, which have to be made without causing mechanical stress

or inducing a high electrical resistance. This will also be evaluated further in

chapter 2. From a more general viewpoint, although ReBCO coils are becoming

more common, their reliability and stability still need to be proven for many

applications. This was precisely the main goal of the European EcoSwing

project, which is used as an illustrative case throughout this thesis. Section 1.2

gives a first introduction to this project. However, first the main drivers for

using superconductors in wind turbines is discussed in more detail.
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1.1.4 Superconducting Generators for Wind Energy

There is a large scientific consensus that climate change is happening and that

human activities are the dominant cause [47]. In order to reduce the emission

of greenhouse gasses that cause global warming, sustainable energy has re-

ceived considerable attention. The current Dutch government aims to increase

the percentage of sustainably generated energy to 14% of the total consump-

tion by 2020 and even to 100% by 2050 [48]. Wind energy has been promoted

as a clean alternative energy source. Furthermore, it is widely available and also

one of the lowest-priced renewable sources [49]. Note that the latter statement

is still somewhat controversial, with some authors claiming that wind energy is

more expensive than fossil fuels if it is not subsidized [50]. A key objective of the

development in wind turbines therefore remains to minimize the levelized cost

of energy (LCoE). Based on a 2017 ‘cost of wind energy’ review by the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory in the US, the capital investment costs (CapEx)

are significantly higher than the operational expenditures (OpEx) [51]. For a

land-based 2.3 MW turbine, the CapEx averages at 1,610 $/kW while the OpEx

amounts to only 43 $/kW/year. Even with an expected lifetime of the genera-

tor of 25 year, the investments costs dominate, CapEx/Opex ∼ 60%/40%. How-

ever, a lower LCoE can be achieved by increasing the rated power output of a

wind turbine since the CapEx increases slower than proportional with increas-

ing size [52]. As wind energy is a form of kinetic energy, there exists a straight-

forward relation between wind power P and air velocity v [49]:

P =
1

2
Aρav

3Cp. (1.1)

Here, A is the area swept by the blades, ρa the specific density of air and Cp a

power coefficient of the rotor blades. The equation shows that increasing the

length of the blades results in an increase in power. This has resulted in a clear

trend towards bigger, more than 10 MW, turbines to reduce the LCoE [52], as

depicted in figure 1.4. However, this increasingly becomes more complicated.

First of all, for a generator the following relation holds [53]:

P = τind ω. (1.2)

The equation shows that either the induced torque τind or the rotational speed

ω has to be increased as P goes up. In principle, a gearbox allows the lower ro-

tational speed of the blades to be transmitted to a high speed rotor. Although
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gearboxes are proven technology, they are particularly prone to failures and

hence tend to increase the OpEx again or, even worse, reduce the coefficient

of performance [54].

Figure 1.4: Expected growth in offshore2turbine size globally, taken from [52].

Reducing the LCoE of wind energy requires a more robust and reliable system.

This makes a direct-drive generator, i.e. a machine without a gearbox, the pre-

ferred choice. Since such a machine operates at a relatively low speed, it re-

quires a higher torque. In turn, a higher torque implies a higher tangential force

and/or a larger rotor diameter, resulting in a larger and heavier system. How-

ever, the tower needs to be able to support the weight of the top mass and of

the blades. In the European project InnWind it was calculated that a 20 MW tur-

bine would result in 1100 ton for the nacelle alone, requiring the tower to weigh

nearly 1800 ton [56]. With current technology, such structures constitute a huge

challenge. Therefore, several projects are investigating techniques to reduce the

top mass. Superconductors can carry higher current densities, which in prin-

ciple results in more power-dense lower-weight coils with higher air-gap fields

2A discussion of the respective (dis)advantages of on- and offshore turbines is not included

in this thesis. In general, offshore turbines benefit from stronger and consistent winds [49]. How-

ever, the operational cost significantly increases offshore. Floating platforms have been proposed

to lower the cost of offshore wind generators [55]. Especially for such constructions, the weight of

the top mass is a key factor determining feasibility.
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than in permanent magnet (PM) generators. This reduces the weight of the sys-

tem and, for a given power level, it can also reduce the size of the system as a

higher air-gap field also results in a higher torque. For the EcoSwing project, a

reduction in generator weight of 40% has been targeted. The design choices of

this project are discussed in the next section.

1.2 The EcoSwing Project
The EcoSwing project is an EU-funded project within the Horizon 2020 program

that aimed to design, develop and manufacture a full-scale 3.6 MW direct-drive

(DD) ReBCO based generator and to install and operate it on an existing tur-

bine. The EcoSwing project’s consortium consisted of nine partners from in-

dustry and academia, listed in table 1.1.

Table 1.1: List of partners in the EcoSwing consortium.

The EcoSwing Consortium

Envision Energy (DK) Coordinated the project, provided the test

turbine and was in charge of installation

and commissioning on the turbine.

Eco 5 (DE) Provided the core design.

Jeumont Electric (FR) Manufactured the stator and assisted with

both rotor assembly and generator design.

Delta Energy Systems (DE) Developed the power converter and protec-

tion electronics.
THEVA (DE) Provided the superconducting tape and

coils.
Sumitomo (UK) Supplied the cryogenic equipment.

DNV GL (DE) Prepared certification procedures and

guidelines for future installations.

Fraunhofer Institute (DE) Provided the facility for a ground-based

test.
University of Twente (NL) Tested selected materials as well as the

ReBCO coils and assembled the rotor.
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Over a period of four years, this team worked together to demonstrate the

world’s first HTS superconducting wind generator. This advanced the techni-

cal readiness level (TRL) of such machines from 4–5 to 6–7. In the next section,

the EcoSwing’s design choices are given. A more in-depth description of the su-

perconducting rotor (including a brief overview of related projects) is given in

chapter 5.

1.2.1 The EcoSwing’s Rotor Design

In this section a few of the key targets and design choices that were made at the

beginning of the project are reviewed. The generator was designed to reach a

rated output power of 3.6 MW. Compared to previously proposed designs, with

power ratings of more than 10 MW, this power level is rather modest. However,

it had the advantage that it could replace an existing PM generator at a test

turbine in Denmark, Thyborøn. This turbine was made available for in-field

testing and allowed the superconducting technology to be proven in a realistic

situation. Furthermore, this approach allowed for a direct comparison between

the two technologies, HTS and PM, with HTS reducing the weight of the rotor

by 40% as depicted in figure 1.5. This in turn reduces the nacelle’s weight by

25%. It is also important to note that the technology that was developed and

demonstrated within this project can be scaled-up to 10 MW+ generators in the

future.

Figure 1.5: The EcoSwing design of

an HTS rotor in a 3.6 MW wind

generator (on the right) reduces the

weight of the generator by 40% com-

pared to its PM counterpart (on the

left).

The EcoSwing’s rotor needed to take into account the properties of the ReBCO

tape and coils. In order to have relevant the information specific to the project,

the performance of the tapes was tested not just with the standard methods

of THEVA, but also under more operationally relevant conditions at the Uni-

versity of Twente. In chapter 2 the dedicated setup for these measurements

is discussed, as well as the obtained results. In chapter 3, the detailed coil
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characterization performed is described. Based on these results, the current

density in the rotor was fixed. The operating temperature of the rotor was

chosen at 30 K, which is an economic operating temperature that can be main-

tained using a GM cooler and has the additional important advantage that the

thermal conductivity of copper peaks around this temperature [57]. Recall that

this is a conduction-cooled machine, in which copper connections are used

as thermal links between the GM coolers and the cryogenic rotor coils. A first

estimate led to a heat budget of some 160 W, which needs to be cooled away

with 8 commercial coolers. One extra cooler is foreseen for the current-leads.

Table 1.2 summarizes the key features of the EcoSwing generator. The

number of ReBCO poles was set to 40, as a balance between the amount of

ReBCO tape, which increases the material costs, and the reduction in rotor

volume. Additionally, the rotor was limited to a diameter of 4 m to allow for

all-roads transport and to an axial length of 2.5 m to fit in the existing turbine

in Thyborøn. Since the rotor already introduced challenging new technology,

the stator was kept as conventional as possible. For more details the reader is

referred to [58].

Table 1.2: Main specifications of the EcoSwing generator.

Generator Design Specifications

Terminal power 3.6 MW

Rated speed 15 rpm

OD generator frame 4 m

Free mechanical air gap 13 mm

Rated efficiency ∼ 92%

Stator type Iron core sheets

Stator primary cooling Radial air cooling

Stator voltage 710 V

Axial core length 1142 mm

Stator coils Wound copper coils

Stator insulation Mica insulation VPI class F

Electric loading 132 kAm−1

Operation temperature rotor ∼ 30 K

Number of HTS poles 40

Rotor weight 30 t
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1.3 Scope and Objective of the Thesis

In the previous sections we discussed how over the last few years both

ReBCO coated conductors and conduction-cooling techniques have matured,

opening-up a new field of application areas. The EcoSwing project aimed to

make an ambitious step in this development by using ReBCO-based poles in

a highly-demanding and high-visibility application of a wind converter. This

thesis, however, does not report on the design of this machine, but rather uses

the results obtained in framework of the EcoSwing project as an illustrative

case study. In particular, it focuses on the behavior of conduction-cooled

ReBCO coils. This starts with an overview of the coated conductor themselves.

For these conductors, their anisotropy is important as it limits the practical

performance of the tapes in an application. Measurements were performed to

determine the critical current density Jc of the selected tape at the expected

operating conditions of the generator. In chapter 2 the measurement setup and

the results that were obtained for the THEVA tape are discussed. It is shown how

Jc can be quantitatively described to a reasonable accuracy with a scaling-law,

but also how remaining fluctuations in the production process lead to a certain

uncertainty in the properties of state-of-the-art material.

By combining such scaling-law with finite-element modeling, the expected

performance, in terms of critical current, can be found for a given ReBCO

coil. These predictions are compared to the measured results in chapter 3.

Measurements were done on both sub-scale and on full-scale EcoSwing coils.

The chapter also includes a literature overview of the progress so far in ReBCO

coil development.

During this measurement campaign on the ReBCO coils, some unexpected

behavior was encountered. At applied current densities still below the critical

level, a thermal drift was observed. These observations led to the formulation

of a simple analytical model. In chapter 4 this thermal drift, essentially a

self-heating effect, is discussed in more detail. It also compares the analytical

model predictions to the measured results and discusses the practical limits

of the model. The main observation is that conduction-cooled HTS coils can

behave qualitatively different from coils submerged in a liquid.
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Lastly, the behavior of the coils within a real application was evaluated.

The measurements on the EcoSwing generator, both in a ground-based and in

an in-field test situation, are ideal for this. They are discussed in chapter 5.

Finally, all relevant results are summarized and discussed in chapter 6.

Figure 1.6 shows this outline schematically.

Figure 1.6: Diagram indicating the chapters of the thesis and their relation.
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2
ReBCO Coated Conductors

Now that cryocoolers are commercially available and ReBCO coated conductors

are produced in increasingly long piece lengths, the logical next step is to manu-

facture ReBCO coils for applications. This includes generators for wind converters

as discussed in chapter 1. Yet, this is not without challenges. First, the conductor

properties differ per manufacturer and have to be known beforehand. Unlike LTS

wires, ReBCO coated conductors are characterized by their anisotropic behav-

ior; the critical current density differs depending on the applied magnetic field

strength and angle. In this chapter we start with a short summary of the cause

of this anisotropy, as well as an introduction to the various substrate texturing

and deposition techniques, which leads to a layered architecture of the tape. The

performance of the tapes, in terms of critical current density, can be predicted by

using a scaling law, which will be introduced. For most applications, rather than

a scaling law, knowing the lift factor suffices. This lift factor allows for a fast and

relative inexpensive way to verify if tapes meet the requirements for its applica-

tion. The experimental setups used to determine the scaling law and lift factor

are reviewed. Also the measured results are presented and discussed. Lastly, the

chapter includes a discussion on the splice resistance and homogeneity of coated

conductors. These properties are important for coil design, which is discussed fur-

ther in chapter 3.
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2.1 State-of-the-art

2.1.1 Material Aspects

The discovery of superconductivity in ReBCO, with a critical temperature above

the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, was received with enthusiasm by the super-

conducting community. However, this enthusiasm dampened when it proved

challenging to make the material into long lengths of wire with adequate

current-carrying properties. First specimens were made from powders pressed

into pellets and sintered in oxygen [59]. These samples had relatively low crit-

ical current densities (Jc of about 5 A mm−2 at 77 K compared to more than

102 A mm−2 in wires nowadays). It was unclear why, until Chaudhari et al. [60]

grew single-crystalline ReBCO films with high critical current densities. This

suggested that the material’s in-plane coherence length of 1.5 nm [1]) influences

its Jc performance in its polycrystalline form. Grain boundaries, or planar de-

fects, which are non-superconducting and disordered over a typical length scale

of a few nm [61], act as weak links and form obstacles for current flow. The short

coherence length typical for ReBCO implies that the supercurrent does not eas-

ily pass through the grain boundaries. This is in contrast to low-temperature

superconductors (with coherence length of 4 nm for NbTi) where grain bound-

aries rather act as pinning centers and improve their Jc performance [62]. Ex-

periments on bi-crystalline ReBCO films indeed showed that the critical current

density decreases exponentially with increasing grain boundary misorientation

angle [63]. Therefore, fabrication of ReBCO wires requires control of the bound-

aries. In essence, the ReBCO conductor should behave as a single crystal.

2.1.1.1 Substrate Texturing and Deposition of ReBCO

The obvious way to control the grain-boundary problem is to texture the ReBCO

material biaxially. However, instead of texturing ReBCO directly, Iijima et al.

[64] showed that it is easier to texture the underlying material and deposit the

ReBCO layer epitaxially on this already textured substrate. Texturing the tem-

plate is commonly done using one of the following methods:

� With ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) the crystal structure of a growing

thin film is aligned through ion bombardment. An argon ion gun sputters

a target (such as magnesium oxide, MgO) onto a polycrystalline substrate
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while an additional argon gun irradiates the growing oxide at a specific

incident angle [65]. This creates a biaxial textured buffer layer, of some

10 nm thick, on a substrate [66];

� With the inclined substrate deposition (ISD) method also a biaxial buffer

layer is grown onto a substrate. In this method the substrate is placed at a

certain angle with the target, which is then irradiated either using a pulsed

laser (PLD) to form a buffer layer of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) or with

an electron gun to form an MgO buffer layer [67, 68]. The latter technique

is simpler as it does not require ion beam assistance, which results in faster

deposition rates. Both techniques result in a biaxially aligned crystalline

layer which is slightly inclined with respect to the substrate plane;

� Another texturing approach involves the cold rolling and recrystallization

of a metallic tape to form a biaxially textured substrate. A buffer layer is

added between the ReBCO layer and this substrate to avoid chemical re-

actions and possible degradation of the superconducting properties. This

method is referred to as the rolling assisted biaxially textured substrate

(RABiTS) technique [69].

The techniques described prepare the substrate for deposition of the ReBCO

layer. This deposition is performed using either in-situ or ex-situ methods.

With in-situ techniques, such as PLD, reactive co-evaporation (RCE), metal

organic vapor deposition (MOCVD) and pulsed electron beam deposition,

the ReBCO layer is grown directly in its final form. It is also possible to first

deposit a precursor, which is then reacted to form the ReBCO layer. Metal-

organic-deposition (MOD) is such an ex-situ technique [70]. In table 2.1 the

manufacturers currently producing ReBCO coated conductors are listed,

including their chosen techniques. The critical current of the ReBCO tapes

varies between the different techniques. Typically, manufacturers target one

of two regimes with their coated conductor. Either tapes optimized for low

temperature and high magnetic field applications, such as NMR or high field

lab magnets [72], or applications involving higher temperatures and lower

magnetic fields e.g. electrical power cables [73]. This ‘tuning’ can be done by

introducing the right type of artificial pinning centers (APC) [74]. First several

general observations on the effect of the texturing methods (IBAD, ISD and

RABiTS) on the performance of the coated conductor are given.
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Table 2.1: List of manufacturers that, at the time of writing, develop or produce

ReBCO coated conductors [71]. Also included are their chosen techniques for sub-

strate texturing and ReBCO deposition.

Manufacturer Substrate texturing ReBCO deposition

AMSC RABiTS MOD

Bruker IBAD PLD

Deutsche nanoschicht RABiTS MOD

Fujikura IBAD PLD

Metox RABiTS MOCVD

Oxolutia IBAD MOD

SAMRI/CAS IBAD MOCVD

Shanghai Creative Supercon-

ductor Technologies

IBAD MOD

Shanghai Superconductor IBAD PLD

Sumitomo Electric RABiTS PLD

SuNAM IBAD RCE

SuperOx IBAD PLD

SuperPower IBAD MOCVD

STI IBAD RCE

THEVA ISD RCE

Generally, IBAD-produced substrates result in a better grain alignment

than with RABiTS [75]. In addition, the RABiTS technique requires a substrate

material with a cubic crystal structure that can be textured by cold-working,

such as nickel and nickel alloys. Alternatives for nickel alloys with increased

strength and lower magnetic susceptibility are being identified [76]. Never-

theless, RABiTS has the advantage of lower cost and higher production rates

over IBAD. One approach to decrease conductor cost1 is to grow thicker layers

of ReBCO, thus effectively increasing the tape’s critical current. Yet, for most

manufacturing methods this did not lead to expected results. Increasing the

superconducting layer to a thickness of more than a few µm, resulted in a

significant decrease in its overall critical current density [77, 78]. This is caused

1For superconductors the cost is often expressed in e/kAm, so as to take into account both the

amount of material and its performance.
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by the accumulation of growth defects and the resulting degradation of the

crystal structure during the ReBCO deposition. However, ReBCO layers on an

ISD buffer layer can overgrow defects due to its stepped surface, as schemati-

cally shown in figure 2.1. These steps result from the inclined substrate during

deposition of the buffer layers. The ability to overgrow defects is one of the main

advantages of the ISD method [79]. Unfortunately, it proved to be challenging

to control this technique sufficiently to grow reproducible high-performance

conductors, so it was largely abandoned by most manufacturers. At the mo-

ment, only THEVA applies this technique. As mentioned in chapter 1, THEVA

is one of the partners in the EcoSwing consortium. Therefore, the focus in this

thesis is on their tape material.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a coated conductor with the substrate

and buffer layers (white) and ReBCO layers (dashed). Defects on a plain support

will continue into the ongoing layers (circles, left figure). However, on a terrace

substrate the ReBCO layers can overgrow this defect (circles, right figure). Modi-

fied from [80].

2.1.1.2 Artificial Pinning Centers

An approach to improve the conductor’s performance involves the the intro-

duction of artificial pinning centers [6, 81, 82]. These non-superconducting re-

gions generate a pinning force that hinders flux movement and thus improve

Jc. APCs can be divided in four different categories, based on their dimension:

0-D point-like such as vacancies or defects smaller than the coherence length;

1-D line-like such as dislocations and columnar defects; 2-D planer-like such

as stacking faults and small angle grain boundaries and; 3-D volumetric-like

such as nanoparticles or second phases. Flux lines interact differently with these
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pinning centers. The interaction depends on temperature, on magnetic field

and on the orientation of the magnetic field. Hence, the performance of coated

conductor depends on T, B and α. Here, α describes the angle of the applied

magnetic field with respect to the tape’s surface. In this thesis, an α value of

90◦ means that the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the tape’s surface.

Thus different APCs dominate under different conditions. In general, these split

in three regimes: 1) high temperature (> 65 K) and low magnetic field (< 1 T);

2) medium temperature (30–65 K) and mid magnetic field (1–5 T); and 3) low

temperature (< 30 K) and high magnetic field (> 5 T). At high temperature there

is enough thermal energy for flux lines to escape weak pinning centers. Pinning

centers with a larger volume, such as columnar defects, dominate at high tem-

peratures. At low temperature the weak pinning centers are active and tend to

dominate as they can be added in larger numbers. Lastly, at medium tempera-

ture, a combination of 1-D rods with 3-D APCs leads to highest Jc [6].

2.1.1.3 ReBCO Layered Architecture

In previous sections the texturing of the substrate or buffer layers, the deposi-

tion of the ReBCO layer and the introduction of APCs were presented. After all

steps, the coated conductor has a layered architecture. Figure 2.2 shows a char-

acteristic layout. Presently, Hastelloy is the preferred substrate, because it is a

Figure 2.2: Schematic represen-

tation of the layered architecture

of a ReBCO coated conductor. De-

tails depend somewhat on the

used methods. In this case, the

layered architecture after ISD-

RCE is shown. Modified from

[83].

non-magnetic high-temperature resistant alloy with a similar thermal contrac-

tion coefficient as ReBCO. In addition to the substrate, buffer and ReBCO layers,

the conductor is coated with the metal stabilizer copper. This helps protect the

tape from overcurrent situations. It can be deposited using various techniques,

such as electroplating or laminating. The thickness depends on the targeted ap-

plication. Usually, the copper layer is between 20 µm to 100 µm thick. With a
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100 µm thick Hastelloy substrate this brings the overall thickness of a ReBCO

tape to roughly 200 µm. Note that the superconducting layer itself is just a few

µm thick, resulting in a relatively low engineering critical current.

2.1.1.4 ReBCO Joints

ReBCO coated conductors can be wound in cables or coils for various applica-

tions. Although the conductors have been produced with piece-lengths of sev-

eral hundreds of meters [84], many applications require even larger lengths,

usually over 1 km. This necessitates low-resistive joints between conductor

pieces. Chapter 3 will extend further on coil design considerations. However,

below we report on joint resistance values measured with the same setup as

used to determine the critical current of pieces of ReBCO tape. The different

joint techniques are introduced here. Generally, there are three ways to make a

joint [85]:

1. A ‘butt’ joint, in which wires are joined tip to tip. In practice, these are

undesirable as the contact area and hence the current transfer are small;

2. In a ‘lap’ joint two tapes overlap. This can be done with direct contact be-

tween the ReBCO layers (‘face-to-face’) or with one or even two substrate

layers in between;

3. For a ‘bridge’ joint an extra conductor piece is used as shunt. This extra

tape run either in parallel or orthogonal to the main tapes.

In general, the lap joint’s resistance is lower than that of both a butt and bridge

joint. For all joints, it is important to minimize the electrical resistance as it adds

a heat load to the application. As such it is an important and possibly limiting

factor in the design of applications. The resistance depends on the layered

architecture of the ReBCO tape. In addition, it depends on: tape lamination,

solder, layer thickness, surface cleanness, contact uniformity and pressure

during soldering [86].

Recently, Tediosi et al. [87] measured the resistance of several commercially-

made splices. They found values ranging between 3 µΩmm2 to 14 µΩmm2 at

77 K for lap-joints. Fleiter and Ballarino [88] also measured the resistance of

different types of splices at various temperatures and magnetic fields. They
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measured the resistance of three types of lap joints: without a substrate layer, a

single substrate layer and a double substrate layer between the two ReBCO lay-

ers. The first type shows the lowest resistance values, ranging from 1.3 µΩmm2

to 15 µΩmm2 independent of the applied temperature from 4.2 K to 77 K and

magnetic field from 0.3 T to 12.4 T.

2.1.2 Critical Current Density

In previous section it was discussed how solving the grain-boundary-problem

led to a significant increase in the coated conductor’s Ic value. Industrial scale

quantities of such coated conductors are nowadays produced by various man-

ufactures (table 2.1). Their critical current in boiling liquid-nitrogen and mag-

netic self-field, Ic(77 K, SF) is routinely acquired in-line during tape production

as part of the producer’s quality assurance. The inductive method that is often

employed is further described in section 2.2.1. The Ic(77 K, SF) gives an indica-

tion of the tape’s performance. For the design of most applications the critical

current needs to be characterized further, since it significantly depends on tem-

perature and magnetic field. Not only the strength, but also the orientation of

an external magnetic field influences the conductor’s critical current. Figure 2.3

shows the critical current behavior at various magnetic field angles for a typical

ReBCO coated conductor (in this case for a SuNAM tape). Clearly, the tape’s Ic

Figure 2.3: Angular dependence of the critical current of a ReBCO coated con-

ductor, measured in liquid nitrogen and at an applied magnetic field of 0.3 T.

The tape was produced by SuNAM. Figure adapted from [89].
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is highest when the magnetic field is parallel to the tape’s surface. In this situ-

ation, the non-conducting YO layers that separate the superconducting CuO2

planes act as 2-D pinning sites [6]. Note that for an ISD-grown substrate, re-

sulting in a titled c-axis, this intrinsic pinning does not occur at 0◦ as will be

further explored in section 2.3.1. Depending on the details of the dominant pin-

ning centers, the Ic(α) behavior often shows additional features, e.g. a second

peak at α = 90◦ for columnar defects [90]. This can change with temperature as

additional pinning mechanisms come into play.

2.1.2.1 Scaling Law

To properly design a superconducting application, the coated conductor’s per-

formance as a function of applied magnetic field, temperature and magnetic

field’s direction has to be known. This calls for an accurate description of

Jc(B,T,α) in the range from 4.2 K up to its critical temperature Tc. It would be

ideal to have one expression that predicts the coated conductor’s performance

under various conditions. For NbTi, Fietz and Webb et al. [91] formulated such

an expression in terms of the volume pinning force Fp, which translates to the

critical current density as Fp = Jc×B . This pinning force can be approximated

with the following form [92, 93]:

Fp(b, T ) = Fp0(T )bp(1− b)q. (2.1)

Here b = B/Bc2 is the magnetic field normalized with the temperature-

dependent second critical field. The exponents p and q and scale factor Fp0

depend on the number, geometry and type of defects or pinning centers.

Equation 2.1 is not directly applicable to ceramic superconductors, due to

their shorter coherence length and higher anisotropy, but was used a basis

for reformulation to HTS. Senatore et al. [94] proposed an empirical scaling

relation that fits the measured data on coated conductors from various manu-

facturers. Although this allows to describe the observed behavior well, it lacks a

theoretical background. Recently, Fleiter and Ballarino [95] suggested a scaling

law with a similar approach as the Fietz-Webb expression:

Jc(B, T, α) = Jc,c(B, T ) +
Jc,ab(B, T )− Jc,c(B, T )

1 +
(

α−π
g(B,T )

)v , (2.2)
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where:

Jc,c =
ac
B
bpcc (1− bc)qc(1− tn)Yc (2.3)

Jc,ab =
aab
B
bpab

ab (1− bab)qab
(
(1− tn1)n2 + a(1− tn)

)Yab (2.4)

g(B, T ) = g0 + g1 exp(−g2 exp(g3T )B). (2.5)

Here bc = B/Bi,c and bab = B/Bi,ab are the reduced fields in the crystallographic

c- and ab-directions, respectively. Note that the irreversibility field Bi is used

as scaling field rather than Bc2. This Bi is the magnetic field where pinning

becomes ineffective and Jc goes to zero. Like in equation 2.1, ac and aab are

scale factors and pc, pab, qc and qab are sample-dependent exponents. Further-

more, t = T/Tc is the reduced temperature. The exponents Yc, Yab and n, are

sample-dependent and describe the temperature dependence. The angular de-

pendence is described by the function g(B,T) and its fitting constant g0 to g3.

Fleiter and Ballarino validated the fit by direct comparison with measurements

on a Fujikura tape, which yielded an overall standard deviation of 5%.

2.1.2.2 Lift Factor

Scaling laws, like those given in the previous section, are essential for design

purposes. Indeed, every application will have a location where the conditions

are most severe for the superconductor, i.e. where Jc of the conductor is lowest.

For metallic superconductors, which are isotropic, this occurs at the locations

of the peak magnetic field. However, for anisotropic ReBCO it is the combina-

tion of magnetic field strength and orientation that determines the position of

this location. A scaling law is needed to determine, together with the results of

a magnetic field map, where this locations is and which maximum current can

be applied at a given temperature.

The scaling law also allows this maximum current at a given temperature

to be translated to a minimum required Jc value in liquid nitrogen and self-

field. The minimum required Jc relative to its performance in liquid nitrogen is

expressed as the so-called ‘lift factor’ (LF), defined in equation 2.6:

LF ≡ Jc,critical spot(Top, Bop, αop)

Jc(77K,SF )
. (2.6)

Here Top, Bop and αop are the temperature, magnetic field and angle at operating

conditions. Instead of measuring Jc over a wide range of temperatures, magnetic
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fields and field orientations for each conductor piece, which is often a cost- and

time-intensive process, the experimental focus in material characterization for

a given application shifts to accurately determine this LF.

2.2 Experimental Setups

Table 2.1 shows that there are many manufacturers that, at the time of writ-

ing, develop ReBCO coated conductors. The scaling laws of coated conduc-

tors will differ depending on the introduced artificial pinning centers and used

deposition- and substrate texturing techniques. As was described in chapter 1,

ReBCO tape are used either to achieve higher magnetic fields or operate at

higher temperatures. THEVA being the supplier of the ReBCO tape in the

EcoSwing consortium, this chapter describes tests on THEVA tape in detail, es-

pecially around the expected operating conditions. The EcoSwing wind turbine

generator is expected to operate around 30 K and with a maximum magnetic

field on the tape of 1.5 T. With a FE model of the coils in the generator, the most

critical spot can be determined, as is elaborated in chapter 3. This allows tape

with a lower Ic to be used at sections with a lower Ic requirement. To allow for

a large enough safety margin, it is essential to work with the lowest Ic, or the

critical current at 30 K, 1.5 T and with the magnetic field perpendicular to the c-

axis, as proposed in section 2.2.2.1. Note, however, that as characterization was

performed at 30 K, first tapes with a dip in their Ic value were deliberately cho-

sen. The current leads of the Ic(α) setup, see section 2.2.2, limit the maximum

current that can be applied. To make sure that the THEVA tapes can be mea-

sured, tapes with in a dip in their Ic, determined with TapeStar, were selected.

Later, some tapes were chemically etched to a smaller width, which lowered the

Ic while not affecting the tape’s critical current density Jc.

2.2.1 TapeStar

As part of their in-line quality control program, THEVA introduced an apparatus

that measures non-destructively and reel-to-reel the critical current of ReBCO

tape [96]. Figure 2.4a shows a sketch of this ‘TapeStar’ setup. Starting from reel

number 2, the tape passes into the liquid nitrogen bath. Here, it is magnetized,

while a probe head scans the surface of the tape to measure its magnetic sig-

nature. This can be performed at a relatively high speed up to 200 m h−1. When
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leaving the liquid nitrogen bath, the tape is actively heated to room temperature

to avoid moisture condensation.

(a) Sketched setup. (b) Measured magnetic field.

Figure 2.4: a) Sketch of the TapeStar setup and b) the measured lateral magnetic

field penetration in a superconducting coated conductor with non-magnetic sub-

strate. The Hall-sensor readings (squares) are compared to the theoretical calcu-

lation (line). This can then be correlated to the tape’s local critical current [96].

The magnetic probe that is used depends on the substrate of the coated con-

ductor. For non-magnetic substrates, such as for IBAD and ISD coated conduc-

tors, a series of Hall sensors scans the surface, while a coil magnetizes the con-

ductor with a homogeneous stationary magnetic field up to 40 mT. The Hall

sensors register the lateral magnetic field penetration profile in the supercon-

ductor, as shown in figure 2.4b. The measured slope then relates to the criti-

cal current density. However, for a coated conductor with a magnetic substrate,

this leads to inaccurate results as the remnant magnetic field is influenced by

the substrate’s magnetization. Therefore, instead of applying a stationary mag-

netic field, alternating currents are induced with a small excitation coil while

monitoring the third harmonic response. The non-linear part of this response

increases abruptly when the maximum induced current equals the critical cur-

rent, allowing the conductor’s Jc value to be determined even with a magnetic

substrate. In both techniques the critical current distribution along the tape is

calculated with an axial resolution of 0.5 mm at 55 m h−1. Figure 2.5 shows a

characteristic measurement. Most commercial manufacturers of ReBCO tape

use this method to provide the conductor’s Jc at 77 K and in magnetic self-field.
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Figure 2.5: Critical current scan of a 1 m long sample with TapeStar. In this par-

ticular example, there is a defect around 690 mm [96].

2.2.2 Ic(α)

As illustrated in the previous section, most manufacturers provide the Ic of

their ReBCO tape at 77 K and in magnetic self-field. However, most applications

are designed to operate at a lower temperature and higher magnetic fields.

Moreover, the magnitude and orientation of the magnetic field varies along

the conductor. Scaling laws, as described in section 2.1.2.1, are not always

available and, even when they are, continuous advances in tape processing

means that the various constants in the scaling law have to be verified, at least

near application-relevant conditions. To do so, it is preferred to have one single

setup that allows to measure Ic at various magnetic fields, temperatures and

field orientations, without the need to warm-up the sample between runs.

At the University of Twente we developed a new setup for this purpose

since existing setups at the start of this research were limited to sample lengths

of a few cm only. Shorter samples limit the electric field resolution and are less

representative for the conductor piece lengths used for coil winding. Therefore,

the new setup accommodates relatively long (about 600 mm) tape pieces and

allows to vary B, T and α straightforwardly. The setup’s main part is an insert

that fits in an existing 1.5 T liquid helium cooled NbTi dipole magnet. Figure 2.6

shows the main parts of this rotatable insert and is referred to in this thesis

as the Ic(α)-setup. This insert suspends the sample vertically in the horizontal

dipole magnetic field. By adjusting the excitation of the dipole magnet and by

rotating the sample around its axis, Ic can be measured at various magnetic field

strengths and directions. In order to control the tape’s temperature, a stainless

steel non-magnetic double-walled tube, with a vacuum in-between the walls

for thermal insulation, is placed over the sample holder. This ‘inverted cup’ type
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of the designed Ic(α) insert, including details of the sample

holder that is rotatable in a dipole magnet. Dimensions are in mm. The combina-

tion of the double-walled anti-cryostat with the heaters allows to vary the tem-

perature. Here Ax indicate the thermal anchors for wiring, Tx the temperature

sensors and Hx the heaters. Two tapes are soldered, over a length of 125 mm, to

either side of the thermalized copper bar. The first tape is the actual tested sample,

measured with two voltage tap pairs spaced 40 mm and 80 mm apart, whereas

the second tape is only used for the current-return path. Below the copper bar, a

G10 bar thermally insulating the holder from the He bath and galvanically iso-

lating the two interconnects from the tapes to the NbTi current leads.
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of anti-cryostat, combined with several heaters on the insert, allows to create a

gaseous helium environment inside the tube resulting in a stable (fluctuations

of roughly 1 mK) tape temperature between 4.2 K and 77 K. Initially, the holder

was a single-walled Kapton anti-cryostat. However, the heat leak to the helium

bath was considered excessive, limiting the maximum sample temperature to

about 50 K and consuming about 200 liter of He for a usual measurement run.

Switching to the double-walled tube allowed to reach 77 K and cut down the

consumption to some 100 liter of He per run.

The four sketches on the right of figure 2.6 show the central part of the

sample holder in more detail. This holder supports the 600 mm long sample

and is detachable from the rest of the setup for ease of sample mounting.

It consist of two main parts: a copper bar and a fiber-reinforced epoxy resin

beam. The copper bar is actively regulated to a uniform and stable temperature,

while the beam minimizes the heat load from the holder to the helium bath.

The beam also galvanically separates the two current terminals, which are the

smaller copper blocks embedded in the bottom of the beam where the tapes

are connected to the NbTi leads. The 600 mm long tapes are soldered on one

side to the copper pieces and on the other side to the top part of the copper

bar. Both soldered connections are 125 mm long to minimize dissipation. An

indium-silver alloy (InAg3%) was selected as solder, because of its low melting

point of 143◦C. A higher soldering temperature (> 160◦C) would delaminate

the copper stabilizer layer of the tapes and might even degrade the critical

current [97]. A second superconducting tape is soldered at the backside of

the bar to provide a return path for the current. This tape is kept at a slightly

lower temperature by pressing it down with a copper strip and a plate over its

entire length. In essence, this improves the thermal connection between the

bottom part at 4.2 K and the tape on the copper bar. It prevents the ‘return’ tape

from quenching too soon, i.e. before the superconducting-normal transition of

the to-be-tested tape. Additionally, the plates prevent the Lorentz force from

moving and possibly damaging the tape. The tested tape is electrically insulated

from the copper bar, except for its 125 mm long soldered top end, with a thin

layer of cigarette paper and also pressed down with a thin fiberglass plate. It is

in this measurement section that the voltage taps are soldered.
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The Ic(α)-insert is instrumented with various sensors. These include three

Cernox temperature sensors that, combined with two heaters, of 50 Ω and

22 Ω, allow to control the sample’s temperature. The manganese wires of the

temperature sensors are thermally anchored to the copper bar to make sure

that the heat conducted along the wire does not influence the results [98].

This led to a measured thermal gradient of 7 mK mm−1 at the position of the

primary voltage taps. The primary voltage taps, two pairs spaced 40 mm and

80 mm apart, allow to measure the voltage along the tape at various applied

current levels.

Figure 2.7 shows a characteristic E-I curve. The plot also includes a power-law

fit to the data with the commonly used equation 2.7:

E = Ec

(
I

Ic

)n
. (2.7)

Here, E is the electric field, Ec the electric field criterion used to define the criti-

cal current and n the n-value that reflects the steepness of the superconducting-

normal transition. To determine the critical current an electric field criterion of

10−5 V m−1 is used. Both voltage tap pairs are monitored with Keithley nano-

voltmeters and controlled over a GPIB bus by a PC running a home-made

Figure 2.7: Example of E-I curve

measured with the Ic(α)-setup.

This plot shows the electric field

E measured with both voltage

tap pairs as a function of the

applied current I. The solid

line represents the power law of

equation 2.7. The used criterion

of 10−5 V m−1 is shown as grey

dashed line. In this particular

case B = 0.7 T, T = 30 K and

α = αmin, see section 2.2.2.1 for

definition of αmin.

versatile and robust PASCAL user interface. Lastly, a copper-wound pick-up coil

is attached to the fiberglass part of the sample holder. This allows, together with
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a gradiometer on the insert’s top, to determine the exact orientation of the sam-

ple with respect to the applied dipole magnetic field.

2.2.2.1 Measurement Protocol

To determine the tape’s Ic at several applied temperatures and magnetic fields,

we used the following protocol. Note that focus in this protocol is on the oper-

ating conditions of THEVA tape for the EcoSwing project. This means that the

tape was characterized around the project’s expected operating conditions: 30 K

and 1.5 T.

1. First an AC field is applied of 60 mHz and 0.15 T amplitude and the insert

is rotated until the induced voltage in the pick-up coil is zero. The gra-

diometer is read, establishing the direction of the magnetic field.

2. At a set background field of 1.5 T and temperature of 30 K, we measure

the tape’s Ic as function of the magnetic field’s orientation. First a rough

scan is made with steps of 15◦ to visualize the position of both maximum

and minimum Ic, followed by a more precise characterization of this min-

imum, αmin, with an accuracy better than 5◦.

3. Next the magnetic field-dependence of Ic is determined. This is done with

the insert kept in its αmin position and at a stable temperature of 30 K. The

1200-A limit of the current leads and the 1.5 T limit of the dipole magnet

restricts the minimum and maximum applied field that is possible.

4. Lastly, at αmin and a set background field of 1.5 T, Ic is measured at several

stable temperatures ranging from 20 K to 45 K. If needed, a self-field mea-

surement can also be performed at 77 K for comparison with the TapeStar

results.

These results allow to calculate the the tape’s LF following equation 2.6 with an

estimated uncertainty of 2%.

2.2.3 VSM

In the previous section we discussed the Ic(α)-setup that is used to mea-

sure the tape’s critical current. The Ic value is then compared to the inductive
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TapeStar result to calculate the conductor’s LF following equation 2.6. The Ic(α)-

measurements are both cost- and time-consuming. If a higher sample through-

put or a more localized characterization is needed, another inductive method

can be applied. This method uses a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) to

detect the magnetic moment m of a sample with a set of pick-up coils [99]. The

magnetic moment of a ReBCO sample can be related to its critical current den-

sity through the Bean Critical State Model [100]. For an infinitely long slab in

the y and z directions, and placed in a parallel external magnetic field, the mag-

netic flux density inside the slab decreases linearly from its surface toward the

interior, or:
∂B

∂x
= −µ0Jc. (2.8)

Integrating this over the slab thickness d yields the magnetic moment:

m =
JcdV

4
. (2.9)

Figure 2.8: Samples of two THEVA ReBCO tapes (UTW018 and UTW024) that

were measured in the VSM. The samples are 3 mm by 2 mm, as shown in the

schematic on the right. Left pane shows the picture after the samples were laser-

cut from the tape. Prior to laser-cutting, the tapes were tested with the Ic(α)-setup.

The voltage taps positions are still visible by the solder left behind.

Here V is the volume of superconducting material and d the thickness of the

slab. Of course, this rather simple model is too crude to describe the flat tape

sample placed in a perpendicular magnetic field, as demagnetizing effects will

change the proportionality constant. Moreover, the precise geometry of the

pick-up coil set and the sample will in principle require careful calibration. If,

however, the Jc value under reference conditions is known, the focus is on the
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LF. For this relative quantity, all geometric parameters cancel out following:

LF =
m30K,1.5T

m77K,SF
. (2.10)

The VSM is part of the Quantum Design PPMS system [101]. Highest sensitivity

of a VSM is generally achieved with point-like samples [102]. Therefore, the VSM

technique determines the local LF of a coated conductor. Small pieces, of 3 mm

by 2 mm, were laser-cut from two pieces of THEVA tape, see figure 2.8. Although

cutting the tape might affect the local critical current, such degradation should

affect its performance at both 77 K and 30 K. This leaves the LF unaffected. Fur-

thermore, degradation caused by laser cutting has been reported to be small,

less than 5% [103].

Figure 2.9: Hysteresis loop of sample h, see figure 2.8, measured with the VSM at

77 K (dark blue) and at 30 K (light blue).

We recorded the hysteresis loop of the samples at 77 K and 30 K in a perpen-

dicular applied magnetic field. Figure 2.9 shows an example of the measured

loops. Note that this hysteresis loop is slightly titled, presumably as result of the
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diamagnetic background contribution of the superconducting layer. To deter-

mine the LF following equation 2.10, the average magnetic moment at a refer-

ence magnetic field and temperature is determined. For the 77 K measurement,

this is performed with the two peak values. The peaks do not occur at exactly

0 T, because of the grain demagnetization effect [104, 105]. This leads to an un-

certainty error of 3% in the LF. The uncertainty error is similar to that of the

Ic(α)-setup. However, as mentioned before, the VSM allows for a faster and a

less expensive measurement. A characteristic measurement takes a few hours,

which can be performed completely automatically, and requires some 10 liter

helium per run. This is significantly less than the 2 days minimum and 100 liter

of helium for one run with the Ic(α)-setup.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Anisotropy and Lift Factor

The critical current of THEVA tape was measured at various magnetic fields,

magnetic field orientations and temperatures with the Ic(α)-setup described

in section 2.2.2. The main purpose of the measurements was to determine the

conductor’s performance under conditions relevant to the EcoSwing project.

At the most critical location in the EcoSwing rotor coils, the design values for

magnetic field, temperature and orientation are 1.5 T, 30 K and magnetic field

perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis, respectively.

Figures 2.10 to 2.12 show the normalized LF as a function of temperature, mag-

netic field and angle of the magnetic field, respectively. The measured results,

both normalized LF and LF, are also presented in appendix A. The latter indi-

cates that there is some variation among the samples in the measured LF. The

variation in LF likely results from variation from batch to batch in the strength

or concentration of dominant pinning centers. Sample numbers 13, 14 and 15

are from the same batch, while samples 18 and 19 are cut from another batch.

Furthermore, the amplitude of the peak in the normalized LF, plotted for

T = 30 K in figure 2.12, might also change at different magnetic fields and

temperatures as different pinning centers become dominant.

Based on the data in figures 2.10 to 2.12, the scaling law (equation 2.2) for
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THEVA tape was determined:

Jc(B, T, α) = Jc,c(B, T ) +
Jc,ab(B, T )− Jc,c(B, T )

1 +
(

α+β
g(B,T )

)v , (2.11)

Jc,c =
ac
B
bpcc (1− bc)qc(1− tn)Yc . (2.12)

Note that this scaling law takes into account the c-axis shift characteristic for

THEVA tape through the term β. A minimum LF value occurred at an angle of

65◦ which corresponds to a c-axis shift of 25◦. This is due to the ISD process dis-

cussed in section 2.1.1. THEVA reported a similar shift [80]. The other parame-

ters of the scaling law are listed in table 2.2. Some of these were fixed according

to [88] due to the limited amount of data points2. At the operating conditions, all

tapes show similar qualitative behavior, as represented by figures 2.10 to 2.12. In

appendix A the determined fit or scaling law is presented in more detail.

Table 2.2: Scaling law parameters (see equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5) including their

values for THEVA tape. Also included is whether this value was fixed based on

literature data [88] or deduced from the measurements in this work.

Parameter Value Note

Jc,ab 1.7 Jc,c peak of angular dependence, fitted

β 25◦ c-axis shift due to ISD process

v 2.5 fitted

g(B, T ) 17 width of peak, fitted (at 1.5 T, 30 K)

ac 7.7·1011 A T m−2 prefactor, fitted

Bi,c 140 T fixed [88]

pc 0.531 fitted

qc 2.5 fixed [88]

n 1 fixed [88]

Yc 1.96 fitted

2Due to the challenging time-schedule of the EcoSwing project, the angular dependence was

measured only at 1.5 T and 30 K.
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Figure 2.10: Normalized lift factor as a function of temperature at a background

magnetic field of 1.5 T applied perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis. Also included is

the modeled scaling law using the values of table 2.2.

Figure 2.11: Normalized lift factor as a function of magnetic field at a back-

ground temperature of 30 K and with the magnetic field perpendicular to the

tape’s c-axis. Also included is the modeled scaling law using the values of

table 2.2.
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Figure 2.12: Normalized lift factor as a function of the angle α of the magnetic

field at a background temperature of 30 K and with a magnetic field of 1.5 T. Also

included is the modeled scaling law using the values of table 2.2.

2.3.2 ReBCO Splice Resistance

ReBCO tape is still produced in rather limited piece lengths of less than 500 m.

Large-scale applications require usually longer lengths. Joints between shorter

pieces are a solution. As discussed in section 2.1.1.4, the electrical resistance

of a tape-to-tape joint depends on numerous factors, such as the tapes’ archi-

tecture, properties of the copper layer, solder and surface cleanliness. THEVA

prepared a protocol and a welding device to produce reproducible lap joints

between their tapes. An example of such a joint is shown in figure 2.13. Here,

Figure 2.13: Photograph of a ‘face-to-face’ type of joint made by THEVA (see

section 2.1.1.4). On the copper stabilizer two voltage taps are soldered just out-

side the joint to measure its resistance. This sample was then measured in the

Ic(α)-setup at various magnetic fields, magnetic field angles and temperatures.
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the tapes have a 50 mm overlap. The superconducting sides face each other,

leaving no substrate layer in-between. Figure 2.13 also shows the two voltage

taps placed just outside the overlap region. The electrical joint resistance

was characterized in the Ic(α)-setup at various magnetic fields, magnetic

field orientations and temperatures. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the results.

Clearly, within the measurement uncertainty the resistance is independent of

temperature, magnetic field and angle of the magnetic field. The uncertainty

in the measurement was estimated from the minimum and maximum slopes

observed in the measured E-I curves with a 2 A error in the current and 20 nV

in the voltage. The joint has a mean surface resistance of 3.4 ± 0.2 µΩmm2,

which is sketched in both figures 2.14 and 2.15 as the grey band that still passes

through all measurement points with their uncertainties.

Figure 2.14: Electrical resistance of the THEVA lap joint measured at different

temperatures and magnetic fields. This joint has a 50 mm overlap. The magnetic

field was applied perpendicular to the sample’s surface. The grey horizontal band

indicates the mean value with its uncertainty.

The RRR-value (RRR = ρRT/ρ4K [57]) of the copper stabilizer layer of several tapes

was also measured. This yielded an average value of about 300. From this value,

the electrical resistivity of copper over temperature can be derived [57, 106].
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Figure 2.15: Electrical resistance of the THEVA lap joint at different applied mag-

netic field angles, at a magnetic field of 1.5 T and temperature of 20 K. This joint

has a 50 mm overlap. The grey horizontal band indicates the mean value with its

uncertainty.

At 4.2 K and 77 K, a continuous copper ‘block’ in-between the ReBCO layers

with the thickness and width as the two stabilizing layers leads to a ‘contact’

resistance of about 10 nΩmm2 and 420 nΩmm2. This suggests that the copper

layer is not the main contributor to the contact resistance. However, flipping

one or both ReBCO tapes, i.e. adding one or two substrate layers to the current

path, would have a significant effect. Note also that for the THEVA tape the

buffer layers, MgO, are electrically insulating, adding to its resistance. Lu

et al. [107] have measured the physical properties of Hastelloy at cryogenic

temperature. With these values, the influence of one and two Hastelloy layers

can be estimated to be 0.12 mΩmm2 and 0.25 mΩmm2, respectively. Also these

values would not change significantly in the temperature range of 20 K to 77 K.

The value of THEVA’s splice resistance, 3.4 µΩmm2, is comparable to val-

ues reported for similar joints from other manufactures. As mentioned in

section 2.1.2, Fleiter and Ballarino measured values ranging from 1.3 µΩmm2

to 15 µΩmm2 independent of the applied magnetic field in the range of 0.3 T

to 12.4 T and temperature of 4.2 K to 77 K for five different manufacturers.
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Although the joint’s resistance is low (leading to a power level of (about

1.5 mW at an operating current of 500 A), its Ohmic dissipation is localized and

requires sufficient cooling to handle. This issue will be further discussed in

chapters 3 and 4.

2.3.3 Material Homogeneity

The LF of THEVA tape was also measured inductively using the VSM. In to-

tal, 8 samples from two tapes were measured, as discussed in section 2.2.3 and

shown in figure 2.8. In table 2.3 the LF calculated from the hysteresis loops is

listed. The results of the second tape, UTW024 or samples f to h, are consistent.

Samples a to e cut from tape UTW018, on the other hand, show fluctuations in

their LF values both along (22%) and across (7%) the tape. Table 2.3 includes

the LF determined with the Ic(α)-setup and the TapeStar Ic (at 77 K and mag-

netic self field) prior to chemical etching to a smaller width and laser cutting.

Table 2.3: Lift factor of two tapes from two batches determined using either the

VSM or the Ic(α)-setup. Also included is the TapeStar Ic measured at 77 K and

magnetic self field (SF).

Tape Sample Ic (77K, SF) [A]

UTW018 a b c d e 335

LF, VSM 1.82 1.80 1.69 2.07 1.66

LF, Ic(α) 1.6

UTW024 f g h 497

LF, VSM 1.94 1.94 1.94

LF, Ic(α) 1.75

Clearly, the two characterization methods do not perfectly agree, presum-

ably caused by differences in the self-field configuration between the TapeS-

tar (section 2.2.1) and VSM (section 2.2.3) experiment. We can also compare the

longitudinal variation in the VSM data (samples d, b and e from figure 2.8) di-

rectly to the TapeStar data. Figure 2.16 shows the TapeStar critical current scan

of tape UTW018, indicating also the position from which the VSM samples were

cut. Based on this trace, one would expect a 12% difference between samples

a to e. The results suggest that the ReBCO tape, as expected to some degree,

is not perfectly homogeneous. As reported in section 2.3.1, the LF varies from
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Figure 2.16: Measured critical current expressed as percentage of the operating

current (as further explained in chapter 3) as a function of the position along the

tape, performed with the TapeStar at 77 K. The shaded area indicates the posi-

tions of VSM samples a to e. Note that this sample was deliberately selected be-

cause of this dip, to allow measurement in the Ic(α)-setup.

batch to batch. The VSM data, however, show also significant non-uniformity

throughout the conductor in the batch. In the EcoSwing project, the VSM was

initially proposed as an alternative to the Ic(α)-setup to determine the LF. Since

the VSM yields local data only and the tape’s performance is not homogeneous,

the more ‘averaged’ Ic(α)-data is more representative for the tape properties.

Nevertheless, using VSM data can be beneficial as a fast and relatively more

labour- and resource efficient method to measure the tape’s temperature de-

pendence.

2.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Various manufacturers are now able to produce ReBCO tape in relatively long

lengths. To solve the grain-boundary-problem, it is essential to texture ReBCO

biaxially. This can be achieved through various techniques, such as IBAD, ISD or

RABiTS. These methods cause biaxial texture in either the substrate or a buffer

layer. The ReBCO material is then deposited using in-situ or ex-situ techniques.

With these techniques, manufacturers target either higher magnetic fields at

low temperatures or high temperatures and low magnetic fields applications.
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The tape’s critical current performance in magnetic field can be further en-

hanced through introduction of artificial pinning centers of various types,

from 0-D to 3-D. Different types of pinning centers dominate under different

conditions, which splits in three regimes depending on the temperature and

magnetic field. Regardless of the chosen techniques, the tapes have a layered

architecture which consists of a substrate, buffer layers, superconductor and

stabilization layer. For LTS, the magnetic field- and temperature dependence of

the critical current density is well described by a scaling law. Fleiter and Ballar-

ino adapted this approach to describe the performance of ReBCO. This scaling

relation includes the anisotropy that is typical for ReBCO coated conductors.

Here, the non-conducting yttrium- or gadolinium-oxide layers that separate

the superconducting CuO2 planes act as 2-D pinning sites, resulting in a peak

in critical current density Jc when the magnetic field is parallel to the tape’s

surface. However, measurements on the tape from THEVA show that this peak

shifts, the maximum Jc is now found at an angle of 155◦. The 25◦ shift results

from the ISD-technique. By changing the direction of the crystallographic

c-axis of the ReBCO material with respect to the substrate, the superconducting

layer overgrows defects. This allows to grow a thicker superconducting layer

while retaining optimal properties.

The anisotropic behavior typical for THEVA tape was satisfactory described

with the scaling law proposed by Fleiter and Ballarino [95], with an extra

parameter β to account for the c-axis shift. In addition to this change, the value

of g differs significantly compared to the values of Fujikura tape. This indicates

that THEVA tape has a lower but wider Jc-peak when the magnetic field is close

to the ab direction. Furthermore, the fitted p value suggests that the dominant

pinning centers are 2-D for the THEVA coated conductor, at least within the

measured temperature and field range. All measurements were performed

around 30 K and 1.5 T, the expected operating conditions of the EcoSwing coils,

so that the scaling law parameters are suited for the coil design. However, some

parameters are likely to change at lower temperatures, below 20 K, and higher

fields above 1.5 T. Moreover, the magnetic field- and temperature data were

obtained with the magnetic field applied along the tape’s c-axis. Therefore, Jc,ab
was not determined accurately. More measurements are needed to deduce

all fitting parameters. Due to the project’s challenging time schedule and the
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1.5 T-limit of the dipole magnet, this falls outside the scope of this thesis.

Instead of establishing a detailed scaling law for the THEVA conductor,

the focus in this work was on the determination of the lift factor LF. This

LF expresses the tape’s performance at operating conditions relative to its

performance at liquid nitrogen temperature and self-magnetic field. The latter

is routinely acquired during tape production. With the LF known, the tape’s per-

formance can thus be checked in-line in a fast and relatively inexpensive way.

The LF was determined using two techniques: resistively with the Ic(α)-setup

and inductively with the VSM. The inductive method was originally proposed

as a method to replace the resistive measurements, but revealed local inhomo-

geneities of the tape in both axial and lateral direction. The localized nature of

the VSM data meant that they could not replace the Ic(α)-measurements. These

resistive critical current measurements were deemed more representative for

the superconductor’s performance in a device. Nevertheless, the information

on the tape’s inhomogeneity is still important for coil design, especially consid-

ering its thermal stability. This is further analyzed in chapter 4.

Another technical parameter that is important for coil design is the elec-

trical joint resistance. We measured the resistance of a typical joint that was

produced by THEVA as a function of temperature, magnetic field and magnetic

field orientation. This lap joint has a relatively low resistance value, because

of its face-to-face geometry and the optimized protocol used for its fabrica-

tion. However, just one sample was measured. This implies that the possible

influence of joints must be analyzed further after coil production as addressed

in the next chapter. This chapter will present some of the challenges involved

during the design phase and the production process of ReBCO coils.
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3
Electromagnetic Behavior of

ReBCO Coils

The previous chapter focused on ReBCO tape and showed that its performance,

in terms of critical current, depends on temperature, magnetic field and orien-

tation of the magnetic field. The lift factor was verified on several batches of

THEVA tape to meet the requirements for the EcoSwing project. Previously pro-

duced small-scale laboratory ReBCO coils revealed several inherent challenges,

which are discussed first in this chapter. This is followed by a discussion on the

load line concept, which allows to predict the coil’s performance and a concise re-

view on quench detection and protection. The EcoSwing coils are presented and

the layout is shown. A model to predict the performance of the coils, taking into

account the conductor’s anisotropic behavior (chapter 2), is presented as well.

Various tests were performed on smaller sub-scale and full-scale ReBCO coils. The

designed test rigs (for type-tests and acceptance-tests), as well as the notable mea-

sured results are presented in this chapter. This includes the critical current value

of the coils and a comparison with model predictions. The tests additionally re-

vealed a thermal drift that is characteristic for conduction-cooled HTS coils. This

behavior is further evaluated in chapter 4. The coils’ behavior in a real applica-

tion, the wind turbine generator, is assessed in chapter 5.
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3.1 Literature Review

3.1.1 Winding, Insulation and Impregnation

ReBCO coated conductor is nowadays available from various manufactures, as

listed in section 2.1.1 (table 2.1). Although their production process remains an

intricate process, with several possible processing routes, long piece lengths

with reproducible quality are readily available and can be wound into coils. In

fact, the very first YBCO coil was already made in 1988 by Tanka et al. [108]. They

used a powder-in-tube method to extrude a wire that was wound on a mandrel.

Due to the modest critical current and length of the wire, this coil produced

a magnetic field of just 2 mT and 35 mT at 77 K and 4.2 K, respectively. These

values are obviously low, especially compared to the material’s performance

nowadays. Recently a magnetic field of 45.5 T was reached combining a back-

ground magnet with a ReBCO insert coil [109]. However, this early work does

illustrate the drive to develop ReBCO coil technology. Yet, during the 1990s R&D

on HTS magnets focused mainly on coils made of 1G BSCCO conductors, since

the grain-boundary problem that was discussed in section 2.1.1 appeared eas-

ier to solve in this material. BSCCO, in the 2212 composition, can be processed

into a wire form with the relatively simple powder-in-tube technique [110]. As

BSCCO also has intrinsic limitations (especially its higher anisotropy, which

makes efficient flux pinning at higher temperatures difficult [111]), the focus

redirected to ReBCO coils when the critical current density of biaxially textured

tapes exceeded that of BSCCO wires. This lead to the production of numerous

small-scale laboratory ReBCO coils, but also revealed several inherent chal-

lenges.

First of all, when compared to LTS-wound coils, the different conductor

shape, a flat tape instead of a round wire, needs to be taken into account. In

principle, there are two ways to wind a ReBCO coil: either with a ‘pancake’ or a

‘layer-winding’ geometry. A pancake coil is wound starting with the inner turn

and wrapping the conductor around layer-by-layer, spiraling radially outwards.

In the more classical layer-winding technique, the conductor spirals both

axially, from top to bottom, and radially, layer-by-layer [11]. The layer-winding

technique is generally less used, as it requires longer continuous conductor

piece lengths, i.e. splice-free, than the pancake technique. Furthermore, a
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single mistake during layer-winding a coil can render an entire coil non-

superconducting and hence useless. A local fault in a magnet that consists

of several pancake coils only influences this pancake coil and is thus easier

to repair. The main disadvantage of a pancake coils magnet is the need for

multiple joints to connect the individual pancake coils in series, which causes

unwanted dissipation. In section 2.3.2 it was shown that such a joint has a

contact resistance of about 10 µΩmm2. This implies that the joint resistance

can be kept below 1 µΩ, which corresponds to a dissipation level of 10 mW. This

resistance level is generally too high to allow for persistent mode operation, so

that superconducting joint technology remains the topic of active research [85].

Both the layer-winding and pancake winding techniques require accurate

control of the axial tension applied to the tape during winding. Although

ReBCO tapes can handle tensile stress in their axial direction exceeding

700 MPa, compressive stress leads to tape buckling. This causes cracks in the

ceramic superconducting layer and severely degrades its properties [112].

This is more likely to happen when winding non-circular coils, especially long

‘racetrack’ coils, due to variations in the take-off speed and the possibility of

tape slackening [10]. One solution is to reshape the straight sections of the

racetrack coil with a slight curvature [113]. This reduces slackening of the wire,

while it does not lead to a significant difference in the total tape length or in

the central magnetic field. Another solution involves varying the tape’s tension

while winding.

Conventionally, ReBCO coils are wound with an electrically insulating ma-

terial in-between the turns. This prevents electrical shorts and forces the

current to flow along the winding path of the tape. It would be ideal if this

turn-to-turn insulation material is both electrically insulating and thermally

highly conducting. A good thermal turn-to-turn contact would minimize radial

thermal gradients within the coil and efficiently distribute the generated heat in

case of a quench. At the same time, such a quench can induce high turn-to-turn

voltages, of 100 V to 200 V [114], so that the electrical insulator must have either

a sufficient thickness or a high dielectric breakdown strength. Simultaneously

fulfilling the electrical and thermal requirements is difficult. Furthermore, the

insulation material also has to withstand the substantial mechanical loads that
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the coil experiences. These constraints leave either thin polyimide films or

woven glass tapes as possible options [114]. A totally different approach was

pioneered by Hahn et al., who wound a ReBCO single pancake coil without

any insulation. During charging and discharging, induced coupling currents

between the turns limit the ramp rate of such ‘no-insulation’ coils that can

thus lead to a long charging time [115]. However, once the current has reached

its operating point, no-insulation magnets generally show better performance

in terms of: overall engineering current density in the winding pack, thermal

stability and mechanical integrity when compared to insulated coils [86, 116].

It is also possible to partially insulate a ReBCO coil. Partially-insulated coils

allow for faster charging times, while keeping most of the advantages of a

no-insulated coil. In a partially-insulated coil, an insulating layer is added, for

example, every few turns [117]. Currently, ReBCO coils are being developed fur-

ther following all three winding strategies: insulated, not insulated and partially

insulated. The best choice strongly depends on the targeted application.

Regardless of the chosen winding method, ReBCO coils are often impreg-

nated to prevent conductor motion and to increase the coil’s mechanical

strength [118, 119]. Both vacuum impregnation and ‘wet’ winding can be

employed. Wet winding is simpler in terms of tooling and procedures and

therefore often used for small-series production, but better controlled and

more reproducible results are generally obtained with vacuum impregna-

tion [120]. However, both techniques can degrade the coil’s performance, due

to the tape’s layered architecture [118]. Petrie [121] listed five basic stress types

that are common to adhesive joints: tension, shear, compression, cleavage and

peeling. As mentioned above, ReBCO tapes can handle high tensile stress in

axial direction, but are weaker in other loading modes. Especially their strength

under shear- and cleavage stress can be as low as some 0.5 MPa [122]. Different

thermal expansion coefficients of the materials in both the winding pack

and tapes themselves may cause these stresses to appear in an impregnated

coil [119]. Numerous methods were proposed to reduce this thermal-stress

related degradation. For instance, coating the conductor with a ‘heat shrink’

tube [123] or with an electro-deposited polyimide [124] to create sliding inter-

faces. Alternatively, a mixture of epoxy resin and selected filler particles can

be used to match the thermal contraction of the impregnation medium and
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the conductor [125]. Furthermore, it is possible to decrease the radial stress by

subdividing the coil in parts in the radial direction [126] or by using a central

former with less thermal contraction [127]. There are thus multiple methods to

impregnate a ReBCO coil, thereby trying to avoid degradation. Nevertheless,

it remains important to develop such techniques further and to verify their

effective uses.

3.1.2 Load Lines

The steps listed in the previous section, winding, insulation and impregnation,

can influence the coil’s performance. The same holds for coil mounting and

thermal cycling [128]. Therefore, it is essential to verify the superconducting

properties of a ReBCO coil after its assembly. Measuring the coil’s resistance

as a function of temperature will reveal if the coil shows the expected normal-

superconducting transition. In terms of performance, electromagnetic models

can be used to provide reliable predictions of the generated magnetic field

and the critical current. For a simple yoke-less cylindrical symmetric solenoid

the central magnetic field can be calculated analytically using the Biot-Savart

law [129]. Calculations become more complex when the shape of the magnet

changes or when non-linear magnetic materials, such as iron, are incorporated

in the design. In such situations, finite-element (FE) modeling provides a

useful tool to calculate the magnetic field, including the flux density inside

the winding pack. In section 3.2.1 the implications of an iron core on the coil

design are presented.

For a magnet wound with an isotropic superconductor, the maximum at-

tainable magnetic field is derived from a current versus magnetic field plot by

constructing a line that is referred to as the ‘load line’ [11]. Figure 3.1 shows an

I-B plot with two load lines: a straight solid and a dashed line that represent

the axial field in the center of the bore and the peak magnetic field on the su-

perconductor within the winding pack, respectively. These lines are compared

to the superconductor’s field-dependent critical critical current at a constant

temperature. The intercept of Ic(B,Top) and the dashed line, the maximum

magnetic field the superconductor will experience, represents the coil’s critical

current. The intersect of this current level (the horizontal dotted line) with the

solid load line then yields the maximum magnetic field at the center of the bore.
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Figure 3.1: Critical current as a func-

tion of the total magnetic field on the

conductor for an isotropic supercon-

ductor (blue line) at a constant tem-

perature, plotted together with two

load lines for a given solenoid. The

solid line represents the axial field

strength in the center of the bore, the

dashed line shows the peak magnetic

field on the windings superconduc-

tor. The intersection between the lat-

ter line and the Ic(B) curve indicates

the critical current in the coil’s con-

ductor. Reproduced from [11].

Repeating this procedure at various temperatures also allows to determine the

coil’s expected Ic(T). In practice, a certain ‘thermal margin’ has to be respected,

f.i. by operating the coil at a somewhat lower current. This is further discussed

in chapter 4. Finally, although this approach is a basis for superconducting coil

design, in the case of the ansiotropic conductors, such as ReBCO, it needs to be

refined. This will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.2.

3.1.3 Quench Detection and Protection

In the previous sections several coil winding technique were discussed, as well

as how to predict the performance of a superconducting coil. The importance

of verifying the modeled properties was also stressed. Testing and operating

ReBCO coils introduces challenges that are generic for all superconducting de-

vices. As will be discussed further in chapter 4, compared to LTS magnets the

high minimum quench energy (MQE) of HTS makes quenches less likely to

occur, but also more difficult to detect and protect against. The relatively low

normal-zone propagation (NZP) velocity in ReBCO of some 10 mm s−1 is 2 or-

ders below LTS [11], which means that a local hot spot will propagate slowly,

which can locally lead to very high temperatures. It is essential to keep the

maximum hot spot temperature sufficiently low in order to protect and avoid

damage to the magnet. Maximum allowed values below 200 K are generally
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considered as safe [11]. Above this temperature differential thermal strain can

cause degradation of the superconductor, often due to delamination. Addition-

ally, the low NZP velocity translates to a narrow time window of some 100 ms

in which to react and dissipate (‘dump’) the stored magnetic energy. This time

margin can be increased by either increasing the thickness or the conductiv-

ity of the copper stabilizer [130]. This essentially lowers the ohmic dissipation

in the hot spot and spreads out the generated heat faster. However, this strat-

egy has as a drawback that it decreases the overall current density in the wind-

ing pack, hence making the magnet bulkier and more expensive. There are nu-

merous other ways to detect and protect for a quench [131], which are briefly

summarized next. First, various quench detection methods will be discussed,

followed by an overview of protection strategies. Note that the no-insulation

coils, discussed in section 3.1.1, are excluded from this overview, as these are in

essence self-protecting.

3.1.3.1 Detection Methods

A key characteristic of a quench is the sudden appearance of a resistance in

the coil, which in principle can be detected simply by measuring the voltage

across the coil. The disadvantage of this detection method is that there are

other voltage sources that can lead to false-alarms. Especially the self-induced

voltages across the coil during ramping or electromagnetic interference with

a ‘noisy’ environment may be troublesome. To compensate for this effect, a

third voltage tap, typically connected close to the center of the windings, allows

to compare the voltages across two coil halves and to balance them against

each other. Such a ‘bridge circuit’ will cancel the inductive part and is therefore

widely used [11, 120]. Adding an extra tap to create two sets of asymmetrically

connected bridges will detect even a symmetric quench. Depending on the

precise geometry, the center of a coil can be its most critical region and thus

prone to a quench that spreads out symmetrically. Such bridging methods

become more complicated in the case of a multiple-coil system where the

mutual inductances between coils influence the detected voltages [132, 133].

Instead of a bridge circuit, it is also possible to compensate the inductive

component with differential amplifiers [134]. However, this requires a more

complicated design with increased reliance on electronics.
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Apart from voltage tap signals, there are various other parameters that can be

monitored to detect a quench. These include strain-based quench detection

to measure the local strain caused by the quench’s high-temperature [135],

although this requires either models to predict the quench spot or multiple

sensors on the coil. Detection can also be based on measuring the magnetic

field with Hall probes [136]. Another technique uses piezoelectric sensors to

detect acoustic emission signals. The main advantage of this method is that, in

principle, it also allows to determine the location of the quench [137]. However,

not all types of quenches can be measured acoustically [138]. This is in contrast

to temperature signals, since a quench always involves a local temperature

rise. However, heat diffusion from a local hot spot to the nearest thermometer

can be prohibitively slow for quench detection purposes. Therefore, the use of

optical fibers is being investigated to detect the temperature throughout the

coil body [139, 140]. These detectors are immune to electromagnetic interfer-

ence and have a high sensitivity. Disadvantages are that they require a powerful

real-time data processing and that they need to be co-wound with the coil,

which can be challenging. Since quench detection eventually is part of a safety

system, the reliability is key. Given this requirement, voltage measurements are

arguably still the most reliable method and therefore preferred.

3.1.3.2 Protection Methods

The magnetic energy 1/2LI20 stored in a coil, withL the self-inductance of and I0
the current in the coil, can be dissipated externally, internally or both combined.

Maddock and James were the first to propose a detect-and-dump method [141].

Here, the stored energy is dissipated in an external ‘dump’ resistorR that is often

placed outside the cryostat. A faster current decay rate, i.e. a lower time constant
L/R, leads to a lower maximum hot spot temperature. This, however, will be lim-

ited by the maximum initial discharge voltage I0R that can be allowed without

dielectric breakdown of the turn-to-ground insulation or arcing at the coil ter-

minals. Instead of an external dump, it is also possible to dissipate the energy in-

ternally, for example by using protection heaters [142, 143]. These heaters drive

a large enough part of the coil normal so that the released heat is spread out

without causing localized damage. However, as result of the low NZP velocity

and high MQE of HTS, such ‘quench heaters’ need to be either densely applied

or even cover the coil quasi-continuously. Both solutions are not very practical.
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Recently, an alternative method of internal dumping was proposed: instead of

using externally controlled heaters, a transition to the normal state can also be

provoked by coupling loss in the conductor (CLIQ). This is generated by dis-

charging a capacitor in part of the coil, which introduces a local magnetic field

change and results in fast oscillations of the transport current [144]. However,

it is still unclear if this technique also works for ReBCO where the thermal mar-

gins are large. Rather than using CLIQ directly on a ReBCO magnet, it has been

proposed to combine it with an E3SPreSSO (External Energy Extraction Symbi-

otic Protection System for Series Operation) unit [145]. These units consist of

a non-inductive LTS or nonstabilized HTS circuit and switch, placed in series

with the main transport current. In the case of a quench of the main coil, CLIQ

quenches the unit, causing it to become resistive and thus dumping the energy

in the E3SPreSSO unit rather than in the main coil. This method, as well as other

protection schemes, are currently being researched.

3.2 Coil Design

3.2.1 General Layout

The layout of a ReBCO coil will depend on its targeted application. For some

applications the winding pack needs to be able to withstand high mechanical

forces. In these situations, the coil comprises a support structure to provide

mechanical strength [146, 147]. An example is shown in figure 3.2, which shows

an exploded view of the sub-scale demonstration coil developed within the

EcoSwing project with the main specifications of its full-scale equivalent listed

in table 3.1.

As mentioned in chapter 1, the full-size coils replace the permanent magnets

in the rotor of a synchronous generator to achieve a large weight reduction

of about 40%. They need to be relatively long and narrow, which leads to a

racetrack double-pancake coil geometry. In a double-pancake coil the con-

ductor’s ends are radially on the same side, which greatly simplifies the layout

of the current terminals. Although partial-insulation coils, as discussed in

section 3.1.1, have great potential, this technology is relatively new (since

2011) and has not been proven in AC-conditions thoroughly. Therefore, the

EcoSwing’s consortium decided to stick to the more conventional insulated
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Figure 3.2: Exploded view of a sub-

scale coil, showing its main compo-

nents: 1) top steel plate for mechan-

ical support; 2) top copper plate to

conduction-cool the winding pack;

3) iron-nickel core to enhance the

magnetic field; 4) winding pack, two

pancake coils wound from ReBCO

tape and impregnated; 5) bottom

copper plate to conduction-cool the

winding pack; and 6) steel bottom-

and side supports.

Table 3.1: Main specifications of the rotor coils used for the EcoSwing project.

EcoSwing Rotor Coils

Geometry Double-pancake

Length tape ∼ 500 m

Length coil ∼ 1400 mm

Lap joints Up to 10

Insulation between turns 16 µm thick foil

Insulation between layers 25 µm thick foil

Insulation test 10 MΩ at 1 kV

Current connection Two Cu terminals

Mass winding pack 48 kg

coils. These coils were co-wound on a former using ReBCO tape and a thin

insulation foil, followed by a vacuum ‘potting’ step under vacuum with a

two-component resin. The impregnated winding pack was then reinforced with

a glass roving lattice fabric and enclosed in the external support casing.

In addition to the support structure, an assembled pole also contains two

copper plates, one on the top and one on the bottom of the winding pack, for

conduction cooling. Note that the copper plates do not follow the full racetrack

circuit, but have a small slit on one end to minimize AC loss due to induced

eddy currents. For sufficient cooling, an adequate contact between the copper
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plates and the winding pack is essential. The contact area is maximized by ap-

plying a thin layer of Apiezon N thermal grease between both. Moreover, the top

plate is pushed down onto the windings by pre-tension of the bolts and CuBe

springs placed between the copper plate and the top stainless-steel plate. CuBe

has a high mechanical strength and thermal conductivity at low temperatures

and is non-magnetic, which makes it ideal for cryogenic springs [148]. Springs

are required between the top copper plate and the winding pack only, since the

electromagnetic forces in the generator pull the coil down on the underlying

yoke, so that no springs are needed between the bottom copper plate and the

winding pack.

The pole assembly, shown in figure 3.2, also includes an iron-nickel core

to strengthen and guide the magnetic field, so that less superconductor is

required to reach the target magnetic field. As a disadvantage, this pole piece

adds a significant amount of weight to the pole assembly: the bare winding

pack weighs roughly 48 kg, whereas the entire assembled pole weighs around

140 kg. The iron core needs to be cooled down to the operating temperature of

the coils of 30 K, which complicates the material choice since many magnetic

alloys become brittle at cryogenic temperature. Iron with a low content of

nickel is a known structural material with adequate mechanical properties at

low temperature. For instance, liquid natural gas at about 110 K is commonly

stored or transported in FeNi vessels [149]. However, at the start of the EcoSwing

project it was found that the magnetic properties of that material at cryogenic

temperatures are poorly documented. Therefore, the magnetization curves of

FeNi were measured at various temperatures and the saturation magnetization

Ms was compared to its literature value at room temperature [150].

Figure 3.3 shows the magnetization loops at 30 K. With a number of inde-

pendent measurement techniques Ms was determined to be 1.8 T, which is

about 20% lower than the literature value. This had a direct impact on the

generator design and the current in the coils was adapted accordingly. Also all

the electromagnetic models in this thesis use the measured M-H curve at 30 K.
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Figure 3.3: Measured magnetization loops of two iron-nickel samples, done at 30

K. This iron alloy is used for the core of the pole assembly.

3.2.2 Influence of Anisotropy

In section 3.1.1 it was discussed how the tape-like shape of a ReBCO

coated conductor complicates its winding process compared to classical

round-wire-wound coils. In section 3.1.2 we described the load line concept

that is used to estimate the overall critical current of a coil and hence the max-

imum magnetic field that it can generate at a given temperature. However, this

discussion did not take into account the role of anisotropy. As discussed in

section 2.1.2, not only the local magnetic field but also its direction influences

the local value of the conductor’s critical current throughout the winding pack.

The location of the coil’s most critical spot thus depends on both strength and

direction of the magnetic field. By calculating the minimum Ic value within the

windings the critical spot can be found. Figure 3.4 shows a simple flow-diagram

describing the modeling steps that need to be made to calculate the coil’s Ic. The

start is a FE model of the coil that allows to calculate the coil’s magnetic field.

The ‘map’ of the field components Bx, By and Bz in combination with the tape’s

scaling-law (equations 2.2 to 2.5) allows to determine the critical spot, i.e. the

location of the tape segment with the lowest value of Ic. By doing this for several
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current levels, the load line of the critical spot can be found. Additionally, the

magnetic field angle, α, at this spot is determined for the same current levels.

This is used as input to the tape’s scaling law. The intercept of the critical spot’s

Ic with the load line of the coil determines the coil’s expected critical current.

Figure 3.4: Flow diagram with the modeling steps to determine a ReBCO coil’s

expected Ic.

This straightforward extension of the load-line concept to include the conduc-

tor’s anisotropy readily yields the coil’s Ic, but it makes several assumptions.

First, it assumes that the location of the critical spot does not depend on the

applied current or on the temperature. This is true if the tape’s behavior is uni-

form throughout the coil. However, any variation in the tape’s scaling law, e.g.

due to localized defects or compositional changes, might change the location of

the critical spot with temperature or magnetic field. Secondly, the tape’s width

is taken into account by integrating the local Jc value (which for single pancakes

or short pancake stacks varies considerably) over its width, thus assuming that

the current distributes evenly. Finally, in the radial direction the entire winding

pack is often modeled as one homogeneous block, neglecting the layered ar-

chitecture of different materials. For a more accurate description, these factors

need to be addressed explicitly. As a first estimation, that in practice yields an

accuracy of 10%, see section 3.4.1.2, the proposed model is useful and sufficient.
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3.3 Experimental Setups

Three different setups were used to test both the sub-scale and full-scale ReBCO

coils that were manufactured in the framework of the EcoSwing project. The de-

sign of the coils was performed by Eco 5 and THEVA, in collaboration with the

University of Twente. It comprises the main components that were discussed in

section 3.2.1. Coil winding and vacuum impregnation started first with a set of

smaller, sub-scale coils that were fabricated to verify and fine-tune the details

of the design using a minimal amount of conductor. These coils were tested

with a relatively fast setup, both in coil mounting- and cool-down times. This

conduction-cooled setup is discussed in section 3.3.1. Once the coil design was

validated, a first full-scale rotor coil was manufactured. The larger size of this

coil, with an axial length of 1.4 m, required a new dedicated test rig to be built

at the University of Twente. Note that the terms axial, radial and azimuthal re-

fer to the cylindrical symmetry of the EcoSwing generator. In section 3.3.2 this

conduction-cooled full-scale setup is discussed. The setup not only allows to

test these larger coils, but also provides a test environment that from a thermal

and electromagnetic point of view is similar to the conditions expected in the

generator. Besides the characterization of the first full-scale prototype coil, this

test rig was also used for acceptance tests. Initially, it was planned to validate

all coils mounted in the generator. However, due to the project’s tight sched-

ule, in combination with the long cool-down times of the large-scale setup, a

faster method to verify the coil’s performance was adopted: an Ic-test with only

the bare winding pack cooled in liquid nitrogen. In section 3.3.3 this nitrogen-

cooled setup is described.

3.3.1 Sub-scale Coils

3.3.1.1 Test Coils

In section 3.2.1 the general layout of the ReBCO coils was discussed. As de-

scribed above, the design was verified with several sub-scale coils, which have

the same cross-sectional layout as the full-scale rotor coils, but are signifi-

cantly shorter in the axial direction. These coils have an axial length, azimuthal

width and radial thickness of roughly 330 mm, 220 mm and 40 mm, respec-

tively. This allowed to validate the coil design with minimal conductor length.
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A Gifford-McMahon (GM) cryocooler setup at the University of Twente was ad-

justed to accommodate these coils. With this setup, two sub-scale coils were

tested, as shown in figure 3.5. The first, labeled ‘sub-scale coil 1’, is a single

pancake coil consisting of merely 10 turns of one single conductor piece. The

second one, labeled ‘sub-scale coil 4’, is a double-pancake coil with 11 inter-

nal joints, specifically assembled to investigate the influence of such joints on

the thermal housekeeping. THEVA used a different impregnation epoxy for sub-

scale coils 2 and 3, which resulted in cracks during cool down in liquid nitrogen.

Therefore, these two coils were not tested at the University of Twente. Details of

the coil impregnation are confidential property of THEVA.

(a) Sub-scale coil 1. (b) Sub-scale coil 4.

Figure 3.5: Photographs of the two sub-scale coils that were tested. Sub-scale coil

4 was deliberately made with numerous internal joints, 11 in total, to investigate

the influence of the joints on the thermal housekeeping.

3.3.1.2 Thermal Path

Figure 3.6 shows both a schematic sketch and a photograph of sub-scale coil

4 mounted in a vacuum chamber equipped with a two-stage GM cryocooler.

The cryocooler’s second stage connects to a copper block (through three parallel

copper Litze cables) which in turn connects to the coil assembly’s copper plates

for cooling the winding pack. A 22 Ω–100 W heater on this copper block allows to

heat the coil, establishing stable coil temperatures between 20 K and 80 K. The

cryocooler’s first stage connects to custom-designed and -fabricated ReBCO

current leads (described in the next section). In addition to the current circuit,

the first stage also thermally anchors the temperature sensors and the voltage

taps and cools-down a copper radiation shield that encloses the whole setup.
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This radiation shield is further wrapped with 3 layers of multi-layer-insulation

(MLI) to minimize the heat inleak. All thermal links between cold head stages

and various parts of the setup are clamped, with Apiezon grease in-between, to

minimize thermal contact resistance.

Figure 3.6: The left sketch shows a schematic of the sub-scale coil setup. The num-

bers indicate: 1) cold-head (for convenience showed upside-down); 2) current

leads; 3) cryocooler’s first stage; 4) cryocooler’s second stage; 5) the ReBCO part

of the current leads; 6) copper link; 7) copper block connected to the coil’s cooling

plates; 8) sub-scale coil; 9) thermal radiation shield; and 10) vacuum chamber.

The letters show the locations of the temperature sensors (T), Hall probe (B) and

heaters (H). The right picture is a photo taken of sub-scale coil 4 when it was

mounted in this setup.
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3.3.1.3 Excitation Circuit

The current leads from the room temperature power supply to the cryogenic

coil were specifically designed, so as to minimize the combined heat load due to

conduction and ohmic heating. Commercial feedthroughs, fitted with a vacuum

flange through a ceramic insulator, allow the current to enter the vacuum enclo-

sure. Inside the chamber, the current leads consist of several copper parts that

are clamped together with indium wire in-between to enlarge the effective con-

tact area and minimize dissipation. Additionally, the copper parts are thermally

connected to the cryocooler’s first stage, only separated galvanically by a thin

electrically insulating foil. In-between the copper parts and the winding pack a

bridge, essentially comprising four parallel ReBCO tapes glued down on a thin

fiber-reinforced resin plate for mechanical support, minimizes the conductive

heat load further. Three Delta power supplies, connected in parallel, excite the

sub-scale coils with a total compliance limit of 600 A and 15 V. The supplies

have to be used in voltage-controlled mode due to the relatively high induc-

tances of the coils (70 µH and 4.9 mH for sub-scale coils 1 and 4, respectively). In

combination with the power supplies’ capacitance, this load inductance leads

to resonances that disturb the measurements. Operating the power supplies in

voltage-controlled mode reduces this effect, since this mode requires less signal

regulation.

3.3.1.4 Instrumentation and Quench Detection

The setup has various sensors, including thermometers, heaters and a Hall

probe. Figure 3.6 schematically shows the locations of the sensors. For temper-

ature read-out, Cernox thin-film and PT1000 platinum resistors were used and

read with a LakeShore 336 temperature controller. The latter simultaneously

reads the temperatures and regulates two control loops by adjusting the power

generated with the two heaters of 22 Ω–100 W and 50 Ω–30 W. Separate 24-pins

LEMO-type connectors were used for the temperature sensors, for the heaters

and for the voltage taps, so as to avoid cross-talk between these instrumenta-

tion types that operate at different current and voltage levels. The voltage taps

are not indicated in figure 3.6, but were strategically placed along the current

excitation path. Voltage taps across the coil’s winding pack measured the coil’s

resistance and were used to determine its Ic value. For sub-scale coil 1, these

voltage taps are at the start and end of the ReBCO tape. Sub-scale coil 4, on
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the other hand, contained voltage taps at the coil’s terminals as well as inside

the winding pack, before and after the tape joints. Several Keithley (nano)

voltmeters were used to read all voltage signals, including the signal from a

HiTec 500 A–10V DCCT zero-flux detector that is used to accurately determine

the coil’s excitation current.

For quench detection of sub-scale coil 1, the voltage taps attached to the

warm ends of the ReBCO current leads were connected to a Moekotte DC

quench detector system. This detector pulls the control signal of the Delta

power supplies to zero in he case of an over-voltage, resulting in zero output

current. As an extra precaution, we limit the output voltage of the power

supplies to 1 V and a kW-class 0.1 Ω protection resistor is added in parallel to

the setup. Note that for sub-scale coil 1, the voltage drop between the warmer

ends of the HTS leads is used to detect a quench, rather than just the voltage

across the coil itself. For sub-scale coil 4, being a double pancake coil, a bridge

setup allowed to cancel the inductive voltages during current ramping by

balancing the voltages induced across the two separate pancakes. Figure 3.7

shows a simple electrical scheme of the setup including this bridge setup. A

variable resistor compensates for small differences between the two pancakes.

The figure also shows how a 0.05 Ω dump resistor-IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar

transistor) combination is added in series with the coil. In the case of a quench,

the quench detector drives the IGBT open, forcing the current to dissipate

through the dump resistor and the two-quadrant power supplies.

3.3.1.5 Vacuum and Cool-Down

After installation of the coil and instrumentation testing, the vacuum cham-

ber was closed and pumped down. Within 30 minute the chamber pressure

dropped to less than 0.1 mbar. With the vacuum established, the cryocooler was

started to cool-down the coil. It took roughly 36 hour to reach a thermal equi-

librium with a coil temperature of about 20 K. Various tests were done on both

sub-scale coils 1 and 4, the results of which are discussed in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.7: Simplified electrical scheme of the sub-scale coil test setup. Three

power supplies, connected in parallel, excite the sub-scale HTS coil with a total

compliance limit of 600 A–15 V. Each power supply is connected in series to a

resistor of 0.03 Ω to allow the power supplies to be operated in voltage-control

mode. In normal operation the IGBT is closed, which changes as soon as the

quench detector detects an overvoltage, forcing the current to dissipate through

the dump resistor of 0.05 Ω. Simultaneously, the quench detector pulls the signal

of the power supplies to zero in the case of a quench. Such a quench is detected

by measuring and balancing the voltage across the two pancake halves of the coil

with a ‘bridge circuit’. This bridge circuit contains two resistors, one of 1000 Ω and

one variable resistor set to 1008 Ω.

3.3.2 Conduction-cooled Full-scale Coils

3.3.2.1 Full-Scale rotor coils

Once the coil design was validated with the sub-scale coil tests, a type-test on

one full-scale coil was performed. The larger axial length of the full-scale coils,∼
1400 mm instead of∼ 330 mm, implies longer thermal paths, which could influ-

ence the coil’s thermal and hence electrical behavior. Furthermore, as discussed

in section 3.1, the winding of long non-circular coils is challenging, because of

possible slackening of the tape. During winding of this first coil, a Cernox-type
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sensor was incorporated in the drive-end1 (DE) side of the winding pack. This

internal temperature sensor was omitted in the later coils. Additionally, the coil

contains a central voltage tap, also installed during winding, for quench detec-

tion purposes. Figure 3.8 shows a picture of the first assembled full-scale coil.

Figure 3.8: Picture of the first full-scale, 1400 mm long, rotor coil .

3.3.2.2 Thermal Environment

The large axial length of the rotor coils required the design and construction

of a dedicated conduction-cooled test setup. Figure 3.9 shows a schematic

cut-away view of this test rig. The vacuum enclosure is a roughly cylindrical

steel shell that consists of two parts: a top lid and a bottom part. The base of

the bottom part rests on a thick-walled glass-epoxy cylinder that thermally

insulates it from the ground, to minimize the heat inleak, whilst offering

sufficient strength to support the weight. Inside the enclosure, an aluminium

table can hold up to four coils, which are mounted in an iron cassette to mimic

the magnetic environment of the rotor, see next section. A copper tube, worked

into the bottom of the aluminium table, allows to pre-cool the table with liquid

nitrogen. With two GM cryocoolers (SHI Cryogenics CH-110) and a series of

resistive heaters, placed both on the cold-heads and on the iron cassette, the

coils’ temperature can be stabilized between 30 K and 80 K. The cryocoolers

have a single-stage cold head and are pressurized by a water-cooled helium

compressor (SHI Cryogenics F-70), delivering a cooling power of 70 W at

30 K [19].

1The drive-end side of the coils is closest to the rotor hub and blades, i.e. furthest away from the

connection to the GM cold heads.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the test-rig, 1866 mm by 1600 mm, for the full-scale ro-

tor coils, with: 1) top steel shell of the vacuum enclosure; 2) radiation shield; 3)

aluminium table; 4) cryocooler cold-heads; 5) current feedthroughs; 6) coils and

iron plates; 7) bottom steel shell; and 8) turbomolecular pump backed up with a

screw pump.

Like in the sub-scale coil setup, the GM cold-heads are linked to the coils’ cop-

per cooling plates with copper blocks and Litze copper braids applying Apiezon

grease in-between the parts. A third GM cooler anchors the current leads ther-

mally to a copper bus at a temperature of about 60 K. From this bus to the

coils’ terminals, six parallel THEVA ReBCO tapes per current lead form a cur-

rent bridge that, just like with the sub-scale setup, minimize conductive heat

in-leak. The third cryocooler is also connected to an aluminium radiation shield

that is enveloped in an MLI blanket. Finally, extra Litze braiding thermally links

the iron cassette to the aluminium table.

3.3.2.3 Electromagnetic Environment

Inside the vacuum enclosure, the rotor coils are placed inside an iron cassette,

alloyed with 9% nickel and designed in collaboration with Eco 5. This cassette
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creates a similar electromagnetic environment for the coils as the one expected

in the generator and can be assembled in a single-coil or four-coil configura-

tion. The latter configuration is designed for the acceptance tests of the rotor

coils as described in the next section. Figure 3.10 shows the four-coil configu-

ration, including a photograph of the setup as well as a 2-D FEM (Comsol) cal-

culation of the magnetic field. In this situation, the coils are connected in series

and excited by three Delta power supplies, connected in parallel. Just like for the

sub-scale coils, the power supplies are used in ‘voltage-controlled mode’ to pre-

vent excessive inductive voltage noise. All clamped electrical copper-to-copper

connections have soft indium wire in-between to minimize the contact resis-

tance. Note that this necessitates a procedure in which the clamping bolts are

repeatedly tightened typically in 3 to 5 tightening steps spread over 2 to 3 days

to allow the indium to gradually creep to its final thickness and to fill the whole

contact area.

3.3.2.4 Instrumentation and Quench Detection

Several voltage taps, Hall probes and temperature sensors are used to moni-

tor the behavior of the coils. Different types of temperature sensors (Cernox,

PT1000 or Carbon Ceramic Sensors – CCS) were chosen depending on the re-

quired precision, temperature range and location. Experience at CERN [152]

suggested the CCS to offer a similar measurement accuracy and low magnetic

field sensitivity as the to Cernox resistors, but at a considerably lower cost. Hall

probes (HGCT-3020 LakeShore) were placed on the central iron-nickel core of

the coils to measure the magnetic field, while voltage taps connected to the

coils’ terminals provide information on their Ic value. In addition, these volt-

age taps are monitored by a quench detection system that, as soon as it records

an overvoltage, opens an IGBT and forces the current to flow through a parallel

dump resistor. This configuration is similar to the one used with the sub-scale

coils (figure 3.7). However, in the four-coil configuration the four coils are bal-

anced by two sets of two. All temperature- and voltage signals are thermally an-

chored, fed out of the vacuum with Lemo connectors and recorded, together

with the signal from a zero-flux detector that monitors the current, by a Kei-

they multimeter scanner. A LakeShore 336 temperature controller monitors the

temperatures and controls the heaters.
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(a) Photograph of the full-scale test rig with four coils in an iron cassette.

(b) 2-D FEM (Comsol) calculations of the magnitude of the magnetic field in the test

rig.

Figure 3.10: Full-scale coils installed in a dedicated test rig with an iron cassette

to mimic the electromagnetic environment expected in the generator.
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3.3.2.5 Vacuum, Cool-Down and Test Program

Once closed, a turbomolecular pump (Leybold TURBOVAC T 450 i) backed

with a screw pump (Leybold LEYVAC 80) evacuates the vacuum chamber to a

pressure of 7·10−2 Pa within 6 hour. It then takes 5 day for the GM cold-heads

to cool a single coil to the desired temperature of 30 K and about a week for the

four-coil configuration. Once stable, the axial temperature variation is about

4 K along a given coil, which was measured on the Cu cooling plates. During

cool-down itself, this difference becomes as high as 90 K. Initial experience

with warming up the system revealed that not all types of heater resistors

are suitable for use in vacuum, with especially thick-film types failing due to

excessive local temperature. Wire-wound and aluminium-cased resistors (Arcol

HS300) did perform well.

Two types of tests were carried out on the full-scale coils:

1. A type-test was performed on the first full-scale rotor coil. This includes

Ic tests at several temperatures and after a number of thermal cycles and

tests determining the coil’s electromagnetic, thermal and quench behav-

ior. The results are presented in section 3.4.1.

2. After this confirmation of the coil’s design, THEVA started with series pro-

duction of the 40 full-scale coils for the EcoSwing generator. Since the ro-

tor can only be tested after its vacuum enclosure is welded shut and cooled

down (see chapter 5), an ill-performing coil would lead to a lengthy repair

procedure. Therefore, it was decided to submit all coils to an acceptance-

test beforehand. For these tests the coils are kept at an over-current and

over-temperature. If the coils’ temperature and voltage stabilized and re-

mained stable within 2 hour, they qualified. Justification of this accep-

tance criterion is based on an analytical model that describes the coils’

self-heating effect, which is discussed in chapter 4.

3.3.3 Liquid Nitrogen Cooled Full-scale Coil Test

With the full-scale test rig described above, nearly half of the rotor coils were

tested. The tests proved to be time-consuming, involving two days of assembly,

a week of cool-down, a day of testing and another week of warming up and

disassembling. Furthermore, in this setup four coils were switched in series to
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minimize the heat in-leak through the current leads. This implies that failure of

one coil leads to the inability to excite the other three coils to the target current,

so that they had to be included again in the next test run. In view of the project’s

challenging time schedule, this issue prompted the consortium to adopt a new

type of acceptance test halfway through the measuring campaign of the 40

coils: an Ic-test in which only the ‘bare’ winding pack of the coils was immersed

in liquid nitrogen.

Figure 3.11: Picture of the setup

with just the bare winding pack

immersed in liquid nitrogen.

Figure 3.11 shows a picture of the setup

used in the ‘accelerated’ acceptance test.

The winding pack rests on an iron plate

that is slowly lowered in a foam-insulated

cryostat filled with liquid nitrogen. The

iron plate mimics part of the electro-

magnetic environment that the coils ex-

perience in the rotor, whilst providing a

support structure for ease of handling.

To avoid excessive thermal stress in the

impregnated winding pack during cool-

down, the coil is kept hovering about

15 mm above the liquid level until its tem-

perature falls below 120 K or its voltage

below 0.2 V. The temperature is measured

with several PT100 resistors taped directly

onto the winding pack. The voltage taps are

attached to the coil’s current terminals. The

current leads consist of long copper strips,

placed inside the liquid bath, to minimize the heat load on the coil. A Delta

power supply, in voltage-controlled mode, is used to excite the coil. Once T is

below 120 K or U is less than 0.2 V (at 0.1 A), the coil is submerged in the liq-

uid followed by a critical current test (following a similar procedure as the one

described for the tape tests in section 2.2.2). Based on FE modeling combined

with the tape’s scaling law, the winding pack would meet the rotor requirement

if its Ic value at the test conditions is higher than 120 A.
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3.4 Results

In this section the results of the coil tests are summarized. It is divided in two

subsections: type testing, both of the sub-scale and full-scale coils, and accep-

tance testing. The first subsection focuses on the validation of the coils’ design,

whereas the second one summarizes the results of the acceptance tests, per-

formed with the conduction-cooled and liquid-nitrogen-cooled setups.

3.4.1 Type Testing

3.4.1.1 Joint Resistance

As already mentioned in section 3.1.1, sub-scale coil 4 was deliberately wound

with a high number of joints (9 ReBCO-ReBCO connections and 2 joints to the

current terminals) in order to test their influence on the thermal housekeep-

ing. At 30 K, the joints were found to have a relatively low mean resistance. In

table 3.2 the measured resistances of all internal joints both at room temper-

ature and 30 K are summarized. Each joint has a 50 mm overlap, so that with

an average value of 8 nΩ the mean resistance is 4.8 µΩmm2. This is in the same

range as he value determined with the tape setup, 3.4 µΩmm2, see section 2.3.2,

indicating that the joining technology developed and tested with relatively short

test pieces is sufficiently well controlled to be implemented on longer piece

lengths during coil winding. Note that each full-scale coil in total comprises

about 500 m of tape and, depending on the available tape lengths, will have sev-

eral internal joints of up to 10.

Table 3.2: Measured resistance of the internal joints of sub-scale coil 4, both at

room temperature (RT) and at 30 K.

Voltage Pair R [RT] R [30 K] Voltage Pair R [RT] R [30 K]

(mΩ) (nΩ) (mΩ) (nΩ)

01–02 0.11 7.1 11–12 1.27 7.1

03–04 1.06 4.9 13–14 1.31 4.2

05–06 1.28 7.9 15–16 1.28 6.9

07–08 1.16 11 17–18 1.17 14

09–10 0.68 8.1 Average 1.04 8.0
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3.4.1.2 Critical Current

To verify that the prototype coils behaves as expected, their critical current

was measured at different temperatures. Figure 3.12 shows the measured Ic

Figure 3.12: Measured critical current Ic of both the sub-scale (solid grey circles)

and the full-scale (solid blue triangles) coils plotted against temperatures. The

performance expected based on the tape’s scaling law and on an electromagnetic

finite-element model of the coil is represented by the solid lines (dark grey for the

sub-scale coil and blue for the full-scale coil). The purple open triangle indicates

the designed operating point of the rotor. Also the measured n-values of the resis-

tive transition are included (right axis, open grey circles and open blue triangles

for the sub-scale and full-scale coil, respectively).

values of one of the sub-scale coils and of the first full-scale coil as a func-

tion of temperature. Also included in this plot is the expected performance

based on the tape’s scaling-law combined with electromagnetic modeling, as

was discussed in section 3.2.2. The data show a fair agreement, about 10%

difference, with the model. The difference between both is likely due to a

combination of uncertainties in both the electromagnetic model (i.e. geometry
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or material properties) and in the parameters used in the tape’s scaling law

(section 2.3.1). The main observation, however, is that the performance of the

full-scale rotor coil meets the requirements, exceeding the operating point with

a temperature margin of 20 K and a current margin of 80%. A further important

observation is that repeated (3 times) thermal cycling to room temperature

does not significantly influence the Ic value.

Figure 3.12 also includes the measured n-values, i.e. the power-law expo-

nent in equation 2.7. At lower temperatures the n-values are relatively high,

reaching more than 100 at temperatures below 55 K compared to the typical

n-values in the range 10 to 40 reported elsewhere for ReBCO coils [11]. This

suggests that the I-V transition, at least at low temperatures, is partly thermally

driven. This is further explored in section 3.4.1.4 and modeled in chapter 4.

3.4.1.3 Magnetic Field

In order to validate the magnetic behavior of the coil assemblies, two Hall

probes were placed on the central iron core of the coils. The measured mag-

netic field of the Hall probes was compared to calculated values by the elec-

tromagnetic models. Figure 3.13 shows the data recorded for the first full-scale

rotor coil. From the measurements, we can conclude that the coil behaves as ex-

pected and indeed generates the expected magnetic field. Around 250 A, the sat-

uration of the iron core starts to have effect. The experimental data and model

are in good agreement, i.e. the difference between the measured magnetic field

and those calculated with the 3-D finite element model is less than 4%.

3.4.1.4 Thermal Drift

As discussed above (figure 3.12), the coil’s critical current measurements re-

vealed them to have relatively high n-values, especially at low temperatures.

During the Ic-tests on the first sub-scale coil, voltage levels exceeding about

100 µV were not stable at constant current. Instead, the coil voltages tended

to drift up, resulting in the high n-values. This behavior was not observed by

THEVA when they tested the sub-scale coil’s winding pack in liquid nitrogen,

but it appears to be inherent to the conduction-cooled environment. More re-

vealing are the traces of the time evolution of the voltage recorded at a fixed tem-

perature setpoint and fixed excitation current. Figure 3.14 shows such data for a
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Figure 3.13: Magnetic field measured with the two Hall probes (dark and light

blue triangles) as a function of the applied current through the rotor coil. The

schematic at the bottom of the graph shows the Hall probes’ locations. The ex-

pected field, based on 2-D (grey line) and 3-D (black line) electromagnetic finite

element modeling, is added for comparison.

Figure 3.14: Voltage drift observed in the first sub-scale coil at different temper-

atures and currents levels. The measurement at 70 K, 331 A was stopped after

600 second, because the coil’s behavior appeared stable. The other curves show

a typical thermal runaway behavior.
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range of temperatures and currents. The voltage drift starts relatively slowly, but

accelerates significantly when the power level dissipated in the winding pack

reaches 10 mW to 100 mW. This ‘thermal runaway’ behavior will be further ex-

plored in chapter 4.

3.4.1.5 Quench Testing

As previous sections show, the main outcome of the type tests was that, both

from a thermal and from an electromagnetic viewpoint, the coils operate as

designed. This enabled THEVA to start with their series production and the

focus of the experiments shifted to more detailed studies. The second ‘stress

test’ phase of the measurements on the full-scale prototype coil aimed to gather

experience with its quench behavior. These tests aimed to help design a proper

quench detection and protection system for the rotor. Two types of quench

tests were performed, as depicted in figure 3.15. First, the coil temperature T

Figure 3.15: Measured critical cur-

rent Ic of the full-scale coil re-

produced from figure 3.12. Included

are two arrows indicating the two

types of quench tests that were per-

formed. Either, the coil temperature

was kept stable at 50 K while slowly

increasing the current: a I-driven

quench. Or, the current was kept con-

stant at 115% Iop and temperature

T was gradually increased. These

temperature-driven quenches were

further divided into two cases: in-

creasing T as homogeneously as pos-

sible or increasing T at a localized

spot.

was kept stable, while slowly increasing the current I until a quench occurred,

i.e. similar to a critical current measurement. Second, I was kept constant and

T was gradually increased. The temperature-driven quenches were further

divided in two cases: 1) increasing T as homogeneously as possible or; 2)
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increasing T at a localized spot. The latter was achieved with a heater clamped

onto the drive end side of the winding pack, thus furthest away from the

connection to the cold-heads.

Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the data for a current-driven (at a stable base

T = 50 K) and a homogeneously temperature-driven quench (at a constant

I = 115% Iop and increasing the temperature with a rate of 16 mK/min) of the

full-scale prototype coil, respectively. The negative voltages of the voltage tap

pair in figure 3.16 are not fully understood, but are most likely caused by current

redistribution as the voltage taps are connected to the copper current leads

that are impregnated with the coil rather than on the ReBCO tapes themselves.

However, the general trend follows the power-law as can be expected.

Figure 3.16: Temperature inside the winding pack (right axis, blue points), as well

as voltage (left axis, grey squares) monitored for a I-driven quench. Both signals

increase with increasing rate, following a power-law behavior (line), before the

quench protection system is triggered (after shown data).

Note that during the temperature-driven test, the resistor placed in series

with the power supplies (section 3.3.2 and figure 3.7) slowly started to heat-up.

In combination with the supplies’ voltage-controlled mode, this caused a
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Figure 3.17: Measured temperature (blue points, right axis) and voltage (grey

squares, left axis) over time for a T-driven quench. The coil was homogeneously

heated (∼ 16 mK/min, blue dotted line). Both signals increase with increasing rate

before the quench protection system is triggered (after shown data). This increase

occurs over a relative long time-scale (several minutes).

drift-down of the current. To compensate for this effect, a software control loop

was implemented. The measurement results of both tests coincide well with

the resistive transition determined with the Ic–T tests, see figure 3.15. Suffi-

ciently close to the transition line, both the temperature and voltage signals

increase with an accelerating rate. This effect is further elaborated in chapter 4

and suggests that both signals can be useful for quench detection purposes,

although it is unclear how the temperature will evolve if the quench spot is far

away from the temperature sensor. This question is explored in chapter 5.

For a the second type of temperature-driven quench, with inhomogeneous

heating, a stable current of 115% Iop was applied and the local heater pow-

ered, resulting in a heating rate of 0.5 K/min. Figure 3.18 shows the measured

temperature traces, where the lines help to guide the eye. It shows that inho-

mogeneous heating started at 15 minutes into the test, resulting in a linearly

increase in the temperature. Then, after about 22 minutes, the temperature
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Figure 3.18: Measured temperature over time for a temperature-driven quench

with inhomogeneous heating. At a stable current of 115% Iop, a local heater was

powered around 15 minute, resulting in a heating rate of 0.5 K/min. The tem-

perature first increases linearly up to about 22 minute and the coil quenched.

Afterwards, it was discovered that the voltage signals monitored by the quench

detector were meaningless during this test, hence, the coil was unprotected.

rise abruptly accelerated with a factor larger than 10. Especially, the sensor

mounted at the DE on the bottom Cu cooling plate of the coil assembly

rose steeply, with the sensors in-between the racetracks and on the top plate

following somewhat slower. However, the coil voltages did not rise at the same

time. Therefore, the quench protection hardware did not detect a problem and

manual shut-down of the current was necessary. Even with the current shut off,

heat diffusion caused the temperature at the sensor locations to keep rising

for some time, reaching over 100 K. Such a high temperature suggests that the

coil might have been damaged during this quench. To check for such damage,

several tests were carried out. First, with a relatively low applied current in

the coil, of about 60 A, the Hall probes’ signals were collected. These were

comparable to previous measurements, indicating that the current was still

flowing along the expected path through the coil. However, even at this current

level the temperature of the coil rose more than 1 K in less than 60 minutes, a
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completely different behavior than the one previously observed. Furthermore,

measurement of the coil voltage taps gave anomalously high values of more

than 580 kΩ instead of less than 1 Ω initially, most likely indicating a problem

with the connection of the voltage taps. It was decided that the test rig had to

be warmed up and opened for further inspection.

Visual inspection indeed revealed that the voltage taps used for quench

detection burned out at the location of the thermalization pads, as shown

in figure 3.19a. This type of damage is consistent with excessively high tem-

peratures, in all likelihood associated with electric arcing. Not only did this

event disconnect the quench detection from the coil, which normally would

have been noticed, but unfortunately metal debris had also short-circuited

the relevant tracks on the thermalization pad. This means that the input of

the quench detector was effectively still ‘looking’ at a zero voltage and the

problem was not spotted. Furthermore, visual inspection of the winding pack

showed a solidified flow of impregnation resin close to the location of the

heater that was used to provoke the quench. This suggests that indeed there

was a local hot spot, which caused the resin to melt and forced it out of the coil

body. Figure 3.19b, a top view of the winding pack, also shows that a several

cm long crack had appeared. Clearly, the coil got permanently damaged as

result of the quench. However, it should be stressed that this incident did

not occur due to failure of the coil itself, but rather to a failure of the quench

(a) Photograph of the voltage taps at the

thermal pads.

(b) Photograph of the winding pack,

showing a clear crack.

Figure 3.19: Inhomogeneous temperature-driven quench resulted in a perma-

nently damaged coil, due to failure of the quench protection system, not of the

coil itself.
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protection system. In all likelihood, the voltage taps had burned out during the

prior-to-last quench test, so that voltage-based automatic quench detection

failed to register the last quench and the manual intervention came too late to

prevent local damage.

3.4.2 Acceptance Testing

The results of type-tests of the sub-scale and full-scale coils validated the coil

design. However, as mentioned in section 3.3.2.5, in the EcoSwing project the

critical current of all coils needed to be verified. This was achieved through two

types of acceptance-tests. About half of them were tested in the conduction-

cooled setup described in section 3.3.2. For time reasons, the second half of the

coils were checked with an accelerated test procedure, with just the winding

pack submerged in liquid nitrogen as described in section 3.3.3. With the

conduction-cooled setup the rotor coils were kept at an over-current (∼ 115%

Iop) and over-temperature (35 K) situation as compared to the designed operat-

ing point. The coils that remained stable under these conditions during 2 hour

qualified for the rotor. This rationale and justification behind this criterion is

discussed in chapter 4. In total 23 coils were tested in this way. The remaining

coils were tested in liquid nitrogen. Here, the acceptance criterion was a critical

current higher than 120 A, which was derived from the Ic(B,T) scaling behavior

discussed in chapter 2.

During both types of acceptance tests, the resistance of the coils during

cool-down was also monitored, using an excitation current of 0.1 A. All coils

showed the expected normal-to-superconducting R(T) transition, but not all of

them with the same sharp transition width ∆T . Figure 3.20 shows the measured

R(T) curve of two rotor coils. Both of them have an onset Tc value of 93 K, which

corresponds well to the literature value [153]. However, the trace of coil B shows

a significant ‘foot’ at lower resistance values, increasing its transition width to

some 10 K (see insert). Such foots were only visible with the conduction-cooled

setup. Furthermore, coils that exhibited this foot during cool-down also did not

meet the acceptance criterion. This observation suggests that a limited section

of tape (in the case of coil B in figure 3.20, roughly 0.07% or about 30 cm out

of 500 m) inside the coil is degraded. Regardless of whether this interpretation

is correct, an ohmic foot during cool-down provided a reliable first indication
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Figure 3.20: Measured temperature-dependent resistance of two rotor coils. One

of them, coil B, displayed an ‘ohmic foot’ in its transition (see insert) and also

showed significantly heating of 0.3 W at 35 K and 0.2 Iop suggesting a critical cur-

rent below this value.

that a coil would also not behave as expected in terms of its Ic value.

Figure 3.21 shows the measured V-I curves of the winding packs that were

tested in liquid nitrogen. Clearly, the coils all pass the 120 A acceptance

criterion. Additionally, the data provided the ‘residual resistance’ value of each

coil. This resistance value is associated with the internal splices in the winding

pack. On average this resulted in a value of 12 µΩ. However, one coil exhibited

a relatively high value of 35 µΩ. Therefore, it was decided to test this particular

coil also in the conduction-cooled setup, where it did not pass the acceptance

test as it had a low critical current, below 100 A at 35 K. It seems that this coil

included a degraded tape section that increased its residual resistance to above

the normal value associated with the internal joints. Although this observation

suggested that the Ic-test in liquid nitrogen might not be demanding enough to

fully test the coils for the conditions in the rotor, the consortium accepted this

risk in view of the project’s demanding time-line. With both acceptance-tests

together, a full-scale coil yield of 90% was obtained.
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Figure 3.21: V-I curves of all rotor coil winding packs tested in liquid nitrogen.

The dotted lines indicate the 10 mV, 120 A criteria. All coils pass these values. On

average, the coils have an Ic value of 149 A, with a minimum value of 128 A and a

maximum value of 187 A, as shown by the shaded area. Note that the ‘jagged’ ap-

pearance of the voltage traces is inherent to the voltage-controlled measurement

strategy described in section 3.3.3, resulting from the interplay between the series

resistor and the coil’s inductance.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

The EcoSwing project has shown how a significant number of ReBCO coils can

be manufactured and tested reproducibly and successfully, thereby demon-

strating the maturity of coil manufacturing. For the prototype coils, the critical

current values of the bare winding packs measured by THEVA in liquid nitrogen

corresponds well to those values of the assembled poles measured at the

University of Twente in the conduction-cooled test rig. Furthermore, repeated

thermal cycling had no effect on the coils’ Ic value. This is in contrast to

earlier reports of thermal-strain induced delamination of impregnated ReBCO

coils. Series production of the coils was carried out at an industrial winding

shop. This illustrates the possibility of successful technology transfer from a
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laboratory environment to a commercial subcontractor. 46 coils were produced

and acceptance-tested, with a yield of more than 90%.

Type-testing both the initial sub-scale and full-scale coils also showed

that the coils’ performance is predictable and hence that the design models

are accurate. The calculated data using electromagnetic models agreed well,

within 4%, with the measured magnetic field values at the surface of the pole.

Furthermore, it was also possible to predict the measured Ic-values reasonably

well, within 10%. The latter prediction was made combining the FE calculations

of the magnetic field profile throughout the winding pack with an Ic scaling that

includes the effect of the tape’s anisotropy. However, the experiments did reveal

unexpectedly high n-values of over 100 at low temperatures of less than 55 K.

This suggests that the measured transition is partly thermally driven. Moreover,

close to the critical surface, the conduction-cooled coils were prone to thermal

drifting, which sometimes developed into a quench. These two effects, high

n-factor and drift, were absent in the liquid-nitrogen tests and thus seem to be

characteristic for conduction-cooled coils. This will be further elaborated in the

next chapter.

Two types of acceptance-tests were used to verify the performance of the

series-produced coils. Testing in an electromagnetic and thermal environment

that is as similar as possible to the one in the application is preferable. This

led to the design and construction of a dedicated test facility for conduction-

cooled magnets at the University of Twente. For the acceptance test of the

EcoSwing coils, the coils had to show stable behavior at an over-current and

-temperature. It was noted that all rejected coils showed a clear ‘foot’ in their

resistive transition, presumably due to local degraded section of tape. More

than half of the rotor coils were verified with this type of acceptance test.

However, due to the lengthy cool-down and warm-up cycles involved, another

faster type of acceptance test needed to be adopted for the remaining coils. This

test called for a self-field Ic value above 120 A in liquid nitrogen. This value was

based on FE modeling in combination with the tape’s scaling law. Although all

coils met this criterion, one of them showed a higher residual resistance value

of 35 µΩ than all others showing on average of 12 µΩ at 77 K, due to internal

splice resistances. This particular coil was re-tested in the conduction-cooled
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setup and failed to pass, suggesting that a simple Ic-test in liquid nitrogen

is insufficient to validate coil performance. Indeed, as further discussed in

chapter 5, one of the thus accepted coils later failed during the ground-based

testing of the assembled rotor, necessitating a repair.

Lastly, the first full-scale coil underwent several quench tests, either current- or

temperature-driven. Both voltage and temperature signals were monitored and

found to increase significantly prior to a quench. In the case of a temperature-

driven quench this occurred over a time-scale of several minutes. This suggest

that temperature signals might be used to predict an unstable situation. From

the experience with the EcoSwing coils, it is yet unclear whether such temper-

ature drift would allow a reliable quench detection strategy with a localized

hot spot relatively far away from the temperature sensors. This could not be

investigated further due to an unprotected quench during an inhomogeneous

temperature-driven test. This severely degraded the coil and prohibited further

testing. The detection failure originated in the voltage taps that had arced and

short-circuited in an earlier quench. This led to an extensive failure mode and

effect analysis and, among other measures, the use of diode-based voltage

limits in the detection circuit.
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4
Thermal Stability of ReBCO

Coils

In chapter 3 it was observed that ReBCO coils show a thermal drift behavior. In

some cases, with a stable applied current below the coil’s critical current, the tem-

perature of and voltage across the coil slowly kept on rising, eventually leading

to a quench. In this chapter, this behavior is evaluated in more detail with a

straightforward analytical model. The model results are compared to results of

two types of experiments: thermal drift of the coils and drift on a single coated

conductor piece. In both cases, there is a relatively good agreement, especially

considering that the model assumes the superconductor as a single homogeneous

thermal mass. However, in chapter 2 it was discussed that ReBCO coated conduc-

tors are often not homogeneous. Therefore, also a straightforward numerical 1-D

model was used to evaluate the influence of inhomogeneities. The chapter ends

with a short discussion, illustrating that the analytical model can be a useful tool

for ReBCO coil design.
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4.1 Introduction

In previous chapters the focus was on ReBCO coated conductors and ReBCO

coils. Depending on temperature and current level the coils showed thermal

drift behavior. To describe and predict this behavior an analytical model is pro-

posed, as will be discussed in section 4.2. This first section provides a short re-

view of several stability concepts for superconductors that were developed to

describe the behavior of LTS materials. We will show that a similar approach

can also be useful for ReBCO.

4.1.1 Stability and Quench

The most common way to evaluate the performance of a superconductor is to

measure its critical current as a function of temperature and magnetic field. In

chapter 3 the Ic(T) behavior was determined for both sub- and full-scale coils

(figure 3.12). Figure 4.1 shows a simplified version of the measured behavior.

Below the depicted transition line the material is superconducting, while above

the line it is in the normal state. However, merely operating the superconductor

below its transition line can be an insufficient condition for stability. Several

disturbances may constitute sources of heat and can push the superconduc-

tor into the normal state. These include transient disturbances, e.g. due to

cracking of potting resin or wire motion, and continuous heating, e.g. resulting

from flux flow, ramp loss, AC loss or dissipation in joints [154]. Therefore a

superconductor is commonly operated with a specific thermal margin, also

depicted in figure 4.1. LTS have relatively low critical temperatures (e.g. 9 K and

18 K for NbTi and Nb3Sn, respectively [1]), resulting in relatively small thermal

margins of a few kelvin only. Furthermore, at these temperatures the specific

heat for most materials is relatively low. For instance copper has a specific heat

of 90 µJg−1K−1 at 4 K compared to 180 mJg−1K−1 at 77 K [57]. Due to this low

specific heat in combination with a small temperature margin, relatively small

disturbances can have a significant effect in LTS. A useful design parameter

is the energy margin, also referred to as the ‘minimum quench energy’. This

margin describes the maximum amount of energy that a superconductor can

absorb in a small normal zone while still recovering. For LTS this energy margin

typically ranges between 0.2 mJcm−3 and 1.2 mJcm−3. In comparison, the

energy associated with conductor motion is roughly 10 mJcm−3. Therefore, LTS
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Figure 4.1: Characteristic Ic(T) behavior of a superconductor, showing normal-

ized Ic versus temperature. Included are the measured data points of one of the

EcoSwing sub-scale coils (shown in previous chapter) as well as a linear fit. For

current-temperature combinations below the line, shaded in grey, the material is

in the superconducting state. Commonly a superconducting magnet will be oper-

ated with a specific thermal margin (Tcs−T0). Tcs is the current sharing temper-

ature, the temperature at which Ic(T) becomes equal to the operating current.

magnets often show a ‘training’ effect: their quench current step-wise increases

after repeated quenching when, for example, the conductor, due to the Lorentz

force during ramping, settles into place [120]. This does not occur for ReBCO

magnets, which can be operated at higher temperatures with higher specific

heats. The associated energy margin for ReBCO is therefore significantly larger,

typically ranging between 0.3 Jcm−3 and 8.4 Jcm−3 [154]. Clearly, conductor

motion will not quench a ReBCO magnet, but other sources of heat might.

To determine a safe operating point for a superconducting magnet, the

heat-balance equation can be evaluated [154]:

C
∂T

∂t
= ∇ · (k∇T ) + ρJ2 + gd − gq. (4.1)
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This expression describes the temperature evolution of a composite conductor,

i.e. the superconductor with its normal-metal matrix. Here, C represents the

composite’s lumped specific heat and k its lumped thermal conductivity. The

right-hand side of this equation includes several power terms: assuming a 1-D

conduction, the first term describes heat conduction along the conductor;

the second term the Joule heating (with J the applied current density and ρ

the composite’s electrical resistivity); the third term represents various dis-

turbances (gd) and; the last term describes the available cooling (gq). Several

theories and concepts for thermal stability use various simplifications of this

equation. Long-term stability requires that C∂T/∂t = 0. Stekly et al. [155] and

Laverick et al. [156] used these arguments to build the first cryostable LTS

magnets [157]. They assumed that the influence of heat conduction along the

conductor (∇ · (k∇T )), as well as the influence of disturbances (gd) are negligi-

ble compared to the composite’s dissipation
(
ρJ2

)
. To provide sufficient cooling

(gq) the magnet is typically submerged in a liquid helium bath, so that it stays

at a constant temperature. In the case of a large normal zone in the magnet, the

operating current flows through the conductive matrix of the superconductor.

The magnet is then considered ‘cryostable’ when the corresponding dissipated

heat is transmitted to the liquid and the obtained steady-state temperature

remains below the superconductor’s critical temperature [158]. Stekly ex-

pressed this in a stability criterion
(
α = ρJ2

/gq < 1
)

, which was commonly used

in the 60s [11]. Later it was shown that this criterion is far too conservative.

Higher current densities than those estimated from the Stekly’s criterion are

allowed since the model neglects the heat transferred along the conductor [159].

The minimum propagation zone (MPZ) concept does consider heat con-

duction along the conductor. In this situation, equation 4.1 is simplified by

evaluating only the first and second power term (∇·(k∇T ) and ρJ2). This allows

to determine the length of the normal zone in which the heat produced equals

the heat removed. If the distortion is smaller than this length, the magnet will

recover. However, if a distortion is longer, the normal zone will expand and lead

to a quench. How fast such a normal zone spreads is commonly expressed as

the normal zone propagation (NZP) velocity and differs per superconductor.

Higher values for the NZP velocity are preferred, as this results in a detectable

voltage faster. Detecting a quench as fast as possible is important to trigger the
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magnet’s quench protection system in time. Several options were described

in section 3.1.3. Additionally, the magnet’s stored energy will be dissipated

over a larger area. The NZP velocity is much higher for LTS, ranging in order

0.1 m s−1 to 10 m s−1 in axial direction, than for HTS where it is about 1 cm s−1

in axial direction [154]. Consequently, although an HTS magnet operating at

intermediate temperatures is intrinsically more stable and less likely to develop

a normal zone, if it does develop, such zone is likely to remain smaller and

reach an excessive temperature: a local hot spot. This has been identified as a

significant risk for HTS magnets.

The issues above essentially are related to the thermal and electrical properties

of the stabilizing matrix or layers in composite superconductors: they describe

the transport of heat and current in the stabilizer when the superconducting

filaments locally cease to carry the current. In the context of stability, a second

major difference between LTS and HTS occurs at the level of the filaments

themselves. This is characterized by the n-value, that was introduced earlier

in section 2.2.2, equation 2.7. This point is best illustrated with a generic E-J

plot as shown in figure 4.2. Typically, HTS tend to have a more slanted E-J

characteristic, which translates to a lower n-value. N-values for LTS range

between 30 to 80 and from 10 to 40 for HTS [11]. As illustrated by the plot, an

n-value of 10 leads to a dissipation level that is 1% of the ‘nominal’ level E0Jc
already at a current density of about 2/3 Jc. For n-values of 30 or 80, this residual

dissipation level is only reached at 86% or 94%, respectively.

Relatively low n-values can relate to two distinct effects: finely-distributed

material inhomogeneity or relatively poor flux pinning. A study on numerous

NbTi wires from one single producer, which should have the same composition

and processing, nevertheless showed a large variation in both Jc and n-value.

Wires with a lower Jc also had a lower n-value [160]. Microscopic examination of

these ‘poorer’ wires showed that they had filaments, which showed a significant

variation in the cross-sectional area along the length. This ‘sausaging’ effect

occurred as result of drawing the wire to a smaller size. This classical example

illustrates how the n-value is influenced by filament quality [161]. Not just

filament sausaging, but more general any form of inhomogeneity that leads

to finely-distributed variations in the local Jc value will tend to lead to a more
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Figure 4.2: The generic power-law behavior for various n-levels: n = 10 (purple),

n = 40 (light blue), n = 80 (dark blue) and the theoretical line for a perfect su-

perconductor according to Bean’s assumption [100], n =∞ (grey). Typically, the

n-value for LTS ranges between 30–80 and from 10–40 for HTS.

smeared-out resistive transition and lower n-values [162]. Thermally activated

flux motion or flux creep has also been identified as a physical mechanism that

may strongly influence the I-V transition and hence the n-value [163]. Even

a perfectly uniform superconductor can have a relatively low n-value in the

case of poor pinning. HTS materials are more prone to suffer from such flux

line motion induced transition broadening, simply because higher operating

temperatures imply enhanced thermal activation [164]. Additionally, intrinsic

anisotropy of these materials makes flux pinning more challenging [165].

Both effects, distributed non-uniformity or thermally activated magnetic

flux motion, are hard to distinguish from each other, just on basis of the EJ mea-

surements by themselves. In practice, they can, and often are, both present and

give rise to reduced n-values. Note that this implies that high n-values require

simultaneously a high level of process and control and carefully optimized flux

pinning. Both issues were addressed in chapter 2. In the following sections, it is

argued how the residual dissipation associated with a low n-factor may well be
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directly responsible for the observed thermal drifts in the ReBCO coils.

4.1.2 Thermal Drift in ReBCO

In this section the thermal drift observed on the conduction-cooled EcoSwing

coils is reviewed once more. Additionally, similar thermal drift effects reported

by other authors are summarized. Figure 4.3 shows the thermal drift behavior

as presented in section 3.4.1.4. At a constant applied current, well below the

Figure 4.3: Voltage drift observed in the first sub-scale coil at different temper-

atures and current levels. The measurement at 70 K, 331 A was stopped after

600 second, because the coil’s behavior appeared stable. The other curves show

a characteristic thermal runaway behavior. Reproduced from section 3.4.1.4,

figure 3.14.

coil’s Ic, the voltage across the coil drifts upwards over time, eventually leading

to a quench. Similar behavior has been observed in literature [166–168]. For

instance, Yanagisawa et al. measured a ‘premature thermal runaway’ for a

ReBCO insert magnet as result of heating due to conductor degradation [169].

Here, the term ‘premature’ indicates that the runaway occurred at an applied

current level below the coil’s Ic. Above the coil’s Ic the authors distinguished a

‘natural thermal runaway’, which can result from a quench in the outer LTS coil.

In this case, part of the energy is transferred to the ReBCO coils, causing the
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current to increase thereby provoking a quench. What all these reports illustrate

is how, for many applications, the term ‘critical current’ can be misleading,

i.e. it is a common misconception that below Ic a superconducting magnet is

inherently stable. Umans et al. recognized this and introduced the concept of a

‘quench current’. They define this quench current as the ‘value above which the

winding temperature, and corresponding terminal voltage, become unstable and

will tend to increase without bound as a function of time’ [170]. It is a system

property and depends on the balance between power dissipation and available

cooling. Other experiments confirmed that this balance is important, e.g. by

noting that such thermal drift is less prominent in coils that are cooled in a

liquid nitrogen bath [171, 172]. Furthermore, it can develop slowly over time.

Indeed, Kumakura et al. [173] observed thermal drift for a conduction-cooled

HTS coil hours after applying a constant current.

Several models have been proposed to describe this thermal drift behavior.

Most of these use FE calculations based on equation 4.1 [174–176]. Further-

more, the models often evaluate the entire coil, including the different internal

layers of the ReBCO coated conductor itself, see section 2.1.1.3, which results

in complex and computationally costly models. It also requires all material

parameters to be known at cryogenic temperatures, whereas these data are not

always readily available. Instead, for a first estmation an analytical model can

be more useful, as will be demonstrated in the next section. This model follows

a similar approach as the derivation of the Stekly criterion. It provides a simple

and straightforward description that fits the measured behavior surprisingly

well, see section 4.3. The arguments used have been previously proposed in

a slightly different form. Rakhmanov et al. [177] evaluated the heat-balance

equation, a simplification of equation 4.1, around the quench point (Iq, Tq),

resulting in an expression for the quench current and quench temperature. We

will also evaluate this quench current and temperature and discuss the limits of

such analytical model in section 4.4.

4.2 Analytical Stability Model for ReBCO Coils

As mentioned in the previous section, the thermal drift behavior of the

conduction-cooled ReBCO coils can be evaluated with a straightforward ana-

lytical model that is described in this section.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the

thermal model. The supercon-

ductor is modeled as a homo-

geneous mass with heat capac-

ityC at temperature T subjected

to resistive heating P and con-

nected to a thermal bath T0

through a thermal link with

conductance K.

The model assumes that the ReBCO coil is

a single homogeneous thermal mass with

a specific heat C [J K−1]. This mass is con-

nected to a thermal bath with a base tem-

perature of T0 [K], via a cooling link with a

thermal conductance K [W K−1]. Figure 4.4

shows this situation schematically. Similar to

Stekly’s approach, the first and third power

term on the right side of equation 4.1 are as-

sumed to be negligible compared to the dis-

sipation. This simplifies equation 4.1 to:

C
∂T

∂t
= P (T )−K(T − T0). (4.2)

In this heat-balance equation the dissipation

(second power term of equation 4.1) is given

by P [W] and the available cooling (gq) as

K(T − T0) which is typical for a conduction-

cooled situation.

The major difference between the situation described in section 4.1.1 is

that the heating term ρJ2 in equation 4.1, referred to the current density in- and

the normal-state resistivity of the stabilizing matrix. While here we will consider

the self-heating of the superconductor due to the residual resistance of the

filaments themselves. As discussed above, this residual resistance is related to

the n-factor describing the superconducting transition. By assuming that the

coil carries a constant current I0 and introducing the temperature-dependence

of the critical current, this term P can be expressed as:

P (T ) = I0V (T ) = I0Vc

[
I0

Ic(T )

]n
. (4.3)

For simplicity we assume that the n-value is temperature independent. Further-

more, we assume that the critical current varies linear with temperature. As de-

picted in figure 4.1, which shows the measured Ic(T) of the sub-scale coil, this

approximation is reasonable:

Ic(T ) = Ic(T0)
Tc − T
Tc − T0

. (4.4)
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The dissipation term P then becomes:

P (T ) = I0Vc

[
I0

Ic(T0)

]n(
Tc − T0
Tc − T

)n
. (4.5)

To render the heat balance equation dimensionless, and thus more general, we

define a base dissipation level P0 and a normalized temperature increase θ:

P0 ≡ Ic(T0)Vc; θ ≡ T − T0
Tc − T0

. (4.6)

P can also be expressed as:

P (T ) =
P0

(1− θ)n

[
I0

Ic(T0)

]n+1

=
P (T0)

(1− θ)n
. (4.7)

Equation 4.2 then becomes:

C
∂T

∂t
=

P (T0)

(1− θ)n
−K(Tc − T0)θ. (4.8)

Or, in dimensionless form:

∂θ

∂τ
=

1

(1− θ)n
− λθ. (4.9)

Here we introduced a dimensionless time τ and a dimensionless thermal con-

ductivity λ as:

τ ≡ P (T0)

C(Tc − T0)
t; λ ≡ K(Tc − T0)

P (T0)
. (4.10)

The time constant used in this normalization is:

t0 =
C(Tc − T0)

P (T0)
. (4.11)

This can be seen as the ‘natural’ time that it would take for the initial dissipa-

tion level P (T0) to raise the temperature all the way to Tc in the absence of cool-

ing. Of course, this neglects the temperature dependence of the heat capacity C,

which is assumed to be constant in this model. However, as we will see below,

the present analysis is most interesting in the range of small θ (θ < 0.05) cor-

responding to a temperature increase of a few K. In such a limited temperature

window, the assumption of constant C is a reasonable first-order approxima-

tion. Similarly, the normalization constant for the heat conductivity is:

K0 =
P (T0)

Tc − T0
. (4.12)
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This can be seen as the conductivity that, with a constant dissipation P(T0),

would lead to a temperature stabilizing at Tc.

The normalized heat-balance equation, equation 4.9, is plotted in figure 4.5

assuming a constant n-value of 20. When the current is switched on, the cooling

term θλ is initially zero and temperature starts to rise with a rate ∂θ/∂τ = 1, i.e.

θ starts to increase. At this point, there are several scenarios that can occur. As

θ starts to increase, the cooling term θλ comes into play. At the same time, the

Figure 4.5: Normalized heating rate as function of the normalized temperature

for a constant n-value of 20 calculated using equation 4.9. Different curves cor-

respond to different cooling levels λ. The red dotted lines correspond to the highly

unstable regime λ < n; the red dashed lines to inadequate cooling λ > n but

λ < λstab; and blue dashed-doted lines to adequate cooling λ > n and λ > λstab.

The light blue solid line indicates the critical behavior separating the unstable

from the stable regime λ = λstab. The blue solid circles indicate stable end tem-

peratures corresponding to different adequate cooling levels.
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heating increases, initially linear:

1

(1− θ)n
≈
θ→0

1 + nθ, (4.13)

∂θ

∂τ
≈
θ→0

1 + (n− λ)θ. (4.14)

As equation 4.14 shows, the heating rate will accelerate monotonically when

the initial increase in heating is faster than the increase of the cooling i.e. when

λ < n. This results in the ‘highly unstable’ behavior represented by the dotted

red lines in figure 4.5. In the other case λ > n cooling increases first faster than

heating and the temperature rise will slow down initially. As the temperature

increases further, equation 4.13 breaks down and the non-linear heating term

will start to increase much faster than the cooling term. This implies that the

heating rate versus temperature curves must display a minimum, as depicted

in figure 4.5. This allows to distinguish further between two cases, depending

on the sign of the heating rate at this minimum.

The first case occurs when the heating rate remains positive, i.e. when the

minimum occurs at a positive value of ∂θ/∂τ . For such ‘inadequate’ cooling, the

temperature increase will eventually accelerate again, see the dashed red lines

in figure 4.5. The second case, ‘adequate’ cooling, occurs when λ is sufficiently

large to drive the minimum in the heating rate versus temperature curve to a

negative ∂θ/∂τ value. As shown by the blue dashed-dotted curves in figure 4.5,

the heating rate ∂θ/∂τ then slows down with increasing θ until it becomes zero.

At that point, a further temperature rise causes the cooling term to dominate.

This pushes the temperature back downwards, while an excursion to lower

θ would cause the heating to dominate and drive the temperature up again.

In other words, the blue solid circles in figure 4.5 indicate stable equilibrium

temperatures that correspond to different levels of adequate cooling.

The strongly non-linear differential equation can be integrated numeri-

cally to yield figure 4.6, which shows the temperature evolution corresponding

to all situations discussed above over time. This illustrates how the two families

of curves, corresponding to stable and unstable behavior, are sharply sepa-

rated. The solid light blue curves in figures 4.5 and 4.6 correspond to the critical

cooling value λstab that leads to a stable situation. As seen in figure 4.5, the

value of this critical cooling λstab and of the corresponding temperature rise
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Figure 4.6: Normalized temperature rise as function of normalized time for a

constant n-value of 20. The numerically integrated solution of equation 4.9 is

shown for different cooling levels λ. The red dotted lines correspond to the highly

unstable regime λ < n, the red dashed ones to inadequate cooling λ > n and

λ < λstab and the blue dashed-dotted ones to adequate cooling λ > n and

λ > λstab. The light-blue solid line corresponds to ‘critical’ cooling, the cooling

level λ = λstab that separates the stable from unstable regime. The blue solid cir-

cles indicate the same stable end temperatures as in figure 4.5.

θstab can be derived by simultaneously demanding that the heating rate is zero,

or:
1

(1− θstab)n
− λstabθstab = 0, (4.15)

and that the derivative of ∂θ/∂τ with respect to θ is also zero:

n

(1− θstab)n+1 − λstab = 0. (4.16)

Rearranging this yields the critical temperature rise and critical cooling rate as:

θstab =
1

n+ 1
; λstab = (n+ 1)

(
n+ 1

n

)n
. (4.17)
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With the aid of equation 4.6, this critical temperature rise θstab can be converted

back to yield the maximum, marginally stable temperature Tstab as:

Tstab = T0 +
Tc − T0
n+ 1

. (4.18)

Remarkably, this highest possible stable temperature increase does not depend

on the level of resistive heating or cooling, but only on the temperature margin

and on the n-factor. However, whether or not this temperature is exceeded does

depend on the balance of heating and cooling. Indeed, the families of curves in

figures 4.5 and 4.6 are generic, i.e. valid for any combination of initial heating

P(T0) and thermal conductance K. Precisely which curve is applicable to the

system, is determined by the value of λ i.e. by the balance between K(Tc−T0)

and P(T0), see equation 4.10. Similarly, the specific heat does not determine if

a stable situation is reached or not, it merely determines the timescale of the

thermal drift, see equation 4.11.

The discussion above shows how the residual resistivity of superconduct-

ing filaments causes a thermal drift that may, depending on the level of cooling,

eventually develop in a quench. This implies that the mere knowledge of the

Ic(T) behavior of a coils, such as shown in figure 4.1, is not sufficient to predict

its correct operation. Also this self-heating and available cooling need to be

accounted for, leading to a curve Istab(T) such as the one sketched in figure 4.7.

Combining the definition of our normalized cooling (equation 4.10) with the

critical value of this cooling (equation 4.17), it is straightforward to write the

ratio of Istab(T) and Ic(T) as:

Istab(T0)

Ic(T0)
=

[
K(Tc − T0)

P0(n+ 1)

(
n

n+ 1

)n] 1
n+1

. (4.19)

Currents higher than Istab will eventually lead to a thermal runaway, see the dark

grey hatched area in figure 4.7, while currents lower than Istab cause a thermal

drift that eventually settles at a stable temperature. Note that the Istab(T) line

in figure 4.7 is merely illustrative and corresponds to specific (albeit character-

istic for the coils discussed in this thesis) values of n = 21, k = 0.015 W m−1K−1.

Improving the cooling, i.e. raising K, will move the Istab(T) line closer to Ic(T).

Poorer cooling will cause it to move down even more.
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Figure 4.7: Normalized Ic(T) behavior of a ReBCO superconductor. Also included

are the measured data points of the sub-scale coil (shown in previous chapter)

as well as a linear fit to these data. Below the Ic(T) line, hatched in grey, the

material is in an unstable superconducting state and will eventually develop a

thermal runaway. Below the second, dashed Istab line the superconductor will

evolve to a stable temperature. For this specific Istab(T) curve, a value of n = 21,

k = 0.015 W m−1K−1 was chosen, as found in section 4.3.2.

In the following section, the predictions of this straightforward self-heating

model are compared to the thermal drift behavior observed in a single tape con-

ductor and in the EcoSwing coils, see figure 4.3. However, as discussed already

the context of quench detection (section 3.4.1.5), it is hard to monitor the tem-

perature inside the winding pack of a coil with thermometers attached to the

coil’s surface, due to thermal path lengths and contact resistances. This is espe-

cially true if the measurements need to be fast and accurate. Another variable

that can be measured with sufficient speed and precision is the voltage across

the winding pack. Most of the date presented in the next section are therefore

V(t) curves. Since the model above yields predictions of the temperature evo-

lution θ(τ), we need a relation between voltage and temperature to ‘translate’
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between both. Such a relation is readily established by combining the I-V char-

acteristic of the superconducting filaments (equation 2.7) with the temperature

dependence of the critical current (equation 4.4) and the definition of the di-

mensionless temperature rise (equation 4.6):

V (T ) = Vc

[
I0

Ic(T )

]n
= Vc

[
I0

Ic(T0)

]n(
Tc − T0
Tc − T

)n
=

V (T0)

(1− θ)n
. (4.20)

This relation allows for a readily conversion between voltage and temperature,

and allows to define a stability limit for the voltage drift that is observed once

the current I0 is switched on. Inserting the critically stable temperature rise θstab
(equation 4.17) into equation 4.20, the maximum voltage rise that can be sus-

tained stably is:

V (Tstab)

V (T0)
=

1

(1− θstab)n
=

(
n+ 1

n

)n
. (4.21)

Note that in the limit n → ∞ , this expression tends to e (i.e. the natural log-

arithm of 1). This is another remarkable prediction of this simple model; the

maximum stable voltage increase due to the superconductor’s self-heating is a

factor 2.5 to 2.7 above the voltage V(T0) that is observed immediately after the

current is switched on. Just like with the discussion of Tstab (equation 4.18), this

conclusion is always true regardless of the available cooling K or the initial dis-

sipation level P(T0). Also just like with Tstab, whether or not this critical voltage

level is reached does strongly depend on λ, the balance between cooling and

heating. To illustrate these points, figure 4.8 shows the same families of curves

as figure 4.6, this time as a voltage evolution with the aid of equation 4.20.

4.3 Experimental Verification

The analytical self-heating model, introduced in the previous section and lead-

ing to stability criteria for temperature and voltage, was proposed to describe

the thermal drift of the conduction-cooled ReBCO coils in the EcoSwing project

(section 3.4.1.4), specifically to derive a relevant time-scale for their acceptance

tests (section 3.3.2.5). In this section, the model is validated by comparing its

predictions to the results of two different experiments. First, in section 4.3.1, the

model is compared to the thermal drift of a single coated conductor. This exper-

iment allows for a faster testing in terms of measurement and cool-down times,
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Figure 4.8: Normalized voltage rise as function of normalized time for a constant

n-value of 20, using equation 4.20 for different cooling levels λ. The red dotted

lines correspond to the highly unstable regime λ < n, the red dashed ones to

inadequate cooling: λ > n and λ < λstab, and the blue dashed-dotted ones to

adequate cooling: λ > n and λ > λstab. The light-blue solid line corresponds to

‘critical’ cooling, the cooling level λ = λstab that separates the stable from unsta-

ble regime. The blue solid circles indicate the normalized end voltages at the same

stable end temperatures as in figure 4.6.

taking less than 10 min per measurement. Next, in section 4.3.2, the model is

compared to the thermal drift behavior of the ReBCO coils that was reported

in chapter 3, including a discussion of the justification behind the 2-hour time

limit of the acceptance tests, see section 4.3.2.3.

4.3.1 ReBCO Tape Test

4.3.1.1 Experimental Setup

Thermal drift tests were performed in liquid nitrogen on a 600 mm-long piece

of ReBCO THEVA tape. Direct heat transfer to a liquid cryogen bath is quite

efficient (K∼ 100 W K−1 [178, 179]) and, in combination with a normal initial

dissipation level P(T0) of a few mW, would lead to a relatively high value for
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the model’s dimensionless thermal conductivity (λ ∼ 104). This would make

the predicted drift difficult to observe, since the hatched unstable region

in figure 4.7, would be very narrow. Therefore, to mimic conditions that are

more comparable to a conduction-cooled environment, the conductor was

sandwiched between two pieces of 5 mm-thick Styrofoam. A G10 board holds

the tape, including the foam pieces, into place. This board fits vertically in

a cryostat filled with liquid nitrogen, so T0 = 77 K. Figure 4.9 shows a simple

scheme of the setup.

®®

Vxx - voltage taps Txx - temperature sensors

Copper             Tape              Insulated

Bottom holder Top holder

V0      V1                V2                V3                V4                V5     V6

T0

Figure 4.9: Schematic of the ReBCO tape setup used to validate the thermal

model.

The ends of the tape are clamped in two copper blocks. These are, in turn,

connected to the current leads. Special care is given not to bend the tape

just next to this connection, since this would likely cause degradation of the

superconducting properties, as mentioned in chapter 2. Three Delta power

supplies, connected in parallel, provide a maximum current of 1280 A.

The tape is instrumented with seven voltage taps: two clamped between

the copper blocks and the other five soldered to the tape, as shown in figure 4.9.

Furthermore, a PT1000 temperature sensor is placed near the tape’s center,

close to voltage tap V3. Several Keithley voltmeters read out the temperature

and voltage signals. Additionally, one meter reads the output of a zero-flux

detector to accurately determine the transport current in the tape. For quench

detection, the voltage pair V1–V5 is connected to a Moekotte DC quench

detector that pulls the control signal of the power supplies to zero in the case of

an over-voltage.

Figure 4.10 shows two photos of the setup. The picture in figure 4.10a shows

the tape placed on the bottom foam layer, including two of the soldered voltage
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taps. Figure 4.10b shows the fully sandwiched tape, zooming in on the connec-

tion to the copper blocks. As mentioned, the sandwiched tape is placed on a

G10 board to make it mechanically stable and to allow lowering into a vertical

cryostat. As soon as the tape is completely submerged in liquid nitrogen, the

conductor’s critical current wast determined with the procedure described in

section 2.2.2. After this Ic-test, the thermal drift experiments were performed.

At a constant applied current level near Ic, both voltage and temperature

signals were monitored over time. Doing this at several currents, both stable

and unstable situations were observed. Figure 4.11 shows the measured V(t)

data.

(a) Tape placed on the foam, also two of

the soldered voltage taps are shown.

(b) Tape fully sandwiched between the

foam pieces.

Figure 4.10: Pictures of the tape setup.

4.3.1.2 Results

The measured data are shown in figure 4.11. When comparing the experiment

with the model, several parameters are known, see table 4.1. The listed Ic and n-

value were measured directly with a criterion of 10−5 V m−1. However, table 4.1

does not include two main parameters of the model: the conductor’s specific

heat C and the thermal conductance K of the link. Their exact value at cryo-

genic temperatures are unknown and needed to be estimated. For the thermal

conductivity k of the link’s material, the conductivity of several polymers at 77 K

are listed in table 4.2, providing a range of reasonable values and thus an order-

of-magnitude estimate for K (∼ 0.1 W K−1), i.e. 1000 times less than direct bath

cooling.

For the overall specific heat C, a straightforward calculation can be made. As

discussed in chapter 2, the coated conductor has a layered architecture. All of

its constituent materials contribute to the overall specific heat. In the resulting
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Figure 4.11: Voltage drift over time for several transport current levels, measured

on a partly insulated ReBCO tape submerged in liquid nitrogen.

Table 4.1: Input parameters for the

analytical model set by the tape ex-

periment.

Parameter Value Unit

Ec 10−5 V/m

Tc 93 K

T0 77 K

ltape 0.3 m

wtape 0.012 m

A ltape · wtape m2

llink 0.005 m

Ic 452 A

n 48 -

Table 4.2: Thermal conductivity of

several polymers at 77 K, deduced

from [57] and [180].

Material k [Wm−1K−1]

G-10 0.28

Polyamide 0.29

Polyimide 0.13

Polyethylene

terepthalate

0.12

Syntactic foam 0.12 – 0.25
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weighted average, the tape’s thickest layers will dominate. For a ReBCO tape

these are the copper and Hastelloy layers (see section 2.1.1), so that:

Ctape(T ) = wtapeltape (dhshhschs(T ) + dcuhcuccu(T )) . (4.22)

Here, w and l are the width and length of the tape, respectively, while d and h

represent the mass density and the thickness, respectively, of either the copper

(subscript cu) or the Hastelloy (subscript hs) layer. Lastly, c is the material’s spe-

cific heat in J kg−1K−1, so that the overall specific heat of the tape is expressed

in J K−1. Both the mass densities and specific heat of copper and Hastelloy are

known from literature [148, 181], resulting in an estimated value Ctape(77 K) of

2.3 J K−1.

4.3.1.3 Comparison of Model and Measured Data

With the setup discussed in section 4.3.1, the evolution of the voltage across the

tape was measured and is shown in figure 4.11. As discussed at the end of sec-

tion 4.2 (equation 4.20), these V(t) data can be correlated directly to the tape’s

dimensionless temperature rise θ(t). Furthermore, with expression 4.10 the time

axis can also be expressed dimensionless. Figure 4.12 shows both the model

prediction (shown as lines) and the experimental data (shown as symbols) as

normalized temperature over time graphs. In this case, the model assumes

that k = 0.1145 W m−1K−1 for the conductivity between the tape and the nitro-

gen bath, i.e. a value comparable to those for typical polymers (see table 4.2).

Clearly, both modeled and measured results show similar behavior: both dis-

play a sharp distinction between the stable and unstable situations. The differ-

ence between adequate and inadequate cooling occurs over just a few ampere.

Furthermore, the agreement between the two is relatively good, at least for the

value of the foam’s thermal conductivity cited above. Also, the modeled stabil-

ity limits of Istab = 470.8 A and θstab = 0.02 (corresponding to Tstab = 77.7 K) fall

within the experimental observation. For a simple 0-D model, including all un-

derlying assumptions, this is a noteworthy result which suggests that the model

can be a useful tool for the design of a superconducting system. This point will

be reviewed again in section 4.4.
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Figure 4.12: Thermal drift data of the single tape at T0 = 77 K as previously shown

in figure 4.11, but this time expressed as the dimensionless temperature rise plot-

ted against dimensionless time, using equations 4.20 and 4.10. Also included are

the model results (indicated by the lines).

4.3.2 ReBCO Coil Test

The analytical model results are also compared to the measured thermal

drift data that was observed in the sub-scale ReBCO coil. The conduction-

cooled setup used for these sub-scale coils was described in section 3.3.1, while

figure 4.3 shows the measured V(t) data.

4.3.2.1 Model Results

Similar to the tape measurements presented above, the input parameters for

the model are listed in table 4.3. In this case, the sub-scale coil’s impregnation

acts as a thermal link. Figure 4.13 shows an exploded view of this coil, detailing

the coil’s winding pack sandwiched in-between the two copper cooling plates.

It also includes a photograph of a cross-sectional cut of this winding pack,
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Table 4.3: Input parameters for the analytical model set by the experiments on

sub-scale coil 1, tin is the thickness of the turn-to-turn insulation and llink the

thickness of the impregnation layer in-between the winding pack and the copper

cooling plates. The meaning of the other symbols is as in table 4.1.

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit

Ec 10−4 V m−1 tin 0.16 mm

Tc 93 K A ltape · (ttape + tin) m2

T0 Variable K llink 0.002 m

ltape 8 m Ic Variable A

wtape 0.012 m n 21 -

ttape 0.21 mm

Figure 4.13: The left picture shows a schematic exploded view of the coil’s wind-

ing pack sandwiched between the two copper cooling plates. These copper plates

act as a thermal sink and are assumed to stay at a constant temperature T0. The

right picture is a photo of a cross-sectional cut of the winding pack, showing the

different turns. Either 12 mm-wide stainless steel tape (grey, left) or ReBCO tape

(orange, right) was used. The photo also shows the insulation layers and the two-

component resin. Heat conduction to the cooling plates occurs through the resin.

showing the individual turns. In total, this first sub-scale coil comprised about

100 turns, with only the 10 outermost turns wound from THEVA ReBCO coated

conductor, the remaining from a stainless steel tape. The yellowish substance in

figure 4.13 is the two-component resin used for impregnation (see section 3.1.1

for more information on coil winding, insulation and impregnation). It is this
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resin that acts as a thermal link from the tape to both copper cooling plates.

In the model, we assume the copper plates to form a perfect thermal sink at a

constant temperature T0. Specific information of the used resin is proprietary

information of THEVA. Its thermal conductivity at 30 K was estimated from

independent measurements to be close to 0.01 W m−1 K−1 [182].

Figure 4.13 also shows that the ReBCO layers are slightly spaced: there is a

0.16 mm thick foil in-between successive turns for electrical insulation. This

additional layer adds significantly to the overall specific heat of the coil and

changes equation 4.22 to:

Ccoil(T ) = wtapeltape (dhshhschs(T ) + dcuhcuccu(T ) + dinhincin(T )) . (4.23)

The subscripts in indicate the insulating material. Once more, details are

property of THEVA, so that in the present text we use the heat capacity of the

similar polymer polyimide foil Kapton. The specific heat of this material is

known over a wide temperature range of 4 K to 300 K [183], so that the specific

heat of the coil can be estimated to be 2.7 kJ K−1 and 4.4 kJ K−1 at 55 K and 77 K,

respectively.

Similar to the tape results, the coil’s Ic and n-value need to be known. Yet,

the I-V curves of the sub-scale coil measured in the conduction-cooled setup

systematically showed high n-values, exceeding 100 at the lowest temperatures,

see figure 3.11. Presumably, this resulted from a gradual temperature increase

during the Ic measurement, i.e. from precisely the effect that is investigated in

this chapter. It was not possible to measure faster due to the inductive voltages.

However, THEVA measured the properties of the winding pack directly sub-

merged in liquid nitrogen before transporting it to the University of Twente. In

these measurements, an n-value of 21 was determined, which is used here as a

model input.

4.3.2.2 Comparison of Model and Measured Data

Once more, the experimental V(t) data, shown previously in figure 4.3, can be

‘translated’ into θ(τ) curves and compared to the model predictions. Figure 4.14

shows both measured and modeled results. There are clearly more discrep-

ancies between data and model for this sub-scale coil than for the single
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Figure 4.14: At several applied current levels and set temperatures, the drift over

time was measured for sub-scale coil 1. These data are shown in this figure by the

dots and translated to a normalized temperature increase. Also included are the

modeled predictions, indicated by the dotted lines.

tape, which will be discussed further in section 4.5. The best correspondence

between both was found when assuming a thermal conductivity of k of

0.015 W m−1K−1, which is not too dissimilar to the value cited above. With this

value, stability limits for the current Istab can be calculated at various tempera-

tures (equation 4.19) and compared to the measured results. In table 4.4 a sum-

mary of such a comparison is presented. Clearly, all but one measured thermal

Table 4.4: At several set temperatures T0 the applied current Iapplied is compared

to the stability limit Istab predicted by the model.

T0 (K) 76.8 76.9 70.4 70.5 70.6 66.0 66.0 60.8 55.3

Iapplied (A) 205 207 331 332 339 414 419 499 584

Istab (A) 206 205 309 308 307 380 380 464 553
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drift curve showed unstable behavior. Only the few recorded points at 77 K and

205 A belonged to the stably family. The dotted line in figure 4.14 at this value

supports this.

4.3.2.3 Acceptance Test Duration

The comparison with the observed drift behavior of the sub-scale coil showed

that the model can be a useful predictive tool, especially in terms of stability

limits. For the acceptance tests of the EcoSwing coils, described in section 3.3.2

and section 3.4.2, it provided a way to define an adequate timescale for test-

ing. In these tests, the full-scale rotor-coils were excited with an over-current,

about 1.2 Iop, at over-temperature, 35 K or 1.17 Top, for at least 2 hour. These

2 hour were derived from the model. Figure 4.15 shows the modeled tempera-

ture over time behavior for five applied currents. The model parameters were

Figure 4.15: Temperature over time plots calculated for the full-scale rotor-coils

for five applied current levels. Here the stable situation is shown as well as a cur-

rent margin of 1 A and 2 A above and below the critical case. Calculations were

performed with the input parameters as listed in table 4.3 with three differences:

l = 500 m, T0 = 35 K and Ic = 1.2 Iop.

taken from table 4.3, with some adaptions to describe the full-scale coils. Such

as, the length of the tape was increased to 500 m; the temperature T0 to 35 K;

and Iapplied to 1.2 Iop. Furthermore, the measured Ic of first full-scale coil was
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used to determine the Ic at 35 K (figure 3.11). With these adapted parameters

the T(t) plots in figure 4.15 were calculated. These include the thermal drift in

the critical situation, which asymptotically evolves towards Tstab, as depicted by

the dotted grey line, over a time of more than 4 hour. Figure 4.15 also shows two

adequate and two inadequate cooling cases. These were calculated by adding or

subtracting 1 A and 2 A, i.e. as little as∼ 0.2% to 0.4%, to the critically stable cur-

rent Istab. The unstable situations develop slowly at first, but increase fast after

passing Tstab, i.e. they display an inflection point that corresponds to the mini-

mum in figure 4.5, and then quickly tend to a vertical asymptote. For an excess

current of 1 A such full-blown quench occurs within 3 hour, while for an excess

of 2 A it is within 2 hour. Even within these 2 hour, the case with the 1 A excess

passes the stable temperature. Thus, by monitoring temperature or voltage it

can be decided within 2 hour if the curve will ‘bend downwards’ and saturate

or not, i.e. whether the coil will be stable or not. It was therefore decided that a

2 hour timescale for the EcoSwing acceptance tests was adequate.

4.4 Validity and Limits of the Analytical Model

In the previous section 4.3, the predictions of the analytical model (the model

sketched in figure 4.4) were compared to the thermal drift that was observed in

both a single coated conductor and in a sub-scale coil. This comparison shows

a remarkably fair agreement, especially considering the simplicity of this 0-D

model. Indeed, the model straightforwardly provides useful stability limits in

terms of applied current, coil voltage or temperature and timescale of the ther-

mal self-heating. It is not surprising though, that the model does not capture

all the details of the ‘real’ situation. The limits of the 0-D approach are two-

fold: in chapter 2 we showed that the coated conductor is not perfectly homo-

geneous, with typical variations of the order of 10% in critical current density oc-

curring on the scale of millimeters (table 2.3) to meters (figure 2.5). In chapter 3

it was discussed how the magnetic field varies both in magnitude and direction

throughout the winding pack of a coil, easily giving rise to even larger variations

in the local critical current density. In this section, the influence of these in- and

extrinsic inhomogeneities on the model will be evaluated.
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4.4.1 1-D Numerical Model with Inhomogeneities

The most straightforward way to incorporate inhomogeneity into the model is

to extend it to a 1-D situation. Figure 4.16 shows this approach schematically.

Figure 4.16: Schematic representation of the 1-D numerical model allowing to

include tape inhomogeneities. The superconductor is divided in numerous nodes

with a thermal link k1 to the cooling bath T0 and a link k2 to each of the neighbor-

ing nodes. Furthermore, each node has its own (self-heating) power input, which

allows to introduce an inhomogeneity to be added by setting the local Ic,j value

lower than at the other nodes.

Instead of modeling the superconductor as one single homogeneous mass, it is

now divided in numerous nodes j. Each of the nodes has a thermal link k1 to the

cooling bath T0 and a thermal link k2 to its neighboring nodes. In this case, the

heat-balance equation (equation 4.2) changes to:

C
∂Tj
∂t

= P (Tj)−K1 (Tj − T0)−K2 (2Tj − Tj+1 − Tj−1) , (4.24)

with

K1 =
k1A1

l1
; K2 =

k2A2

l2
. (4.25)

Here, k1, A1 and l1 are the thermal conductivity, the area and length of the ther-

mal link of each node to the thermal sink at T0, respectively. Note that, in con-

trast to equation 4.2, the area A1 needs to take into account the distance be-

tween the nodes for an accurate description. The second axial thermal link, de-

scribed by k2, A2 and l2, is dominated by the properties of the copper layer in

the coated conductor, since this layer has by far the highest thermal conductiv-

ity. The local equivalent of the self-heating term (equation 4.5) becomes:

P (Tj) = I0Vc

(
I0

Ic,j(T0)

)n(
Tc − T0
Tc − Tj

)n
. (4.26)
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The Ic,j(T0) is the critical current of the node j at temperature T0. Inhomogene-

ity or a weak spot, which will be indicated with a labelw, is introduced by setting

this value for one node lower. Compared to the average Ic, the value of the weak

spot can be expressed as:

i ≡ Ic,w
Ic

. (4.27)

With this still relatively straightforward 1-D model, four different situations can

be evaluated, as shown in figure 4.17. From left to right, the model is made to be

more homogeneous, while from top to bottom the role of axial heat transport is

increased. These four situations are discussed separately below.

4.4.1.1 Case K2 < K1

The first two situations, the top plots in figure 4.17, occur when the axial ther-

mal conductivity to the neighboring nodes is much smaller than the thermal

conductivity to the cooling bath, i.e. when K2 < K1. In this case, the heat cannot

propagate, resulting in a localized spot with a higher temperature than the rest

of the conductor. This should not be confused with the classical concept of

a ‘hot spot’, i.e. a small volume of the winding pack where a magnet quench

is initiated [11]. Nevertheless, it is true that a quench is likely to initiate at

this localized weak spot. Whether or not this occurs still depends on the level

of the applied current, so a stable temperature rise is still possible. It should

be stressed that the present model evaluates the self-heating effect prior to a

possible quench, not the temperature distribution during a quench.

When K2 < K1 there are two possible outcomes, depending on the value

of i (equation 4.27). If the weak spot’s Ic value is significantly lower than the

average Ic (i << 1), there will be a local temperature increase only at the weak

spot while the rest of the superconductor remains close to the base tempera-

ture T0. The top left plot in figure 4.17 shows the corresponding temperature

evolution. On the other hand, if the weak spot’s Ic value is close to the average

one (i ∼ 1), there will be a local and a global temperature increase. Such

temperature profiles are shown in the top right plot of figure 4.17. However,

both situations will lead to a similar outcome as the homogeneous 0-D model

on condition that the homogeneous model uses the minimum Ic value, i.e.

Ic = Ic,w. Figure 4.18 illustrates this statement, comparing the temperature

evolution in such an analytical 0-D model with the temperature of the weak
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Figure 4.17: Outcome of the 1-D model, shown as temperature profiles at consec-

utive times. The calculations were performed with 100 nodes and a weak spot at

node 50. Four different situations can be observed, depending on the ratio of the

axial thermal conductivity between the nodes K2 and the thermal conductivity to

the bath K1; and on the critical current of the weak spot relative to the Ic of all

other nodes, the variable i. Top left) K2 <K1 and i is relatively small; leading to

the development of a localized temperature increase. Top right) K2 <K1 and i ap-

proaching 1; there will be a local spot with elevated temperature, but also a global

temperature increase. Bottom left) K2 >K1 and i relatively small; the temperature

increase of the weak spot propagates to its neighbors. Bottom right) K2 >K1 and

i approaching 1; there is a temperature increase that will propagate as well as a

global temperature increase.
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spot in the numerical 1-D model. Three different situations are evaluated:

adequate cooling with I = 0.95 Istab; the critically stable situation with I = Istab;

and inadequate cooling with I = 1.05 Istab. Clearly, all three cases lead to similar

results, provided that one can detect the temperature rise of the weak spot. We

will come back to this last point in subsection 4.4.1.3.

Figure 4.18: Temperature evolution predicted by the homogeneous model (lines)

and by the inhomogeneous one with K2 < K1 (symbols). In the latter model, the

indicated temperature is the temperature at the weak spot. The model outcomes

are shown for three different situations: I = 0.95 Istab (adequate cooling); I = Istab
(critically stable); and I = 1.05 Istab (inadequate cooling). Both models agree quite

well.

4.4.1.2 Case K2 > K1

The two situations depicted at the bottom of figure 4.17 correspond to the case

where axial heat transport to the neighboring nodes is much larger than its

thermal conductivity to the cooling bath, i.e. where the heat generated by the

weak spot will cause the temperature rise to propagate. It also has to be noted

here that this ‘propagation’ does not necessarily lead to a quench, but can also

develop into a stable situation. In the previous subsection it was discussed how

the homogeneous 0-D model agrees with the numerical 1-D one provided that

K2 < K1 and that the Ic value used in the homogeneous model equals the one
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of the weak spot. In the present case with K2 > K1, taking a similar approach

leads to an underestimation of the stability criterion. Figure 4.19 shows the

Figure 4.19: Temperature evolution predicted by the homogeneous model (lines)

and by the inhomogeneous one, this time with K2 > K1 (symbols). Once more, the

indicated temperature corresponds to the temperature of the weak spot. The com-

parison shows that the homogeneous model underestimates the system’s stability.

Due to the additional cooling towards the neighboring nodes (with a higher Ic
value) at a value of 1.05 Istab, the inhomogeneous case still develops into a stable

situation. The value of Tstab, on the other hand, does not change.

evolution of the weak spot’s temperature over time for K2 > K1 and compares

this to the predictions of the 0-D homogeneous model. At first, it appears that

there is a good agreement between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous

cases. However, the difference becomes apparent for the higher applied current

levels. In the inhomogeneous model (and i ∼ 1), an applied current of 1.05 Istab
still leads to a stable situation. Furthermore, if i << 1 this is even achieved at

1.17 Istab. Clearly, the homogeneous model cannot account for the additional

axial heat evacuation towards parts of the conductor that have a higher Ic value.

Notice also how the value of Tstab does not change (equation 4.18).

We can conclude two things. First, that the analytical model needs to take

into account the lowest Ic value present in the system and, second, that in the
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case of strong axial heat conduction, the analytical model tends to be overly

conservative in its prediction of stability limits.

4.4.1.3 Detection of a Weak Spot

The two top plots in figure 4.17 show that if K2 < K1 the temperature rise in the

local spot does not propagate to neighboring nodes. This raises an important

question: when the size of such a weak spot is significantly smaller than the

overall conductor length in a coil, will its temperature drift still be detectable

as a drift in the overall voltage? To provide an answer to this question, the

numerical model can be used with a few assumptions. The total number of

nodes is fixed to 106, so that with a system length of 1 m a weak spot as small

as a few µm can be investigated. For the example below, the value of K1 is

fixed at 10 WK−1 while K2 = 0.01 WK−1. Note that these values are not realistic,

they merely provide an illustration that can be investigated with a reasonable

computation time. To ensure an unstable situation, the applied current is

set to 20% above the stability limit of the weak spot, i.e. to 1.2 Istab. With the

numerical model both temperature and voltage evolutions are simulated.

The critical voltage occurs when the weak spot’s temperature is equal to Tstab

(equation 4.11). Figure 5.20 shows the overall electric field, the voltage over the

whole conductor divided by its whole length, as a function of the weak spot’s

size. This overall electric field is normalized to the field value that would be

observed when the weak spot’s length would equal that of the whole system or,

in other words, when the whole system would have the reduced Ic value Ic,w.

The figure shows two different situations, depending on the value of i.

When the weak spot’s Ic value is significantly below the overall Ic (i << 1), the

measured electric field decreases as the weak spot becomes smaller. The rest

of the superconductor will remain at T0, as in the top left plot in figure 4.17.

Such a weak spot will be hard to detect with a voltage method and might well

give rise to a sudden unexpected quench; a quench that was not preceded by

a detectable and gradual voltage drift. When, however, the Ic value of the weak

spot is close to the average Ic (i ∼ 1), the voltage drop across the weak spot

becomes negligible with decreasing size compared to the voltage that develops

due to the thermal drift of all other nodes. In this case, the superconductor also

globally warms up, as seen in the top right plot in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.20: Normalized electric field determined at Tstab as a function of the

length of the weak spot. The curves are calculated with K2 < K1 and I0 = 1.2 Istab
for a weak spot with i = 0.2 and one with i = 0.8.

Thanks to TapeStar-based quality control during tape production

(section 2.2.1), it is unlikely that a coated conductor contains a section

with an Ic value below 50% of the average Ic. Instead, as discussed in chapter 2,

measured Ic variations are of the order of 10%, so that the results with i ∼ 1

are valid. Additionally, it should be stressed that the drifts discussed here

were determined with an operating current I0 = 1.2 Istab, with Istab determined

based on the Ic value of the weak spot. The drifts at i = 0.2 (pink points) were

calculated using a much lower applied current than i = 0.8 (blue points). In

practice, a superconductor with such a severe intrinsic inhomogeneity would

not be used. During ramping it would be determined that the Ic is too low for

the intended application.

Having noted this, the second cause of inhomogeneity, the extrinsic varia-

tion of Ic due to variation of the local magnetic field throughout the winding

pack, can well give rise to situations where i << 1. However, in general such

variations are predictable and the location of the weak spot is well-known. The
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discussion above then suggests that the coil should be closely monitored at the

location of this weak spot, be it with localized voltage taps or with strategically

placed temperature sensors.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Thermal drift observed in the EcoSwing coils led to a closer investigation into

the thermal stability of HTS systems. Due to the higher critical temperature of

HTS and the ensuing increase in their specific heat, HTS have a much larger

energy margin than LTS systems, but due to thermally activated flux motion

they typically also exhibit lower n-values. As a consequence, close to their

critical current, they tend to exhibit some residual resistivity. The resulting

self-heating can cause the superconductor to warm-up slowly, which may lead

to a full-blown quench over time. This effect is hardly observed prominently in

superconducting systems cooled by a liquid cryogen bath, where the available

cooling is usually sufficient to evacuate the heat generated by such residual

dissipation. However, for a conduction-cooled coil, thermal drift needs to be

taken into account. Using a similar approach as the one taken by Stekly et

al. for the description of stability in LTS, the heat-balance equation can be

solved. For constructing a straightforward analytical model, we assumed that

the superconductor acts as a single homogeneous body with a thermal link to

a cooling bath. The self-heating effect can be quantified with the characteristic

E-J power law of the superconductor. By assuming that the critical current

decreases linearly with increasing temperature, such a model leads to a first-

order nonlinear differential equation for the temperature rise that is readily

integrated. Measurements on the ReBCO coils (figure 4.1) showed that this

assumption is a good approximation.

The novel analytical model allows to formulate several stability criteria.

First of all, the maximum current Istab that can be applied and still lead to a sta-

ble situation can be deduced (equation 4.19). This current level differs from the

critical current as it is a system property, depending not just on the conductor

properties but also on the base temperature and on the available cooling. In

a I-T plot, the Istab(T) line falls below the Ic(T) and sharply separates a stable

from an unstable regime (figure 4.7). Similarly, an expression for the maximum
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stable temperature increase due to self-heating is found (equation 4.18). Re-

markably, this maximum stable temperature increase Tstab does not depend

on the level of self-heating or on the available cooling, but only on the thermal

margin and on the conductor’s n-value. Whether or not this temperature is

reached, on the other hand, does depend on the balance between heating and

cooling. Monitoring of the coil’s temperature thus, in principle, allows to detect

an unstable situation well before dangerously high temperatures are reached.

However, since a local temperature rise is often hard to detect reliably and suf-

ficiently fast, also a stability criterion for the observed voltage was formulated

(equation 4.21). This criterion yields a value for the maximum voltage increase
V (Tstab/V (T0) that may still lead to a stable situation. This may be more suited

for practical protection purposes. Finally, the analytical model yields a natural

timescale for the thermal drift due to self-heating (equation 4.11), which is

useful for prototype testing and for operational monitoring.

The analytical model was validated with two types of experiments, includ-

ing the thermal drifts observed in the first EcoSwing sub-scale coil. These data

prompted the construction of the model in the first place. The comparison

showed qualitatively similar behavior occurring on comparable timescales, as

well as confirming the various stability criteria mentioned above. In details

the experimental data and model predictions agreed less well, due to sim-

plifications and uncertainty in the assumptions involved in the model. The

agreement was much better with the thermal drift data obtained on a single

piece of ReBCO tape.

The main simplification assumed in the analytical 0-D model is the repre-

sentation of the superconductor by a single homogeneous thermal body. Yet,

inhomogeneities are part of a superconductor, be it intrinsic due to fluctuations

in the material’s performance and extrinsic due to varying magnetic field con-

ditions throughout the system. To investigate the influence of inhomogeneity,

a numeric 1-D model was constructed and its predictions were compared to

the analytical 0-D ones. When the axial heat transport along the conductor

can be neglected compared to the heat evacuation to the cooling sink, the

results of both models are quite similar, provided the properties of the weakest

tape section are adopted in the 0-D approximation. However, when heat
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conductivity along the tape plays a significant role, the analytical model tends

to be overly conservative. In this case, the system can remain stable even above

the predicted Istab value, especially when the critical current of the weak spot

is well below the average Ic value. However, even then the predicted Tstab and

Vstab remain valid criteria.

The 1-D numerical model was also used to simulate the overall electric

field across a superconductor with a weak spot of a size much smaller than

the entire system. As a worst-case scenario, axial heat transport was assumed

to be negligible so that the weak spot did not ‘propagate’ with time. Such a

situation was only found to be problematic from a detection point of view when

the critical current of the weak spot is significantly smaller than the average

Ic value. However, in such a situation it is unlikely that the coil would pass an

acceptance test as its overall Ic value would simply be too low.

As mentioned above, the analytical model proved to be very useful to de-

fine a timescale for the EcoSwing’s rotor-coil acceptance tests, predicting

self-heating-induced instabilities to occur within 2 hour. Such a slow thermal

drift has to be taken into account for quench detection and protection pur-

poses, using the criteria developed above. It must be stressed, however, that the

self-heating model cannot be used as a ‘classical’ quench propagation model,

e.g. to determine the amount of copper stabilizer for sufficient time and safe

current ramp-down. Such calculations still require a complementary dedicated

model.
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5
ReBCO Coils’ Performance in

the Wind Converter

In previous chapters test results performed in specialized laboratories were pre-

sented of either ReBCO coated conductors or ReBCO coils. It was shown that, with

the analytical model described in chapter 4, the measured behavior agrees well

with the predictions. In this chapter 5, it will be demonstrated that most of the

coils also behave as expected when part of a ‘real’ application, indicative of a suc-

cessful technology transfer from science and R&D to industry. This chapter starts

with a description of the rotor assembly, executed in a manufacturing environ-

ment, followed by two types of generator tests. The main results of the tests are

also presented, including those of the successful in-field demonstration.
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 LTS Generators

Initial work regarding superconducting generators started as early as the 1960s

[184], after realization of the NbTi conductor. Although the properties of LTS

and HTS differ, the basic design approach is similar. One of the first designs

was made at the Dynatech Corporation and consisted of a fully superconduct-

ing generator, with both stator and rotor using Nb3Sn wire [185]. Rotation tests

resulted in several quenches in the armature windings, caused by AC loss. Al-

though the machine recovered from the quenches, it limited its output power.

As such, subsequent systems were designed using superconductors solely in the

rotor field windings. This included efforts from ALSTOM [186], GE and Siemens

[187]. At Westinghouse a 5 MVA, 12000 rpm superconducting four-pole rotor

was developed that could sustain 240 A. Although initial tests were successful, it

proved hard to maintain a low enough temperature. This required an optimum

liquid helium flow of 40 l/hr [188], indicating one of the main drawbacks of an

LTS generator, which is that the refrigeration costs can become excessive. With

the discovery of HTS1, allowing a higher operating temperature, most supercon-

ducting generator research shifted to incorporate HTS.

5.1.2 HTS Generators

5.1.2.1 Fully Superconducting Generator

Several studies have proposed a fully superconducting generator, employing ei-

ther ReBCO or MgB2 wire on both the armature and field windings [189–193].

MgB2 wire was proposed for its lower cost, assuming its critical current would

increase by a factor of 2 or more [189]. Moreover, a fully superconducting gen-

erator would reduce the weight significantly, possibly resulting in a 2.5 times

lighter system when compared to a conventional permanent magnet genera-

tor [190]. In these proposals the rotor and stator are designed to have separate

cooling systems and are mechanically independent to improve reliability. As

was mentioned in section 5.1.1, tests on a fully superconducting NbTi/Cu based

1In addition to the development of ReBCO tapes, efficient and more powerful GM coolers have

become commercially available. These two factors combined opened-up a new research field, as

was mentioned in chapter 1.
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machine showed that the induced AC loss can be a bottleneck. Indeed this is

true, as first estimations of the loss in a fully superconducting (HTS) generator

resulted in a loss of about 1 kW [191, 192]. This requires numerous cryocoolers

to absorb the heat, for instance 36 [191] or even 85 were estimated [190], mak-

ing fully superconducting generators impractical at the moment. New develop-

ments driving cryocooler technology is beneficial, while solutions to reduce AC

loss are essential for fully superconducting generators to become feasible.

5.1.2.2 Rotor Topologies

The previous section showed that AC loss in the stator adds a major challenge to

the design of a fully superconducting machine. Therefore, for a first-of-its-kind

demonstrator, studies concentrated on superconducting field windings only.

Furthermore, in most studies it is attempted to minimize the weight of the rotor

or to minimize the levelized cost of energy (LCoE). The main contribution to the

LCoE is the cost of the superconducting wire, which means that this approach

is similar to minimizing the ReBCO tape length in the generator [194,195]. With

both approaches, several designs have been investigated. The different topolo-

gies, including their advantages and disadvantages will be shortly reviewed

here and are summarized in table 5.1 and depicted in figure 5.1.

First, the design of the rotor can show consecutive or non-consecutive poles.

This means that either every field winding is an HTS racetrack coil or every

other pole consists of an HTS coil. In the latter case, a ‘conventional’ permanent

magnet is used alongside the HTS coils. The main advantage of the non-

consecutive pole design is the reduced number of HTS coils, resulting in less

superconducting wire needed for the total system. However, it does increase

the weight of the rotor compared to a consecutive design. Another, possibly

critical, disadvantage of the non-consecutive pole design is the introduction

of an asymmetry to the entire system. All coil-end regions form a homopolar

magnetic flux flow, which may induce eddy currents in the shaft or bearings.

At the moment, it is unclear how this will affect the behavior of the rotor.

Therefore, more research is required to investigate if this will have a significant

effect.

The superconducting coils themselves can either have an iron-core or air-
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Table 5.1: List with advantages (+) and disadvantages (–) of several design op-

tions for an HTS rotor. The main choices concern the field windings (consecutive

or non-consecutive), the HTS poles (with or without an iron core) and the back

iron (kept either at cryogenic temperature or room temperature). Figure 5.1 illus-

trates the different topologies incorporating the different options.

Field windings

Non-consecutive Poles Consecutive Poles

+ Less HTS wire + No asymmetry

– Introduces asymmetry to the rotor – Requires more HTS wire

– Might cause eddy currents in bear-

ings or shaft

ReBCO coils

Air-core Iron-core

+ High flux density possible + Requires less HTS wire

+ Leads to low rotor mass – Limited in possible flux density

+ No saturation – Iron saturation must be considered

– Requires more HTS wire

Back iron

Warm iron Cold iron

+ Faster cool-down times possible + Simpler cryogenic design

– Complicated support structure – Longer cool-down times

– Complex cryostat design – Need to consider that the torque tubes

add a significant heat load

core design [196, 197]. In the case of an air-core pole, the winding pack can be

supported by other non-magnetic material. This has the advantage of a reduced

weight, as other non-magnetic materials are often lighter than an iron-core

of roughly the same dimensions. However, to reach higher flux densities,

requires more HTS material, which will significantly increase the overall cost.

On the other hand, iron-core poles require the iron saturation to be considered,

making the system harder to predict or computation intensive. The different

positives and negatives of both designs are summarized in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic cross-sectional view of the different topologies possible for

a superconducting rotor, based on the design options listed in table 5.1. This il-

lustrates the consecutive (options a–d) or non-consecutive options (options e–h);

either iron-core (options a, c, e and g) or air-core poles (options b, d, f and h) and;

a warm (options c, d, g and h) or cold back iron (options a, b, e and f).

Often considered topologies for an HTS rotor include either a warm or cold back

iron [194, 196, 198]. A warm back iron also allows the permanent magnet in a

non-consecutive design or the iron-cores of the HTS poles to remain at am-

bient temperature (the second case is not depicted in figure 5.1). This has the

advantage that it reduces the total amount of cold mass, essentially leading to a

shorter cool-down time. Such a design, however, requires a rather complicated

support structure and, possibly, numerous cryostats, for instance one cryostat

for each coil [199]. In contrast, a cold back iron leads to a longer cool-down time,

but also a simpler cryostat design. Note that the supports or torque tubes from

the warm inner rim to this cold back iron have to be designed in such a way
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that they are both mechanically strong enough while reducing the thermal heat

load. This point is discussed further in section 5.1.2.4.

5.1.2.3 Previous Projects

The potential of HTS direct-drive wind converters has been recognized over the

last decade, as discussed in chapter 1. Several projects have proposed designs

for a superconducting system, although this did not involve a demonstrator or

in-field testing of a generator [200–202]. In the frame of the projects INNWIND

and SUPRAPOWER sub-scale coils were designed, built and tested, since that

was identified as a key component. The EcoSwing project took this further by

designing, building, testing and operating connected to the grid a full-scale

superconducting rotor. The design is discussed in section 5.2.1 and the tests

results are discussed in section 5.3.

Similarly, there have been several successful projects to develop HTS mo-

tors, mostly for ship propulsion [203–207]. These systems show that HTS

electrical machinery are technically feasible. However, motors differ from wind

converters in two crucial aspects. First, HTS motors are mostly high-speed,

low-torque machines, whereas wind direct-drive generators are low-speed,

high-torque machines. As discussed in chapter 1, direct-drive generators, i.e.

without a gearbox, are more reliable and robust as gearboxes are particularly

prone to failures. Therefore, most research and projects focus on the direct-

drive machines. Simultaneously, there is a trend towards bigger (in terms

of MW) generators, as discussed in chapter 1, which leads to higher torque

machines. The highest-torque machine successfully operated to date is a

36.5 MW, 120 rpm HTS propulsion motor by American Superconductor Cor-

poration [208]. Second, all these motors use a stationary cooling system with

helium gas circulating through cooling channels. For a wind converter, rotating

cold heads are envisioned, which could pose a challenge. These challenges are

discussed further in the next section 5.1.2.4.

5.1.2.4 Challenges

Previous wind converter projects and experience with HTS motors revealed

several challenges for HTS generators to become economically and technically

feasible. First of all, the price and available quantity of ReBCO tape have been
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identified as possible drawbacks for an HTS generator. With current prices,

estimated around 200 e kA−1m−1, the tape cost of a 12 MW rotor can amount

to about 90% of the total cost [209]. Additionally, the performance and relia-

bility of ReBCO tape in larger coils had to be demonstrated [210]. In chapter 3,

the performance of the EcoSwing’s rotor coils has been discussed thoroughly,

showing that more than 90% of the ReBCO rotor coils passed the acceptance

tests. However, the performance of the coils in a ‘real’ system was not yet ex-

plored. In the case of a wind turbine, wind turbulence, for example, may affect

the coil’s performance. Moreover, during testing of a megawatt ReBCO motor

for a ship propulsion system, the performance of the superconducting coils

degraded over time [211], indicating that the reliability of HTS coils could be an

issue. Furthermore, as was identified in chapter 4, also the thermal and electro-

magnetic stability of ReBCO coils needs to be taken into account. Long-term

operation of a ReBCO generator in a ‘real’ environment is required to prove that

this technology can be superior to a conventional permanent magnet generator.

Besides the ReBCO coils, the cryogenic cooling system was identified as a

design risk [212, 213]. In principle, cryogen-free systems can eventually be

more reliable and less expensive than systems cooled by a liquid coolant,

because of the exhaustive nature of the latter. Although GM cryocoolers have

become commercial available and have been successfully used for cooling

of MRI magnets [214], there is limited experience with rotating cold heads.

Furthermore, a cryogen-free system requires a rotary coupling that transfers

helium gas between the stationary compressors and the rotating GM cold

heads, which is not straightforward to design and realize. Designs, based on

either polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) or ferrofluid seals, have been proposed

for rotary feedthroughs of liquid coolants [215, 216]. Recently, also a rotary

joint assembly (RJA) prototype was designed and tested that allows the transfer

of helium gas from the stationary compressors to the cold heads [217]. This

prototype uses a ferrofluid for the seal. A ferrofluid is a liquid with properties

of a ferromagnetic material; in presence of a magnetic field the fluid changes

its position and shape [218]. By placing a permanent magnet in the shaft,

magnetic flux is concentrated in the gap surrounding the shaft. This attracts the

ferrofluid, generating a tight seal. First tests of this design showed no pressure

drop over an hour. Yet, more long-term tests are needed to prove the reliability
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of such a system.

Torque tubes or connectors can also pose a design challenge. The torque

tubes have to withstand high torques while, depending on whether a cold or

warm back iron is used, minimize the thermal load on the system [212]. A good

candidate for the torque connectors are glass-fiber reinforced polymer plates.

These composite plates have reported yield stress ranging from 500 MPa to

2000 MPa, as shown in figure 5.2, while also having a low thermal conductivity

of about 0.2 W m−1 K−1 at 20 K [57]. For the EcoSwing project, several sub-scale

coupons were mechanically load tested. This is reviewed in section 5.2.1.1. In

fact, all of the above mentioned design risks were taken into account in the

EcoSwing rotor design. The rotor design is discussed further in section 5.2.1

with tests results given in section 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Heat con-

ductivity as a function

of yield strength for

various materials at a

temperature of 20 K.

Compiled from data

in [219] and [57]. This

shows that both poly-

mers and composites

have a low heat conduc-

tivity and relatively good

yield strength.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In this section technical details are presented regarding the EcoSwing’s super-

conducting generator. In particular, it will focus on the cryogenic rotor. As dis-

cussed in chapter 1, the EcoSwing project employs a cold back iron, with iron-

core consecutive coils and a warm inner rim. This compares to option a in

figure 5.1. This design was identified as the one with minimal risks, which was
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found to be more important than a design that would result in the lowest total

weight. In section 5.2.1 the main components of the rotor design are described

in more detail. After rotor assembly (and combined with or ‘married’ with the

stator), the generator was shipped to IWES for ground-based testing. The setup

at this facility is shown in section 5.2.2, whereas in section 5.2.3 the in-field test

setup is briefly introduced.

5.2.1 The EcoSwing Rotor

Figure 5.3 shows a sketch of the EcoSwing generator, including the stator with

its copper coils. The rotor consist of a warm central rim connected to the cold

yoke to which the ReBCO coils are attached to. These coils are thus inside a self-

sustaining vacuum, kept cold by nine cold-heads (see next section). EcoSwing

partner Eco 5 performed extensive computations of both the structural and di-

mensional integrity of the rotor design. The rotor assembly was carried out by

the University of Twente, at the premises and with assistance of the company

Jeumont Electric.

Figure 5.3: Schematic view of the EcoSwing generator.

5.2.1.1 Thermal Circuit

The EcoSwing’s rotor uses a cold yoke and a warm inner rim. The cold yoke’s

size is limited by the outer diameter of the generator of only 4 m. This re-

quirement is driven by several reasons. First, it allows the generator to be

transported on all relevant roads. Furthermore, the stator can be manufactured

using available vacuum impregnation facilities plus the generator fits better to
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Envision’s platform strategy. FeNi9 was selected as the yoke material for its high

magnetic saturation and mechanical integrity at cryogenic temperatures, see

section 3.2.1. In total 40 poles are bolted onto this FeNi9 cold yoke. Here, the

term ‘poles’ means the double-pancake coils including its support structure,

as presented in section 3.2.1. The poles were attached to the back iron with

custom-designed epoxy pads to fill the gaps in-between the straight poles and

the round yoke. This avoids both excessive stress on- and movement of the

poles during operation. Essentially, the pads consist of Stycast sandwiched

between plastic foil. By pressing the coils on the plastic foil to the back iron

while the Stycast is still soft, a perfect fit is realized. A clear advantage of the

pads is its non-stick solution, allowing the poles to be removed if needed. To

bolt the poles onto the back iron, as well as for all other bolted connections

throughout the generator’s cold mass, a specially-developed mixture of MoS2

and Stycast 1266 was applied onto the bolts. This allows to tighten all structural

bolts with a reproducible torque control and secure them against loosening

under vibrations. Compared to common commercial locking solutions, this

mixture was experimentally found to provide higher loosening torque at cryo-

genic temperatures.

Each of the 40 poles connects to a ring-shaped oxygen-free high-conductivity

copper cold bus. This cold bus is part of the thermal path from the cold

heads to the coil’s copper cooling plates. It is not an uninterrupted ring, but

rather divided into four quadrants. This is done for both, ease of handling and

machining and to prevent excessive induced currents due to asymmetries in

the generator’s stray magnetic field. From this cold bus to the copper cooling

plates, flexible copper connectors are placed that consist of thick stacks roughly

100 of 0.2 mm-thin copper foils, e-beam welded to solid copper end-parts.

Figure 5.4 shows a picture of such a connector. These connections deal with

both differential thermal contraction of the rotor’s components and the ex-

pected mechanical vibrations (for the generator in operation). Similar links

are placed between the cold bus and the rotating GM cold heads (Sumitomo

RDK-500B). Sample pieces, spark-eroded from the copper pieces, revealed that

the machined material had an RRR of 80, which is relatively low for this purity

grade. This can be due to work hardening [220]. Therefore, before assembly

all pieces were vacuum- or nitrogen-annealed for 12 hour at 350◦C, which
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increases the RRR to about 170. This was empirically determined to yield

an optimal balance between RRR and hardness. All the thermal connections

between the copper parts have thermal Apiezon grease in-between to maximize

the contact area.

The cold yoke is mechanically connected to the warm central rim through

several specially designed cold-warm-supports. These need to transfer the

considerable torque, with a peak nominal design load of 20 MPa, exerted by the

wind turbine that is connected to the rim, while simultaneously minimizing the

heat load. As discussed in section 5.1.2.4, glass-fiber reinforced polymer plates

are ideal for this purpose. Several sub-scale test coupons were mechanical load

tested with one side at room temperature and the other in liquid nitrogen, see

figure 5.5. The coupons, with 1/7th of the actual width, survived tensile and

Figure 5.4: Photograph of the copper

connector between cold head and ther-

mal bus. It comprises thick stacks of

thin copper foils (the semi-circle) e-

beam welded to solid copper parts (solid

plates with holes for attachment) to al-

low for enough flexibility while main-

taining proper mechanical strength.

Figure 5.5: Photograph of sub-scale

cold-warm-support that was me-

chanically load tested with one side

at room temperature and the other

in LN2.

compressive loads of more than 2 times the peak nominal design load. Signs

of irreversible degradation only started at 4 times the peak load. Yielding then

actually started at the plate fixtures, where stress concentration occurs. The

warm side of the coupons degraded first. Furthermore, accelerated fatigue
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testing revealed no significant evolution of the coupon’s mechanical properties.

In total, nine cold-heads take up the expected heat load. One of these is

dedicated to cool the current leads for excitation. A purpose-built cryogenic

heat-exchanger thermally anchors the leads to this cold head. It basically con-

sists of a copper box with the leads running through and galvanically separated

from both the box and each other with thin fiber-glass sheets. All cold heads

need to be accessible for maintenance without having to warm-up the rotor.

Therefore, Sumitomo employed a ‘sock’ design that allows the decoupling of a

cold head from the large cold mass during servicing. This sock seals the main

vacuum and has its own insulation vacuum. Long-term quality of the vacuum

is ensured by adding charcoal adsorption material to the inside [221].

While the cold heads are mounted on-board the rotor, the water-cooled

compressors remain stationary. The nine compressors feed a helium high-

pressure line that transfers to the cold heads through a rotary joint assembly

(RJA). Figure 5.6 shows a sketch of the RJA. This joint assembly uses a similar

approach as discussed in section 5.1.2.4, but the design was adjusted by Sumit-

omo in such a way that two outer low-pressure lines protect the high-pressure

line against ambient pressure [58]. This lowers the risk both of He loss and of

contamination. The RJA serves both as feedthrough for electrical power and

signals with a slip ring system, as for the high- and low-pressure helium flows.

Figure 5.6: Rotary joint assembly consisting of the rotary coupling and the slip

ring [58].
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5.2.1.2 Excitation Circuit and Instrumentation

The stationary current for the rotor coils is furnished by a commercial supply

mounted on the warm rotor hub. Power to this supply is fed through the slip

ring assembly. This assembly also feeds out the various measured signals. All

successive coils are connected anti-series through coil-to-coil connectors,

which constitute of a hybrid copper-ReBCO design. This lowers the resistance

of each connector to an average resistance of 32 nΩ at 77 K. Custom-made

cotton-phenolic covers isolate and protect all connections. Throughout the

rotor, all electrical copper-to-copper connections are clamped together with

soft indium wire in-between, similar to the coil setups presented in chapter 3.

This maximizes the contact interface and in turn, minimizes the resistance.

As mentioned above, the slip ring assembly also feeds out the various

measurement signals. This includes about 86 temperature sensors. Each coil

contains one carbon ceramic sensor (CCS) thermometer. Additional CCS

sensors are on the cold yoke, the cold bus, the current bus and on selected

cold-warm-supports. Two of the rotor coils have, besides their CCS sensor,

extra cernox-type temperature sensors and hall-probes. These rotor coils are

referred to as ‘heavily-instrumented coils’. Furthermore, voltage taps are placed

along the excitation circuit. These voltage taps span groups of four coils and

are monitored by DAQ cards mounted on the warm rotor hub. Both voltage

taps and temperature sensors are used for quench detection purposes, though

temperature signals are only used as an extra precaution. For example, to

prohibit exciting the rotor when there is a fault in the coolers. Essentially, the

quench detection cards evaluate the coil group voltages differentially against

neighboring sets of coils in order to minimize inductive contributions. In the

case of a quench, the IGBT dumps several MJ of stored energy in a parallel

shunt resistor. Surge-suppressing resistors, placed in series with the voltage

taps and thermally anchored, limit possible fault currents. This should prevent

a burn-out as was observed during the full-scale coil testing, which was dis-

cussed in section 3.4.1.5.

For all sensors Teflon-coated 4-lead cable was used, so as to combine ad-

equate electrical insulation with mechanical robustness. This is especially

important in an environment with high vibrations. The voltage leads were
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twisted in pairs as close as possible up to the attachment points and pulled

through Telfon sleeves. Furthermore, due to expected vibrations all wiring was

carefully routed and attached to dedicated wire guides. From here they connect

to 41-pins commercial vacuum feedthroughs through a soldered connection

to custom-made printed circuit boards. For the current leads a specifically

designed feedthrough was realized, which had a measured leak rate of less than

5·10−11 Pa m3 s−1.

5.2.1.3 Vacuum Chamber

The stainless steel vacuum chamber was manufactured using explosion bond-

ing to clad a copper layer to the stainless steel. This layer on the vacuum side,

acts as an electromagnetic damper, so as to protect the ReBCO coils from

unexpected varying magnetic field [222]. Before positioning the rotor into the

chamber, the cold yoke with the coils and the current bus were wrapped in

three MLI blankets (Coolcat 2NW). Figure 5.7 shows a picture of the rotor with

Figure 5.7: Photograph of the EcoSwing rotor wrapped in three MLI blankets.

MLI. Between the MLI and the ReBCO coils, on the back iron a robust and

flexible layer of Tyvek cloth is used to protect the fragile MLI from rubbing

and tearing. The poles and yoke on the non-drive-end side were covered by an

additional strip of insulation material (aluminium and glass-fiber cloth, type
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CoolCat H) in order to protect the underlying MLI blankets from heat during

the welding-shut of the vacuum-chamber. The rotor was then lowered into the

chamber and the axial end-flanges were welded on. As a standard control, all

welds were verified with a dye penetration method [223].

Once closed, the chamber was leak-tested. The leak rate of the chamber

was well below 10−9Pa m3 s−1. Already in the design phase, it was decided that

the rotor must allow replacements of components after testing. Thus it had to

be possible to open and close the vacuum chamber for repairs and the welding

surfaces were designed accordingly. After the testing period at IWES it was

indeed needed for the vacuum chamber to be cut open to allow replacement

of one coil. After re-welding the chamber shut, it reached a base pressure of

2.7·10−5 Pa.

5.2.2 IWES

The EcoSwing generator was tested on the ground using a test bench available at

the Dynamic Nacelle Testing Laboratory (DyNaLab) at Fraunhofer Institute for

Wind Energy Systems (IWES) [224]. Reason for this is twofold. Firstly, it allows

to test and de-risk the generator in a controlled way, while simulating a realistic

load environment. Secondly, it simplifies the commissioning of the generator at

the wind turbine site in Tyborøn, see section 5.2.3. The test bench at IWES had

to be adjusted to fit the ReBCO generator. It was then able to apply a torque to

rotate the generator at different speeds, including the generator’s rated 15 rpm.

The required adjustments are summarized in [225]. Figure 5.8 shows the gener-

ator installed in the test bench at IWES.

Several tests were performed at IWES to characterize the generator. These in-

clude: cool-down of the superconducting rotor, rotor excitation, short-circuit

tests, a stator heat-run test, no-load tests and power production tests. In this

thesis we focus on the results of the first two points, cool-down and rotor ex-

citation, as these provide most information on the superconducting coils in a

rotating electrical machine. A short summary of the remaining tests is given,

but for more information the reader is referred to [226].
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Figure 5.8: Test bench at IWES to perform various tests on generators while sim-

ulating a realistic load case. The EcoSwing generator is depicted in blue. Note the

size of this installation; the generator measures 4 m in diameter.

5.2.3 In-field Test

After the testing period at IWES, a sub-standard coil had to be replaced. Dur-

ing ground-based testing this coil unexpectedly quenched. Post-processing the

data revealed that this coil had a lower Ic than predicted or required, so it was

referred to as a ‘sub-standard’ coil. This is discussed further in section 5.1.3.4.

After replacing the sub-standard coil, the generator was shipped to a coastal

site in Western Denmark, Thyborøn and operated in-field. Figure 5.9 shows the

generator with an outer diameter of 4 m next to the previously installed classi-

cal permanent magnet based generator with the same power rating and with a

diameter of 5.4 m. Figure 5.10 shows the ReBCO generator installed on the two-

bladed wind turbine. Here, commissioning tests of the generator on the wind

turbine included: rotor cool-down, rotor excitation and power production. Both

excitation of the rotor and power production were split in two stages to reduce

the risk, especially as the newly replaced coil only went through a liquid nitro-

gen Ic-test, see section 3.3.3.
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Figure 5.9: EcoSwing generator (right) next to its conventional permanent mag-

net counterpart (left). Clearly, a superconducting rotor significantly reduces the

generator size for the same output power rating.

Figure 5.10: Picture of installing the ReBCO generator on the wind turbine.
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5.3 Results

In this section the results from the testing programs performed at IWES and

Thyborøn are summarized, focusing on the performance of the superconduct-

ing ReBCO coils. The most important findings are presented.

5.3.1 Ground-based Testing

After completion of the rotor’s assembly, JEUMONT ‘married’ the supercon-

ducting rotor with a specially designed and -manufactured stator. The generator

was then shipped to IWES for detailed testing.

5.3.1.1 Cool Down of the Rotor

While the test bed at IWES was prepared, the ReBCO rotor was cooled down.

Figure 5.11 shows the cool-down traces of several coils over time. Due to

parallel work on debugging of the system, the temperature measurements of

the first days are not shown in this figure. Additionally, cooling had to be in-

Figure 5.11: Measured temperature of 4 representative coils during the rotor cool

down. Also shown is the cool-down curve predicted by FE calculation [58].

terrupted when the generator was being lifted from the ground to the test bed,

because water cooling was not available for the compressors during the lifting.

Figure 5.11 also includes the cool-down curve expected from FE calculations
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performed by Eco 5. The actual cool-down to stable temperatures took 14 day,

which is ∼ 1/4 faster than the model prediction of 18 day. This suggests that

the heat load estimation was conservative, the cold heads perform better than

expected or the thermal resistances in the system are smaller than modeled.

Also the final coil temperatures of 20 K to 22 K were significantly below the

target temperature of 30 K, so that the cryogenic design is adequate and can be

considered as conservative.

During cool down a small current of 100 mA was applied to the coils to

monitor their behavior. Figure 5.12a shows the resistances, determined from

the measured voltages of the quench detection taps, over time. This plot shows

that all coils show a superconducting-normal transition. In figure 5.12b the

voltage trace of one heavily-instrumented coil is translated to an R-T plot. This

confirms that the coil transitions to its superconducting state at roughly 90 K,

as can be expected.

(a) Measured voltages across the groups of

four coils as a function of time.

(b) Calculated resistance of coil 18 as a

function of temperature.

Figure 5.12: Quench detection tap voltages were measured at a constant current

of 0.1 A. The figures show the sudden decrease of the resistance, which is charac-

teristic for a normal-superconducting transition.

5.3.1.2 Rotor Excitation (in Standstill)

The first excitation of the rotor after cool down was carried out in steps. First,

the rotor was excited at a standstill to about 280 A with a ramp rate of some

0.18 As−1. The EM inductive interference is significantly lower at a standstill
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than in rotation. During this excitation, the differential voltage of two quench

cards, which evaluate the same pole section, reached about 8 mV correspond-

ing to 2.2 W of heating power or 30 µΩ. At the chosen operating temperature we

expected to have less than 1 µΩ per coil, meaning this 30 µΩ is rather high. The

same section caused a quench during the second excitation of the rotor, now in

rotation rather than at a standstill. This, as well as the possible reason why, is

discussed further in section 5.3.1.4.

Excitation of the rotor in standstill also allowed the magnetic field of the

two Hall probes to be monitored. Figure 5.13 shows the measured magnetic

field of the Hall probes (located on the iron pole of the heavily-instrumented

coils) as a function of the applied rotor current. Also included in this plot is the

predicted behavior based on generator modeling done by Eco 5. Clearly, the

data match well with the predictions, within 10%. This also illustrates that the

obtained magnetic fields is higher than the practical limit that can be achieved

with either a copper wound rotor (about 0.8 T) or with PM-technology (about

1 T).

Figure 5.13: Measured magnetic field from the Hall probes on the heavily-

instrumented coils as a function of the applied current. The measured data

(points) match well, within 10%, with the model (black line, calculated by Eco 5).

Also included is a sketch with the locations of the sensors.
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5.3.1.3 Thermal Drift

Besides the voltage signals of the quench detection taps and the signals of the

Hall probes, also all temperature signals were monitored. Based on the coil ex-

periments, as discussed in chapter 3, and the analytical model of chapter 4, a

small temperature rise of the coils, depending on the applied current level, can

be expected. This temperature rise has to, if there is adequate cooling, stabilize

over time. Figure 5.14 shows the measured temperature data of three represen-

tative coil signals over time, during a no-load test of the generator. In this case,

rotation was started around 0.75 hour, while excitation started around 1.46 hour

upto a current level around 120 A. The current was kept constant at this value

for about 3 hour. The traces in figure 5.14 illustrate that also a decrease in the

coil’s temperature was monitored. The temperature of coil 31 (light blue line in

figure 5.14) decreases significantly from the moment of rotor rotation and even

Figure 5.14: Temperature differences of three representative sensors over time

during a no-load test of the generator. In this case, rotation was started around

0.75 hour, while excitation started around 1.46 hour upto a current level of some

120 A. The current was kept constant at this value for about 3 hour.

during excitation. This behavior is different from the predictions of the analyti-

cal model. However, the temperatures of the cold heads provide an explanation.

The temperature profiles of the cold heads are depicted in figure 5.15. This ex-

cludes the temperature signal of cold head 9, which was dedicated to cool the
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Figure 5.15: Temperature difference of the cold heads over time, which shows that

their performances increases in rotation. Rotation was started around 0.75 hour,

while excitation started around 1.46 hour upto a current level of some 120 A. The

current was kept constant at this value for about 3 hour.

current leads. The data in figure 5.15 show that the cold heads’ performances in-

crease in rotation; almost all temperatures decrease leading to an average equi-

librium temperature that is 2.5 K lower than the value at standstill. This can be

explained as during rotation the centrifugal force aids the natural convection of

the cold heads as the more denser and colder particles will move radially out-

ward towards the tip of the cold heads [227], resulting in a lower equilibrium

temperature.

5.3.1.4 Quench Event

As mentioned in section 5.3.1.1, during the second excitation of the rotor, this

time in rotation, one of the rotor coils quenched. Under rotation, EM induc-

tive interference significantly increased the voltage noise, even leading to clip-

ping of the DAQ signals as shown in figure 5.16. At a little over 280 A, at 15 rpm

rotation, a sudden voltage rise triggered the quench protection system. During

this event the temperature of one coil continued to increase for several minutes,

with a maximum recorded temperature rise of about 4 K, indicating that this coil

quenched around 280 A. Figure 5.16 and 5.17 show the measured voltage
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Figure 5.16: Measured differential voltage of the quench cards (left axis) and cur-

rent (right axis) as a function of time. This shows the high EM inductive interfer-

ence. Only seconds before the quench (at t = 0) a voltage increase in QD6 (blue

diamonds) was observed.

Figure 5.17: Temperature of coil 22 (left axis) and current (right axis) as a func-

tion of time. At t = 0 the quench occurred, however, temperature of coil 22 con-

tinued to rise afterwards, suggesting that this coil quenched and might have been

damaged.
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signals and temperature data, respectively of the quenched coil during this

event. Resistive measurements on the coil after the quench confirmed that the

coil got permanently damaged. Most likely, this resulted from the high thresh-

old of the quench detection system necessitated by the voltage noise. This made

the system too slow to react and to prevent damage to the quenched coil. Post-

processing the data revealed that the quenched coil showed characteristics of a

lower Ic than required, already during the standstill case. Figure 5.18 shows both

the measured temperature and voltage data as a function of the applied current

during the first rotor excitation. Around 220 A both the voltage and temperature

signals increase with increasing rate, which indicates a superconductor to nor-

mal transition. This implies that this rotor coil already had a lower Ic before the

quench event. Moreover, this rotor coil had been tested in liquid nitrogen only.

The lower Ic was not seen during this acceptance test. All other coils did not

show this thermal runaway behavior during the testing period at IWES. Due to

this lower Ic-characteristic, this coil was called a ‘sub-standard’ coil and had to

be replaced after the testing period at IWES. Afterwards, the coil was send to the

University of Twente for a post-event investigation. Here, we located the weak

spot of this coil, which is summarized in section 5.3.1.5.

Figure 5.18: Temperature (left axis) and voltage (right axis) of the sub-standard

coil as a function of the applied current during the first rotor excitation at stand-

still. Both voltage and temperature signals increase drastically around 220 A,

which indicates that this coil had a lower Ic than required from the start.
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After the quench event the temperature rise for all coils was investigated in

more detail. Rather than to look for a small change in temperature, which is

easily missed in real-time, the temperature rise of the rotor coils was calculated.

Figure 5.19 shows this temperature rise as a function of time. Note that this is

the temperature increase prior to the quench event with rotation of the gen-

erator. A moving average filter of 5 min was applied to this data. Furthermore,

rather than showing all data, this figure includes the data of four representative

coils and the quenched or sub-standard coil. This plot illustrates that this coil

started to heat up visibly already 30 minute before it triggered the quench pro-

tection system, which indicates that thermal measurements can be useful for

quench detection purposes. However, it does have some drawbacks, that will be

discussed in section 5.4.

Figure 5.19: Temperature rise as a function of time for 4 representative coils and

the sub-standard coil that quenched during the second excitation (with rotation).

Also included is the current over time. Before calculating this temperature rise a

moving average filter over the foregoing 5 min was applied.

5.3.1.5 Weak Spot of Sub-standard Coil

The sub-standard coil was replaced after the testing period at IWES. This also

allowed this coil to be tested to determine its weak spot. At the University of

Twente the pole was first disassembled, so that the winding pack could be
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tested in a liquid nitrogen bath. Several PT1000 sensors were placed on top

of the winding pack at locations as depicted schematically in figure 5.20. The

coil was slowly submerged in liquid nitrogen and a small 50 A current was ap-

plied. Figure 5.20 shows both the current and the measured temperature dif-

ference over time. This shows that the signal of sensor 4 increases the most

and is followed by sensor 5. This suggests that the location of the defect is

in between sensors 4 and 5, but relatively closer to sensor 4. The CCS sensor

used in the generator was also near this spot. Presumably, the temperature

increase as observed during ground-based testing, particularly as depicted in

figures 5.19 and 5.17, would not have been observed if the spot had been further

away from the CCS sensor. In section 5.4 the discussion regarding this observa-

tion proceeds.

Figure 5.20: The sub-standard coil was tested in a liquid nitrogen bath with a

current of 50 A to determine the location of a weak spot. Left: the temperature

difference of the PT1000 temperature sensors and current over time. Right: the

location of the sensors, suggesting that the defect is close to T4.

5.3.2 In-field Testing

After replacement of the defective coil, the generator was shipped to Thy-

borøn for its installation on an existing wind turbine. The newly replaced coil

was solely tested with the accelerated liquid nitrogen test, due to the project’s

challenging time schedule. This was a risk that the consortium agreed on.
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Additionally, due to delays in the project, the generator could not be tested for

a full year as originally intended. Commissioning of the generator required ex-

tensive debugging activities, for instance with the converter and various sen-

sors. During this commissioning of the turbine, the main focus was to produce

power to the grid. In section 5.3.2.3 the total hours of grid operation at Thy-

borøn is summarized. Therefore, there is limited data available to characterize

the behavior of the coils. In this section, the results that can be deduced from

this testing period are given.

5.3.2.1 Rotor Excitation

Rotor excitation was split in two stages to reduce risk. Figures 5.21 and 5.22

show the measured coil temperatures and calculated temperature increases

of the coils during rotor excitation at standstill. This meant the rotor was fully

locked instead of being in idle situation. The current was increased at a maxi-

mum rate of 0.5 A s−1 up to 380 A, while monitoring the voltages of all quench

detection taps and temperatures of the coils. This current is significantly below

the Ic limit of the coils, so that the coils’ temperature increase, as result of

Figure 5.21: Measured coil temperatures (left axis) and applied rotor current

(right axis) over time during excitation of the rotor at a standstill in Thyborøn. At

about 7 hour the rotor was locked from its idle state. Rotor current was increased

and kept stable at 380 A for roughly 8 hour.
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Figure 5.22: Calculated temperature increase (left axis) and applied rotor current

(right axis) over time during excitation of the rotor at standstill in Thyborøn. At

about 7 hour the rotor was locked from its idle state. Rotor current was increased

and kept stable at 380 A for roughly 8 hour.

self-heating as discussed in chapter 4, is expected to be negligible. However,

figure 5.21 shows that the temperatures do change, leading to both higher and

lower temperatures. Yet, the calculated heating-rates, using a similar approach

as mentioned in section 5.3.1.3, show that all coils are in stable condition

during the 8 hour with constant applied current.

The increase and decrease of the coil temperatures most likely results from

the rotational dependency of the cold-heads, as discussed in section 5.3.1.3.

Figure 5.23 shows the measured temperatures of the cold heads as a function

of time. At around 7 hour the generator was locked instead of being in idle

mode. At this moment, the temperatures of the cold heads increase or decrease

depending on their orientation, in turn this leads to the observed variations of

the coils.

Additionally, the temperatures of the cold heads can be used to estimate

the heat load on the system. For this purpose the rotational dependency of

the cold heads needs to be taken into consideration as well as their individual
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Figure 5.23: Measured temperatures of the cold-heads (left axis) and applied ro-

tor current (right axis) over time. This was measured with the rotor at standstill.

At about 7 hour the rotor was locked from its idle state. Rotor current was in-

creased and kept stable at 380 A for roughly 8 hour.

cooling capacity. The latter information was not readily available. However,

with the capacity map for this type of cold head, the heat load on the system,

at least in order of magnitude, can be estimated. The average power over

temperature for the cold heads in this temperature range was found to be

linear, so that it results in roughly 150 W without excitation. Of this cold head 9,

which cools the current leads, accounts for 40 W and increases by roughly 7 W

in the case a current of 380 A is applied.

5.3.2.2 Power Production

The previous section shows that all rotor coils can handle a stable current of

380 A, including the newly replaced coil. Starting from a lower current, the gen-

erator was slowly brought to its rated 15 rpm to produce power to the grid.

Figure 5.24 shows the measured cold-head temperatures and figure 5.25 the coil

temperatures during a long 2 MW power run. As expected, the temperatures of

the cold heads first reduce when rotation starts, followed by a slow increase to a

stable temperature.
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Figure 5.24: Measured cold-head temperatures over time during a 2 MW unat-

tended power run of the generator.

Figure 5.25: Measured coil temperatures over time during a 2 MW unattended

power run of the generator.

Their temperature difference gives an estimation of the AC loss in the rotor.

This was repeated at several power levels. Unfortunately, due to a tight time-

schedule and debugging of the system, only data of a few power levels could be
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used and not all measurements were taken over a long period of time or with

the same rotor current. However, it does provide an order of magnitude for the

rotor loss, ranging to roughly 30 W.

Figure 5.26 shows the average temperature increase of the coils as a func-

tion of the loss calculated from the cold head temperatures. There seems to

be a linear dependence between the two as can be expected. This results

from the linear power dependence of the cold heads over temperature and

the approximately constant thermal conductivity of copper in such a small

temperature range. Figure 5.26 also indicates that even at high output power

the temperature increase of the coils is small, less than 2 K, and well within the

thermal margin. However, if the measured loss is compared to the generated

output power, as depicted in figure 5.27, the dependency requires a more subtle

approach.

Figure 5.26: Average coil temperature

increase as a function of the rotor loss

at two different applied rotor currents.

Also included is a linear fit (line).

Figure 5.27: Rotor loss as a function of

the generated output power at two dif-

ferent applied rotor currents.

As shown in figure 5.13, the stationary magnetic field generated by the rotor

coils depends on the excitation current. Faraday showed how the induced

voltage over the stator coils equals the rate of change of the flux of the rotor

magnetic field, which is proportional to the strength of the rotor magnetic field
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and the rotation speed:

Vstator =
∂φrotor
∂t

∝ ωrotorBrotor. (5.1)

We assume that the rotor speed is constant. For a given output power and power

factor, the stator current will be inversely proportional to the stator voltage:

Istator ∝
Poutput
Vstator

∝ Poutput
Brotor

. (5.2)

This allows to estimate the ripple magnetic field the rotor experiences once the

generator is producing power [228]. The AC loss in the rotor is caused by the

ripple magnetic field generated by these stator currents and coupled back into

the rotor coils.

Brippple ∝ Istator ∝
Poutput
Brotor

. (5.3)

If we assume that this ripple magnetic field is mainly parallel to the ReBCO tape

and larger than the penetration magnetic field, which seems reasonable with a

penetration field in the order of 10 mT [229], than the hystesresis loss is propor-

tional to the amplitude of the ripple magnetic field [120]:

PAC ∝ Bripple ∝
Poutput
Brotot

, (5.4)

PAC = a
Poutput
Brotor

. (5.5)

This relation is indicated in figure 5.27 with the two lines. The proportionality

factor a is obtained by fitting the expression to the data with a rotor current

of 330 A where Brotor is about 1.4 T, resulting in the light grey line. The darker

dashed line corresponds to a lower excitation current of 250 A or Brotor is about

1.2 T, but with the same proportionality factor. The scatter around the observed

data presumably stems from various uncertainties in the assumptions made, as

well as uncertainties in the data. his can result from an unstable situation of the

cold heads before power is generated, leading to an underestimation of the base

temperature. Or, the temperature after several hours was not yet stable. Both

factors combine to a higher loss than estimated. Nevertheless, from this rough

analysis it appears that the rotor loss can be described as parallel magnetic field

hysteresis loss in the ReBCO tapes. A more rigorous test scenario is required to

confirm this.
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5.3.2.3 Key Figures

Overall, the in-field testing of the turbine generator at Thyborøn was successful,

leading to:

� an achieved target output power of 3 MW ;

� more than 650 hour of grid operation;

� more than half a year problem-free cryogenic operation.

5.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Within the EcoSwing project a full-size superconducting generator for a

3.6 MW wind turbine was successfully designed, developed, manufactured

and field-tested. The ReBCO rotor assembly was performed in an industrial

setting, showing that superconducting components can be deployed in such

a ‘standard’ manufacturing environment. Prior wind-related HTS projects did

not involve a complete chain of suppliers or an in-field demonstration.

Ground-based and in-field testing of the generator resulted in more than

half a year of problem-free cryogenic operation. The cold rotor reached a base

pressure of 2.7·10−5 Pa, which was re-established after a repair involving the

replacement of one sub-standard coil. This sub-standard coil was identified

during a quench at IWES, while the coil had passed the accelerated acceptance

test. Adequate coil testing has thus been identified as an important de-risking

effort within the project. Additionally, quench detection was found to be extra

challenging in environments with high EM inductive interference. Hence, after

the ground-based tests the quench protection system was upgraded prior to

the installation of the generator in the wind turbine at Tyborøn. Here, the

system was always first excited without rotation to check all coils, before power

generation. At Thyborøn all coils behaved as expected and the turbine achieved

its targeted power range including more than 650 hour of grid operation. This

demonstrates the compatibility of superconducting generator technology with

all the real impacts present in an operational environment such as variable

speeds, grid faults, electromagnetic harmonics, vibrations etc. In doing so, the

EcoSwing project has lifted the technology for superconductive generators to a

technical readiness level TRL of 7.
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After the testing period at IWES, the sub-standard coil was sent to the University

of Twente for further investigation. Triangulation of the weak spot showed that

its position was relatively close to the temperature sensor. It seems unlikely that

the same type of curves, both in the temperature and heating-rate, would be

observed had the sensor been further away from the weak spot. This requires a

more detailed model for verification. The measurements indicate the limit of

a temperature-based quench detection system. Optical fibers, as introduced

in chapter 3, might be an alternative. The fibers can be co-wound with the

coil, so it would not be limited to a local spot. Compared to voltage detection,

temperature data are less sensitive to EM inductive interference. However, it

reduces the overall engineering current density of the coils, plus the technique

still needs to be proven in ‘real’ applications.

Post-processing of the data from the in-field testing period at Thyborøn

revealed that the total AC loss in the coils are expected to be around 30 W, at

least in this order of magnitude. The temperature increase of the cold heads

results in this estimation of the loss. However, the temperature increase is

difficult to determine for two main reasons. First, the performance of the cold

heads increase in rotation, resulting in an error in the measured ‘base’ tem-

perature. Secondly, not all measurements were performed over a long enough

time period. It is very probable that the measured cold head temperatures were

not in a stable state. Both factors, if taken into account, lead to an increase

in the measured loss. More tests to verify this behavior are needed. It is espe-

cially interesting to compare this information to model results to determine

if this behavior is predictable. Additionally, this would help to design a fully

superconducting machine.
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this last chapter a concise overview is presented of the discussion and conclu-

sions from the previous chapters, thus summarizing the highlights of the thesis.
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In this thesis the performance of conduction-cooled ReBCO coils was eval-

uated. The focus was on the coils that were produced in the framework of

the EcoSwing project and installed in a cryogenic rotor for a wind generator.

Thus, conductor and coil performances were tested in a controlled laboratory

environment as well as when mounted in the generator of a superconducting

wind turbine generator.

First, the ReBCO tape superconductor that was used in the coils was in-

vestigated, with the main results summarized in chapter 2. The bi-axial texture

that is essential to overcome the grain-boundary-problem, introduces a

pronounced anisotropy. For most manufactures, the critical current density

exhibits a peak when the magnetic field is parallel to the tapes’ surface, since

the non-conducting crystallographic yttrium- or gadolinium-oxide layers act

as 2D pinning sites. In chapter 2 it was shown how this peak is shifted by

25◦ for the THEVA tapes, which results from the ISD-technique used in their

production. Nevertheless, this anisotropic behavior characteristic for THEVA

tape can still be satisfactory described by a scaling law, as the one proposed by

Fleiter and Ballarino [95], with an extra parameter to account for the c-axis tilt,

see equation 2.11. While an adequate scaling law description was constructed

around the working point of the EcoSwing generator, more measurements

were needed to describe the full critical surface. However, these fall outside the

scope of this thesis.

Instead of establishing a detailed scaling law for the THEVA conductor,

the focus in this work was on the determination of the lift factor (LF). The LF

expresses the tape’s critical current Ic at operating conditions relative to its

Ic value at the normal boiling point of liquid nitrogen and in its magnetic

self-field. With the LF known, the tape’s performance can be characterized

immediately in-line during production with a fast and relatively inexpensive

method. The LF was determined using two techniques: resistively with the

Ic(α)-setup and inductively with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

The inductive method was originally envisaged as a faster method to replace

the time-consuming resistive measurements, but revealed local variations of

the tape’s critical current density Jc in both axial- and lateral direction. The

localized nature of the VSM data thus meant that they can not replace the
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Ic(α)-measurements, which were deemed more representative for the super-

conductor’s performance in a coil.

In chapter 2 also the resistance of a tape splice made by THEVA was mea-

sured. This lap joint displayed a resistance value of 3.4 µΩmm2, practically

irrespective of temperature, magnetic field and magnetic field orientation,

which is an acceptable low value thanks to its face-to-face geometry and the

optimized protocol used for its fabrication. However, just one sample was mea-

sured, leaving the possible influence of splices to be analyzed further after coil

production. Both, the electrical splice resistance and the tape’s inhomogeneity,

are important for coil design. This was analyzed more in-depth and presented

in chapter 3 that includes the results of the measurements performed on

several sub- and full-scale coils.

Type-testing, initially of the sub-scale and later of the full-scale EcoSwing

coils illustrated how the performance of ReBCO coils can be predicted reliable.

Such predictions were made by combining the FE calculations of the magnetic

field profile throughout the winding pack with the scaling law, including the

effect of the tape’s anisotropy. The critical currents of the coils measured in

the conduction-cooled test rig agree well with the model predictions and with

the critical currents of the bare winding packs in liquid nitrogen reported by

THEVA. Thermal cycling has no effect on the coils’ critical current. However,

the conduction-cooled experiments did reveal unexpectedly high n-values

at lower temperatures, suggestive of a thermally driven transition. More-

over, close to the critical surface, the conduction-cooled coils are prone to

thermal drifting, possibly developing into a full-blown quench. These effects

were absent in the liquid-nitrogen tests and were further evaluated in chapter 4.

In chapter 3 it was illustrated how significant coil numbers can be produced

reproducibly and successfully, thereby demonstrating the maturity of ReBCO

coil manufacturing. The series production of the full-scale coils was carried out

at an industrial winding shop, demonstrating successful technology transfer. 46

coils were produced and acceptance-tested, with a yield larger than 90%. Two

types of acceptance-tests were used to verify the performance of the series-

produced coils. Testing in an electromagnetic- and thermal environment that is
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application-relevant as possible is preferred. Indeed, as discussed in chapter 5,

one of the coils that was accepted during accelerated testing in liquid nitro-

gen later failed in the assembled rotor, necessitating a challenging repair action.

As a final point of attention in chapter 3, the results of several quench

tests of the first full-scale coil were discussed, either current- or temperature-

driven. Voltage- as well as temperature signals were found to increase relatively

slowly but significantly prior to a quench. In the case of a temperature-driven

quench this occurred over a time-scale of several minutes. This suggests that

thermometry might be used as a means to predict an unstable situation. How-

ever, the experience with the EcoSwing coils is insufficient to gauge whether

such temperature drift would be a valid quench detection strategy in the case

of a local hot spot situated relatively far away from the temperature sensors.

This test scenario could not be explored adequately, due to an unprotected and

hence destructive quench during an inhomogeneous temperature-driven test.

The results and model introduced in chapter 4 provided more insight into this

question.

The observed thermal drift behavior of the EcoSwing coils led to a closer

investigation into the thermal stability of ReBCO systems. Near their critical

surface, ReBCO tend to exhibit some residual resistivity due to thermally

activated flux motion. This results in self-heating, which causes the super-

conductor to warm up slowly and which, in the case of insufficient cooling,

eventually leads to a quench. With a similar approach as the one used by

Stekly et al. [155] to describe thermal stability in LTS, the heat-balance equa-

tion can be solved. Constructing a straightforward 0-D analytical model, the

superconductor can be approximated as a single homogeneous mass with a

thermal link to a cooling bath. The self-heating effect is then quantified with

the characteristic E-J power law of the superconductor. The model leads to a

nonlinear first-order differential equation for the temperature rise, which is

readily integrated and allows to formulate several useful stability criteria for the

applied current Istab, for the maximum stable temperature Tstab and for the

maximum stable voltage increase V(Tstab/V(T0). Finally, this analytical model

also yielded a natural timescale for the thermal drift due to self-heating, which

is useful for prototype testing and for operations monitoring.
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The main simplification introduced for the analytical 0-D model is the rep-

resentation of the superconductor as a single homogeneous thermal mass.

However, in chapter 2 it was discussed how some level of inhomogeneity

typically remains part of a superconductor. To investigate the influence of

such variations in critical current, a numeric 1-D model was constructed and

its predictions were compared with the analytical 0-D ones. When axial heat

transport along the conductor is negligible compared to heat evacuation to

the cooling sink, both models yield quite similar results, provided that the

properties of the weakest tape section are adopted in the 0-D approximation.

However, when heat conductivity along the tape plays a significant role, the

analytical model tends to be overly conservative. As a worst-case scenario, axial

heat transport was assumed to be negligible so that the temperature profile

around the weak spot did not propagate over time. Such a situation was only

found to be problematic from a detection point of view when the critical current

of the weak spot is significantly smaller than the average Ic value. However, it is

unlikely that such a coil would pass an acceptance test since its overall critical

current would simply be too low. Although the analytical self-heating model

was illustrated to be quite useful, it must also be stressed that it cannot be

used as a classical quench propagation model, e.g. to determine the thickness

of copper stabilizer that is required to slow down a quench sufficiently so

that the current can be ramped-down safely. Such calculations still require a

complementary dedicated model.

In chapter 5 the behavior of ReBCO coils in a demanding ’real-world’ ap-

plication was evaluated. Ground-based and in-field testing of the EcoSwing

generator amounted to more than half a year of problem-free cryogenic oper-

ation. During the ground-based tests at IWES, one coil quenched while the

rotor was excited. Although this coil had passed the accelerated acceptance

tests, subsequent and more careful analysis of the ground-based temperature

data revealed it had a lower Ic value than required. After replacement, this

sub-standard coil was further investigated electrically. Triangulation of the

weak spot showed it to be relatively close to a temperature sensor. It seems

unlikely that the same type of behavior, an anomalous heating-rate, could

be observed with a temperature sensor further away from the weak spot.

Adequate testing of all coils was thus identified as an important de-risking effort
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within any project of this size. Voltage-based quench detection was found to

be challenging in an environment with high inductive EM interference, such

as a generator. In the wind turbine at Thyborøn, all coils behaved as expected

and the repaired generator achieved its targeted power range, including more

than 650 hour of stable grid operation. This demonstrates the compatibility

of superconducting generator technology with all the real impacts that are

present in a harsh operational environment, such as variable speeds, grid

faults, electromagnetic harmonics, vibrations etc. Doing so, the EcoSwing

project has lifted the technology for superconducting generators to TRL 7.

In essence, this thesis provides an evaluation of the performance of conduction-

cooled ReBCO coils from laboratory tests to their behavior in a wind converter.

The technology is shown to have matured sufficiently to be integrated in

such a demanding ‘real-life’ application, although further improvements to

quench detection and quench protection remain desirable. In order to operate

conduction-cooled ReBCO coils safely, enough operational margin needs to

be designed for. With the analytical self-heating model several stability criteria

were formulated. In a current-temperature plot, an Istab(T) line can be derived

below the Ic(T) curve, which sharply separates a stable from an unstable

regime. The model is thus a useful tool for future ReBCO coil applications. The

EcoSwing project also illustrated how power-dense ReBCO based technology

is mature and may well be on its way to be economically competitive, even in

fast-evolving application areas such as wind converters. Continued advances in

the processing and performance of ReBCO coated conductors may be expected

to lower their cost further and to accelerate this development.
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A
Scaling Law

In section 2.3.1 the measured lift factor of the THEVA tape for various magnetic

fields, angles and temperatures was presented. This focused on the normalized

lift factor in order to try to determine the parameters from following scaling-law:

Jc(B, T, α) = Jc,c(B, T ) +
Jc,ab(B, T )− Jc,c(B, T )

1 +
(

α−π
g(B,T )

)v , (A.1)

where:

Jc,c =
ac
B
bpcc (1− bc)qc(1− tn)Yc (A.2)

Jc,ab =
aab
B
bpab

ab (1− bab)qab
(
(1− tn1)n2 + a(1− tn)

)Yab (A.3)

g(B, T ) = g0 + g1 exp(−g2 exp(g3T )B). (A.4)

In this appendix the measured data, used to evaluate this scaling law, is pre-

sented in more detail.

Temperature Dependence

Figure A.1 shows the measured LF as a function of temperature. This was per-

formed at a background magnetic field of 1.5 T and with the magnetic field per-

pendicular to the tape’s c-axis. It shows there is some variation in the LF. Figure

A.2 shows the normalized LF over temperature. The temperature-dependence

of the scaling law can be expressed as:

NLFT = A(1− tn)Yc . (A.5)
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Here it is assumed that n = 1 and Tc = 93 K. Compared to the data from [88] on

Fuijkura tape, this is a reasonable first assumption. Next, the prefactor A and

the parameter Yc can be determined. In table A.1 the fit results are summarized.

Table A.1: Parameters in the scaling-law deduced from the tape measurements.

Sample A Yc C pc D v g

13 2.18 1.96 17.5 0.534 1.7 2.5 21

15 2.26 2.05 16.9 0.528 1.8 2.1 16

14 2.15 1.93 18.5 0.547 1.6 2.5 20

18 2.19 1.95 17.3 0.531 1.6 2.4 10

19 2.15 1.91 16.9 0.525 1.6 2.3 14

24 2.18 1.95 16.5 0.522 1.8 3.2 23

average 2.19 1.96 17.3 0.531 1.7 2.5 17

Magnetic Field Dependence

The measurements done at various applied magnetic field strengths, while

maintaining a temperature of 30 K and with the magnetic field perpendicular

to the tape’s c-axis, allow to express the scaling law as:

NLFB =
C

B
bpcc (1− bc)qc . (A.6)

Here bc = B/Bi,c and by fixing Bi,c = 140 and qc = 2.5, again according to [88],

the parametersC and pc can be found and are given in table A.1). Figure A.3 and

figure A.4 show the measured results as the lift factor and normalized factor over

applied magnetic field.

Angular Dependence

Finally, figure A.5 shows the angular dependence of the lift factor and figure A.6

the normalized lift factor as a function of the applied magnetic field angle. The

latter uses a quadratic assumption to find this minimum value that occurs at

roughly 65◦. Furthermore, in this case the scaling law, equation A.1, can be ex-

pressed as:

NLFα = 1 +
D − 1

1 +
(
α+25
g

)v . (A.7)
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This takes into account that c-axis shift that is typical for THEVA tape, i.e. the

LF reaches a minimum value at an angle of 65◦, which corresponds to a c-axis

shift of 25◦ due to the ISD process discussed in 2.1.1. THEVA reported a similar

shift [80]. Note that due to the limited points around the peak LF value, there is

a large uncertainty of 20% in the found parameters that are listed in table A.1.

Scaling law THEVA

With the found values the scaling law becomes:

Jc(B, T, α) = Jc,c(B, T ) +
Jc,ab(B, T )− Jc,c(B, T )

1 +
(

α+β
g(B,T )

)v (A.8)

Jc,c =
ac
B
bpcc (1− bc)qc(1− tn)Yc . (A.9)

In table A.2 the fixed and fit parameters for the THEVA tape are listed. The pref-

actor ac is based primary on UTW024 as this tape is most representative. The

process was not altered significantly hereafter.

Table A.2: Scaling law parameters including their values for THEVA tape. Also in-

cluded is whether this value was fixed with [88] or deduced from measurements.

Parameter Value Note

Jc,ab 1.7 Jc,c peak of angular dependence, fitted

β 25◦ c-axis shift due to ISD process

v 2.5 fitted

g(B, T ) 17 width of peak, fitted (at 1.5 T, 30 K)

ac 7.7·1011 ATm−2 prefactor, fitted

Bi,c 140 T fixed [88]

pc 0.531 fitted

qc 2.5 fixed [88]

n 1 fixed [88]

Yc 1.96 fitted
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Figures

Figure A.1: Measured lift factor as a function of temperature at a magnetic field

of 1.5 T applied perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis.

Figure A.2: Normalized lift factor as a function of temperature at a magnetic field

of 1.5 T applied perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis. Also included is the fit over all

measured samples.
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Figure A.3: Measured lift factor as a function of magnetic field at a temperature

of 30 K and with the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis.

Figure A.4: Normalized lift factor as a function of magnetic field at a temperature

of 30 K and with the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the tape’s c-axis. Also

included is the fit over all measured samples.
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Figure A.5: Measured lift factor as a function of the angle of the applied magnetic

field at a temperature of 30 K and with a magnetic field of 1.5 T.

Figure A.6: Normalized lift factor as a function of the angle of the applied mag-

netic field at a temperature of 30 K and with a magnetic field of 1.5 T. Also in-

cluded is the fit over all measured samples.
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B
Nomenclature

B.1 List of Abbreviations

1G First Generation of HTS

2G Second Generation of HTS

AC Alternating Current

APC Artificial Pinning Centers

BSCCO Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide

CapEx Capital Investment Expenditures

CCS Carbon Ceramic Sensors

CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research

CH Cold Head

CLIQ Coupling-Loss Induced Quench

Cu Copper

CuBe Copper Beryllium

CuO2 Copper Oxide

CWS Cold-warm-supports

DAQ Data Acquisition

DC Direct Current
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B.1. List of Abbreviations

DD Direct-drive

DE Drive End of the Generator

DyNaLab Dynamic Nacelle Testing Laboratory

E3SPreSSO External Energy Extraction Symbiotic Protection System

EM Electromagnetic

FE Finite Element

FEM finite element modeling

FeNi Iron–nickel Alloy

FCL Fault-current Limiters

GM Gifford-McMahon

He Helium

HTS High-temperature Superconductor

IBAD Ion Beam Assisted Deposition

IGBT Insulated-gate Bipolar Transistor

InAg Indium-silver Alloy

ISD Inclined Substrate Deposition

ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

IWES Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy Systems

LCoE Levelized Cost of Energy

LF Lift Factor

LN2 Liquid Nitrogen

LTS Low-temperature Superconductor

Maglev Magnetic Levitation of Trains

MgB2 Magnesium Diboride

MgO Magnesium Oxide

MLI Multi-layer-insulation

MOCVD Metal-organic-deposition

MoS2 Molybdenum Disulfide

MPZ Minimum Propagation Zone
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B.1. List of Abbreviations

MQE Minimum Quench Energy

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Nb3Sn Niobium Tin

NbTi Niobium Titanium

NDE Non-drive End of Generator

NLF Normalized Lift Factor

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

NZP Normal-zone Propagation

OpEx Operational Expenditures

PM Permanent Magnet

PLD Pulsed Laser Deposition

PTFE Polytetrafluorethylene

RABiTs Rolling Assisted Biaxially Textured Substrate

RCE Reactive Co-evaporation

ReBCO Rare-earth Barium Copper Oxide

RJA Rotary Joint Assembly

RRR Residual Resistance Ratio

SMES Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio

TRL Technical Readiness Level

VSM Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

Y Yttrium

YBCO Yttrium barium copper oxide

YO Yttrium Oxide

YSZ Yttria Stabilized Zirconia
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B.1. List of Abbreviations
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